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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to design a framework for a tennis training system that can 
be used to develop young tennis players into elite, world-class professionals. An elite 
tennis player is defined as someone who ultimately attains a top 200 professional ranking 
on either the men's ATP Tour or the women's WTA Tour. This system is meant to be 
utilized by training institutions as a whole, as well as individual players and their 
coaches. The methodology involved a literature review of research in youth talent 
development and talent detection, with emphasis on the works of Bloom (1985) and 
Ericsson (1990, 1993, 1994, 1996). Interviews were also conducted with prominent 
independent tennis coaches like Nick Bollettieri and Robert Lansdorp, as well as with a 
private coach from Estonia, and coaches from the tennis federation's of France and the 
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Czech Republic. The results found that tennis development should begin between the 
ages of six to eight. In the early stages of development it was found that fun, stroke 
technique, and learning how to play matches should be emphasized. Sport specialization 
should not occur before age 13 or 14. In order to attain expert performance players should 
amass 10 years and 10,000 hours of directed deliberate practice. Although researchers 
theorized that players do not benefit from practices lasting longer than four hours, 
coaches interviewed believe that it is essential to practice for five to six hours between 
the ages of 16-18 when the player is transitioning from junior tennis to professional 
tennis. A nurturing relationship with a coach and supportive, yet moderately involved 
parents, are also key elements to this development program. Most importantly, players 
must develop and maintain a love for tennis if they are to attain expert status. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
The problem is to design a tennis training system that will enable coaches to develop 
young tennis players into world-class professional players. A world-class tennis player is 
defined as someone who attains a top 200 world singles ranking on the men's Association 
of Tennis Professionals (ATP) pro tour or the Women's Tennis Association (WT A) pro 
tour computers. A top 200 ranking is the measure for success on the pro tour because at 
that level the amount of prize money won by a player generally exceeds their expenses. 
The developmental framework detailed in this dissertation illustrates the steps that 
should be taken in order to develop a world-class tennis player. This tennis development 
system is meant to be utilized by individual players and coaches, as well as by tennis 
training institutions and the junior development programs of national tennis federations. 
The framework for this program was developed based on the findings of the 
literature review; on the findings from interviews conducted with several renowned 
tennis coaches who are actively involved in junior development, either as private coaches 
or through their work with national tennis federations; from presentations and remarks 
made at a junior tennis development seminar; and from my own knowledge of the game 
acquired during 10 years of competing at the junior, collegiate, professional, and adult 
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tournament levels, and through 15 years of Division I college tennis coaching and 19 
years of teaching tennis as a professional instructor. 
In accordance with the findings of Bloom (1985) and other researchers, tennis 
development training will begin between the ages of six to eight with the end goal of 
expert performance being attained about 10 years after the commencement of deliberate 
practice and training. Expert performance is defined as the eventual attainment of a top 
200 world ranking. By the time a player reaches the age of peak performance, which 
Schulz and Curnow (1988) determined to be between age 24 and 25 for male and female 
tennis players, he or she should have amassed at least 10 years and 10,000 hours of 
deliberate practice (Ericsson, 1996). Peak performance is defined as the time when the 
player is playing his best tennis; typically this will be when he attains his highest ranking. 
Because most tennis players receive such an early introduction to the sport, they will 
likely have played for more than 10 years when they reach peak performance and will 
also more than likely have achieved a high level of success in their late teens. It is 
important for coaches to keep deliberate practice to a minimum in the early years of a 
tennis player's development so that young players do not bum out lose their sense of joy 
for the game, and also for players not to specialize in tennis before the age of 14 (Bompa, 
1995, and Drabik, 1996). 
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How to best develop world-class tennis players is a pressing question throughout 
the tennis world. In the United States there is a great deal of interest in player 
development because of the perceived failure of the United States Tennis Association's 
(UST A) Player Development program to help produce future tennis stars. As Mark 
Winters wrote in Tennis Week: 
In 1988, Player Development initiated an effort to find "impact" players; players 
who would become top 10 performers. In time, the mission statement was 
amended to encompass competitors who achieve a top 20 ranking. Before [Andy] 
Roddick finished 2000 as the No. 1 International Tennis Federation ranked junior, 
the last performers to star on this level were Brian Dunn and Vince Spadea, who 
were No. 1 and No.4 in 1992. For the girls, the show has been even more dismal. 
[Jennifer] Capriati was No. 2 in 1989, a position Meilen Tu achieved in 1994 
(Winters, August 31, 2001, p. 30). 
Revamping the Player Development program quickly became the UST A's 
foremost agenda following the ascension of Merv Heller to the USTA presidency in 
March 2001. Following a meeting of the USTA Board of Directors in May 2001, Heller 
said that, " ... Player Development was moved from a Level II to a Level I priority," and 
added that, " ... Executive Director Rick Ferman was asked to prepare a comprehensive 
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review of Player Development for the July 20-22 Board meeting" (Winters, August 31, 
2001, p. 31). 
Shortly before that USTA Board meeting, Doug MacCurdy, Director of the 
USTA 's Player Development program, resigned "presumably under fire," and soon 
thereafter the USTA released its longtime Director of Coaching, Tom Gullikson 
(Winters, August 31, 2001, p. 70). As of April 2002 former pro tour player Paul 
Annacone, the long-time coach of Pete Sampras, had been hired by the UST A to assist 
with player development. However, at this time the future plan of action for the UST A's 
Player Development program is still unknown. 
The concern over player development in the United States is due largely to the 
fact that the premier group of American male players-Pete Sampras, Andre Agassi, 
Michael Chang, and Todd Martin-are all at least 30-years-old. The young American 
who has so far shown the most promise is Andy Roddick of Rorida. Just one year out of 
the juniors, the 19-year-old Roddick has already won three A TP tournaments, reached the 
quarterfinal of the 2001 U.S. Open, and earned a year-end 2001 ATP ranking of No. 14. 
Despite the USTA 's concern about American player development, the ranking 
statistics for American men competing on the A TP tour have actually improved over the 
last four years. In 1998 there were only five U.S.-born men under the age of 25 who were 
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ranked in the A TP's top 200, and just 18 American male players ranked among the top 
650 in the world. As of January 2002, there were nine American male players under the 
age of 25 ranked in the A TP's top 200, and 53 American male players ranked among the 
top 650 in the world. These increased numbers are not due to any change in tennis 
development policies within the UST A or U.S. coaching circles. This improvement can 
be attributed partly to the increase in the number of futures and challenger-level 
professional tournaments held in the United States which makes it easier for American 
players to accumulate ranking points. Another possible reason for this spike in the 
number of ranked American players is that youngsters who began playing tennis in the 
early 1990s due to the popularity of Pete Sampras and Andre Agassi, have reached their 
late teens and early twenties and are now competing on the pro tour. 
On the women's side, four of the WTA 's top ten players m 2001 were 
Americans- Venus and Serena Williams, Jennifer Capriati, and Lindsay Davenport-and 
all four Grand Slam titles in 2001 were won by Americans, with Venus Williams winning 
Wimbledon and the U.S. Open Championships and Jennifer Capriati capturing the 
Australian and French Open Championships. However, both Davenport and Capriati are 
25-years-old and it is uncertain how much longer they will play; especially Davenport, 
who has been plagued by injuries. American Meghann Shaughnessy, age 22, has quietly 
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worked her way up to No. 12 in the 2001 WT A rankings, and there is still hope that the 
promise 21-year-old Alexandra Stevenson showed in reaching the Wimbledon semifinal 
in 1999 will materialize and that her WT A ranking will climb higher than No. 60, which 
is where it stood at the conclusion of 2001. Aside from these players, however, the 
brightest spot on America's tennis horizon is 16-year-old Ashley Harkleroad from 
Aorida. Harkleroad was ranked No. 7 in the 2001 International Tennis Federation (ITF) 
junior rankings, reached the semifinal of the 2001 U.S. Open Junior Girls' 
Championship, and has a WT A ranking of No. 247 as of January 16, 2002. 
Although America's female pros are now dominating the professional game, the 
development of top American female players was a problem throughout much of the 
1990s. Foreign-born players ruled the WTA Tour for nearly 10 years following the 
retirement of Chris Evert in 1989. Until Davenport won the 1998 U.S. Open, no woman 
born in the United States had won a Grand Slam title since Evert won the 1986 French 
Open. 
To ensure that the United States produces a steady stream of world-class tennis 
players, some feel the UST A should emulate the models of countries like Spain and 
France in which all the top players train together at one national training center. The top 
players in Spain all train at a national training center in Barcelona, and the top French 
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players train together at a national training center in Paris. The French development 
model is discussed in a later section of this dissertation, with insights gained from an 
interview with Georges Goven, head of junior girls' development for the French Tennis 
Federation. The junior development programs of both countries have proven to be 
extremely effective in developing a large number of world-class players. At the 2001 
U.S. Open, France had 11 male players qualify for the main draw, while 17 male Spanish 
players qualified for the main draw. Eight French women qualified for the 2001 U.S. 
Open women's main draw, compared to the 11 female players from Spain who qualified. 
Spain was second only to the United States in the number of entrants in the 2001 U.S. 
Open main draw. There were 23 American women and 20 American men entrants in the 
main draw. This number is skewed higher in favor of the United States because the 
UST A grants most of its wild cards to young, lower-ranked American players and to 
American juniors who otherwise would have had to earn their spots in the main draw 
through the qualifying tournament. Without factoring in wildcard players, the number of 
American entrants in the 2001 U.S. Open women's main draw was 15 and the number of 
American entrants in the men's main draw was 13. 
French and Spanish coaches point to their respective national training centers to 
explain the growing professional successes of their country's players. Although national 
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tennis training centers have successfully produced world-class players in Spain and 
France, many of the American junior coaches interviewed for this study believe a 
national tennis training center would not be effective in the United States. There is no 
doubt that training centers provide the competition necessary for players to develop and 
improve, coaches said. What training centers often cannot provide, however, is the 
personalized, one-on-one relationship a personal coach has with a player, which is a 
central tenet of Bloom's (1985) talent development model. Even France's top junior 
player, Marion Bartoli, participates only peripherally in the French Tennis Federation's 
junior development program. Bartoli receives financial support from the federation and 
practices at the national training center in Paris, but she practices there with her father, 
who oversees her coaching, her physical training, and her practice matches with French 
junior boys. World-class tennis players are produced through personal coaching 
relationships, said Robert Lansdorp, who has been developing junior players in Southern 
California for more than 30 years: 
The UST A should get away from thinking they're going to develop kids. 
Development is only going to happen on a one-on-one basis. That's the only way 
a champion is built. I think the USTA should be a supportive system, not a 
developmental one. The UST A should organize places where kids can go to 
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compete. Competing is hugely important to developing players. (coaching 
seminar, August 30, 2001) 
Aside from the importance of having a good coach who can bond with a player, 
R. Lansdorp said junior development will not be successful without the involvement of a 
parent or a mentor figure: 
I don't think any kid has been developed just by a coach alone. You have to have 
somebody who's close to the person, and I think the parental role is hugely 
important. There has to be a good relationship between the parent and coach since 
the parent is the [player's] support system. It's very difficult just for kids to do it 
on their own. The parents don't have to play; Lindsay [Davenport] and Pete's 
[Sampras] didn't. But Lindsay's dad was an Olympic [volleyball] champ so he 
knew how to support her to help her become great. (coaching seminar, August 30, 
2001) 
Lansdorp's statements are all in accordance with Bloom's (1985) talent 
development model, which stress the importance of environmental factors like nurture. 
The development of most American tennis champions have also followed Bloom's 
model. The majority of top American players did not come through a centralized training 
program but rather, were developed by parents and individual coaches. Jimmy Connors 
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was coached by his mother and grandmother; Chris Evert by her father; Michael Chang 
by his father; and Venus and Serena Williams by their father and, in their late childhood 
and early adolescence, by Rick Macci. While Andre Agassi spent many years training at 
Nick Bollettieri's Tennis Academy, he was developed and coached by his father until he 
moved to Bollettieri 's academy in Florida at the age of 13. 
Others, like Pete Sampras, were developed by a mentor/coach. In Sampras's case 
it was Los Angeles pediatrician Pete Fischer who, with the blessing of Sampras's father, 
started working him when Sampras was 9-years-old. In addition to hitting with Sampras 
and taking him for regular instructional lessons with legendary Southern California junior 
coach Robert Lansdorp, Fischer also showed the young Sampras videotaped matches of 
Australian tennis greats like Rod Laver and Roy Emerson and taught Sampras to pattern 
his game after their serve-and-volley styles. It is clear that Fischer devised an excellent 
development model (which is discussed later in this dissertation) for Sampras has become 
one of the game's all-time greats. 
One of the problems I perceive with American junior development is that, as 
Lansdorp pointed out, competitive match play is not stressed enough. A lack of match-
play is the reason that many American juniors fall behind the rest of the world's juniors, 
especially during the crucial developmental period between the ages of 14 to 18. For 
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example, the top 10 ranked boys in the USTA's boys' 18's age division played an 
average of 40 matches in 2001. This number included USTA, ITF, and professional 
satellite tournaments. In contrast, the ITF's No. 1-rankedjunior boy in 2001, Brian Dabul 
of Argentina, played 84 ITF junior matches alone in 2001. Ashley Harkleroad, the 
highest-ranked American junior in the 2001 ITF rankings at No. 7, played an impressive 
total of 75 WT A professional tournament and ITF junior matches in 2001. However, 
according to the ITF Junior Tennis website (www.itftennis.com), French junior Marion 
Bartoli played an astounding 104 matches in 2001, beating Harkleroad twice in ITF 
junior tournaments and earning a year-end No.3 ITF junior ranking. 
Granted, it is more difficult for American players to take time off from school in 
order to travel to tournaments, a problem most foreign players do not have since many of 
them leave school by age 14 in order to focus on tennis. However, the importance of 
playing as many matches as possible, either tournament matches or matches that simulate 
competitive situations, cannot be overstated. Dr. Pete Fischer said that in developing Pete 
Sampras, "One goal was to get in a match a day" (personal communication, July 31, 
2001). 
Part of the problem is that American juniors are so concerned with protecting 
their rankings that they compete in tournaments less and less as they get older when, in 
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fact, they should be competing more. UST A rules also inadvertently discourage 
tournament play. One USTA rule for junior play states that if a player has a top 40 
national ranking then that player automatically qualifies for national tournaments and 
does not have to compete in sectional qualifying tournaments. Frequently, it is not until 
American players enter college that they begin to play competitive matches regularly. A 
top college player will play up to 80 matches during six months of college tennis. This 
does not include the practice or challenge matches that most college teams play everyday 
in team practices. This increased match-play is the reason you typically see substantial 
improvement in a player after he has entered college. 
By the age of 20 or 21, male players ideally should have played 1,000 matches in 
singles and doubles combined. Female players should reach the same match level by the 
age of 17 or 18. The research of Schulz and Curnow (1988) showed that top male and 
female tennis players can expect to reach their peak performance between the ages of 24 
and 25. 
Peak performance, however, should not be confused with the winning of a Grand 
Slam tournament nor with the professional successes that tennis players often have at a 
very young age. Michael Chang won the French Open in 1989 at the age of 17, but most 
would agree that Chang was a much better player at age 26 when he reached a career 
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high ranking of number two in the world in 1996. Mats Wilander won the French Open in 
1981 at the age of 17, yet he didn't become number one in the world until 1988 at the age 
of24. 
The age of peak performance has remained constant for male players since Schulz 
and Curnow's (1988) research. The average age of the ATP's No. 1-ranked male at year's 
end was age 25 from 1980-1999, and the average age for the ATP's' top 50-ranked men 
in 2001 was age 24.87. However, the average age of the WTA 's No. 1 ranked female 
player at year's end has decreased during the last 10 years. The average age of female 
players who achieved the No. 1 ranking at year's end fell from 25 years and 3 months 
during the years 1980-1989, to 22 years and 2 months from 1990-1999. The youngest 
player to earn the No. 1 ranking was Martina Hingis at 17 years and 3 months in 1997. 
However, the average age for the WT A's top 50-ranked women in 2001 was of 24.25, an 
age which is more in line with Schulz and Curnow's (1988) findings. Jennifer Capriati is 
also a prime example of the validity of their findings. Despite reaching the semifinal of 
the 1990 French Open at age 14, Capriati did not earn the No. 1 world ranking nor win a 
Grand Slam title until 11 years later at the age of 25. 
The USTA and tennis in general needs to focus on programs that combine talent 
development with talent detection. This is the consensus of researchers such as Durand-
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Bush and Salmela (2001), Bartmus, Neumann, & deMarees (1987) and Bloom (1985) 
who concluded that straight talent detection is an ineffective way to find talented athletes 
and that talent detection should instead be combined with talent development. What has 
proven most effective, according to researchers, is a funnel system model. In a funnel 
system you start with a large group of young athletes and then train them over a period of 
time to see how many gifted players emerge from this large group. In discussing various 
sport talent detection models, Regnier, Salmela, & Russell (1993) cited two such funnel 
systems: the Harre Model (1982) and a Czechoslovakian model developed by Havlicek, 
Komadel, Komarik, and Simkova (1982). The German researcher Harre stated that the 
first step in talent detection should be the inclusion of as many youngster as possible in a 
training program. As youngsters go through this training process, Harre's research found 
that talented athletes will emerge. Havlicek et al. (1982) stated that two of their 10 
principles for talent detection are: 1) '1'he largest possible pool population of potential 
athletes must be used" and, 2) '1'alent detection has to be done within the larger context 
of talent development" (p. 298). Regnier, Salmela, & Russell (1993) also cited Gimbel's 
Model, in which the German scientist Gimbel (1976) stated that it is imperative for 
talented athletes to be identified by the ages of eight or nine. This is because most 
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athletes start to peak between the ages of 18 and 20, and you must have the time to factor 
in the eight to ten years that are needed to develop a champion. 
What makes creating a development system for tennis so difficult? In tennis, 
unlike in other sports, you cannot use body type to identify the potential success of a 
player. For example, height is not a determining factor of success. Male tennis players on 
the ATP Tour range in height from 5'6" to 6'8", while female WTA Tour players are 
anywhere from five feet tall to 6'3". Certainly, as a tennis player it is better to be thin and 
lean than it is to be thick like a football player, but there have been successful top-50 
ranked tennis pros who were built like pro football players. Also, because tennis is a 
highly-skilled, technique-driven sport that requires a mastery of shots and not just athletic 
ability, it is crucial that the sport be learned at a young age. If a player attempts to acquire 
these fundamental skills at a later age, such as age 13, it will be extremely difficult to 
catch up and compete at a world-class level. At the same time, you have to properly 
balance this acquisition of tennis skills with the playing of other sports because too much 
tennis at a young age inhibits the development of other athletic skills as Swedish 
researcher Carlson (1988) found. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
The problem of this study is to design a tennis training system which coaches and tennis 
federations can use to develop young players into world-class professional tennis players. 
This chapter will be an overview of the work of researchers in the fields of youth talent 
development, including Bloom (1985), Ericsson and collaborators (1990, 1993, 1994, 
1996), Bompa (1995), Cote (1999), Carlson (1988), Smoll and Smith (1993), and others. 
The merits of various models and how they may be applied to the development of tennis 
talent will be examined. Each of the areas discussed will be divided into four separate 
sections of this chapter: Talent Detection and Development, Physical and Motor 
Development, Nurture, and Coaching Methods. 
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1) Talent Detection and Development 
This section will examine whether it is possible to detect talent. It was certainly thought 
to be possible from the 1960s through much of the 1980s, when talent detection and 
development rose to prominence in sport science, primarily in Eastern Bloc nations and 
the former Soviet Union. Talent detection models were also developed and put into use in 
Canada, France, Germany, Cuba, Portugal, Japan, Brazil, India, and the United States 
during this time period. Matsudo ( 1996) considered the German program to be the best 
and most wide-ranging, as 200,000 students were evaluated annually in their system. 
Based upon the results of a series of tests, this initial group was narrowed to 20,000 and 
invited to participate in a basic athletic training program. This group was then reduced to 
2,000 and after participating in advanced athletic training programs, 20 top athletes were 
then selected for top-level training. 
In recent years, however, sport scientists have begun to question the value of 
talent detection. For the purposes of this study, I will give a brief overview of some of the 
talent detection models. I will also present the viewpoints of researchers who feel that 
talent detection may be less beneficial to talent development than the nurture theory and 
the theory that only a minimum of 10 years of deliberate practice leads to the 
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achievement of expertise. Both of these ideas were advocated by Bloom (1985), Ericsson 
(1990, 1993, 1994, 1996) and others. 
Talent is defined by the following five properties, according to Howe, Davidson, 
and Sloboda (1998): "1) It originates in genetically transmitted structures and hence is at 
least partly innate. 2) Its full effects may not be evident at an early stage, but there will be 
some advance indications, allowing trained people to identify the presence of talent 
before exceptional levels of mature performance have been demonstrated. 3) These early 
indications of talent provide a basis for predicting who is likely to excel. 4) Only a 
minority are talented, for if all children were, there would be no way to predict or explain 
differential success. Finally, 5) talents are relatively domain-specific" (p. 399-400). 
Sport talent detection is defined by Regnier, Salmela, and Russell (1993) as "the 
attempt to match a variety of performer characteristics, which may be innate or subject to 
the effect of learning or training, to the task demands of a given sport activity to ensure 
the highest probability of maximum performance outcome" (p. 290). In a recent study of 
talent development in sport, Durand-Bush and Salmela (2001) noted that this definition 
still stands today. However, they now acknowledge that subsequent research has shown 
that this study by Regnier et al. (1993) ''was not as sensitive to the developmental issues 
and the nature-nurture debate regarding talent in sport" (p. 269). 
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Salmela and Regnier (1983) developed the following four-step conceptual model 
for talent detection: "(1) definition of the performance criteria for the selected sport 
activity; (2) identification of those attributes and capacities believed to be necessary for 
success in the selected sport activity; (3) identification of the variables from the list of 
attributes and capacities that discriminate between membership in the pool-population 
and the target-population; (4) evaluation of the predictive power of the discrimination 
variables within the target population" (October 1983). 
Salmela and Regnier (1983) defined pool-population as "a population of 
individuals whom we want to identify those, with the highest probabilities of reaching a 
specified level of excellence in a given sport," and target-population as "a population of 
athletes already performing at the specified level of excellence aimed at by the members 
of the pool-population" (October 1983). 
The strength of this model is in its definitions. Defining the performance criteria 
as well as the attributes that contribute to success in a given sport is extremely important. 
Salmela & Regnier (1983) also stress that their model is designed to complement the 
work of coaches, and said that coaches and sports science people should work together to 
achieve a successful model for talent detection. Acknowledging the importance of 
coaches to the talent detection process is crucial. One later study which questioned the 
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value of talent detection (Bartmus, Neumann, & de Man~es, 1987) concluded that 
qualified coaches, not scientific surveys or analyses, are the best judges of talent. 
Further work in talent detection and selection was done by Matsudo (1996). He 
classified the different programs for talent detection as follows: 
1. Systematic governmental, wherein the state or country regulates and sponsors 
the testing, selection, and training of athletes who are deemed to have talent or potential. 
Cuba is an example of this system. 
2. Systematic non-governmental, which is similar to systematic governmental, 
except that the training and development of athletes is sponsored and overseen by 
schools, universities, and corporations. This system is used in the United States and 
Japan. 
3. Non-systematic, in which there is no consistent program for selecting and 
developing talent. Rather, a champion athlete emerges almost by chance, thanks in large 
part to a good support group (i.e. coach and parents) and good genetics. In this system, 
support may come from the state, a company, a club, or the athlete's family. 
Matsudo's (1996) research focused on the prediction of future athletic excellence. 
A standard criteria reference for detecting talented young athletes was created in Brazil 
based on the theory that it is crucial to understand what is "normal" if one is to 
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successfully perceive the ''uncommon" qualities in a gifted athlete (p. 98). A database of 
20,000 individuals was compiled and after the data was evaluated a standard criteria 
reference was developed. This control group was used to compare information gathered 
on 5,200 school children (2,600 of each sex) and 3,000 athletes from various sports. From 
this research Matsudo developed a database for measuring standard performance, the 
CELAFISCS test, which is named for the Center of Studies of the Physical Fitness 
Research Laboratory from Sao Caetano do Sui. Using the CELAFISCS test one is able to 
develop a profile of talented athletes using what is called a Z measure. The Z measure is 
determined by factoring in weight, height, skin folds, the maximal amount of oxygen 
consumed per minute per body weight (called V02 max), 40-s run, 50-m dash, vertical 
jump, vertical jump with arm assistance, long jump, shuttle jump, and hand grip. Coaches 
can take a young athlete's Z measure score and compare this score to the Z score of 
national team members who are competing in the same sport at the international level. 
For example, Matsudo said that one can determine whether a 14-year-old athlete with a 
particular Z score in the vertical jump will ultimately qualify for the national volleyball 
team by the age of 21. 
Matsudo (1996) summarized the CELAFISCS strategy for talent detection as 
follows: "1) Use of a physical fitness battery of tests, with specific items if possible. 2) 
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Comparison to normative values and standard reference criteria. 3) Developing the Z 
profile, with special attention to the critical and relevant variables. 4) Analysis of 
functional maturational pattern of the critical variable. 5) Evaluation of sexual maturation 
status. 6) Determination of nutritional level. 7) Verification of sports experience level" 
(p. 104). 
Matsudo asserted that it is crucial to assess as many variables (test batteries) as 
possible during the talent detection phase. Matsudo (1996) wrote: "Such batteries include 
measurements that do not need sophisticated apparatus or complex methods, but they 
should have high coefficients of validity, reproducibility and objectivity and, whenever 
possible, normative tables" (p. 96). A common mistake is made in attempting to predict 
future performance based on a single variable, which Matsudo said will result in 
predictions with low validity. 
Matsudo also acknowledged that creating a perfect model for talent detection is 
difficult. Matsudo (1996) wrote that these difficulties are created by "political priorities, 
cultural characteristics, socioeconomic level, nutritional status of the athlete, ethnic 
pattern, premature reliance on sport performance, and family and peer group influences" 
(p. 93). Many of these difficulties can be categorized as environmental factors, adding 
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further credence to the work of Bloom (1985) and Ericsson (1990, 1993, 1994, 1996) 
who argue that environmental factors play a large role in talent development. 
While Matsuda's Z measure provides a valuable tool for profiling and comparing 
the physical performances of various athletes, a key drawback for the purposes of this 
study is that Matsuda's work does not attempt to detect talent in very young children. 
Rather, his model is concerned with measuring the performance level of athletes once 
they have gone through some athletic training. 
Another valuable talent detection model was developed by Gimbel (1976). This 
model contained elements of the nurture theory that was later championed by Bloom 
(1985) and Ericsson (1990, 1993, 1994, 1996). Gimbel advocated analyzing talent by 
using physiological and morphological variables, and also by attempting to determine the 
athlete's level of motivation and trainability. Additionally, Gimbel factored in the 
importance of genetics and environment to talent development. Unlike Ericsson (1990, 
1993, 1994, 1996), who downplayed the importance of genetics and innate talent to the 
acquisition of expert performance, Gimbel found that genetics do play a sizeable role in 
talent development. However, he also found that no matter how talented the athlete, 
supportive environmental conditions had to be in place in order for expert performance to 
be achieved. 
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Many German sport science researchers who had once embraced talent detection 
and development in the 1970s, began to question its usefulness at a 1986 Berlin 
symposium, '"The Talent Problem in Sports" (Bartmus, Neumann, & de Man~es, 1987). 
Rieder presented his work on a German tennis talent search conducted from 1978 to 1982 
which included 100 tennis players age 8 to 20. The participants' general motor skills and 
tennis ability were measured in a battery of tests that were specially designed for the 
study. Based on Rieder's research, Bartmus et al. (1987) reported that "no uniform tennis 
performance ability exists: deficiencies in one area of performance can be compensated 
for by a high level in others. For this reason the test mentioned was not regarded as an 
instrument for selection but rather for diagnosis" {p. 415). 
While de Marees, the chairman of the symposium, stated in his introductory 
lecture that "many questions are still unanswered despite numerous investigations during 
the second half of the seventies" (p. 415), the consensus of the scholars reporting their 
findings was that talent cannot be judged scientifically; that an athlete's talent and 
previous training are factors in future success; and that talent detection is best left to the 
judgement of qualified coaches. Ulmer lectured on the effectiveness of talent searches 
from a physiological standpoint, and Bartmus et al. (1987) wrote of Ulmer's findings: 
"As a scientifically based talent search is still problematic (difficulties in measuring 
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characteristic features of the athlete's personality influencing his performance, attaching 
too much importance to significant statistic results with the danger of misinterpretations), 
a selection based on success in competition and especially the eye of the coach are most 
important according to Ulmer" (p. 415). Willimczik lectured on the results of a five-year 
study of a talent search program in alpine skiing which encompassed physiological, 
motor, and specific skiing skills. Based on Willimczik's findings, Bartmus et al. (1987) 
concluded that "a talent search with respect to individual sports disciplines hardly seems 
possible; only scientifically based support of already identified talented athletes appears 
to be indicated" (p. 415). 
A group of Australian researchers who attempted to ascertain whether talent 
detection for swimmers and tennis players was viable in adolescence and post-
adolescence arrived at conclusions similar to the Germans. Ackland, Bloomfield, Elliott, 
and Blanksby (1990) theorized that differences will be found in growth and development 
during the adolescence and post-adolescence of talented swimmers and tennis players 
since "studies of mature, elite swimmers and tennis players have shown them to be 
superior to the average population in many physical capacities and physiological 
functions" (p. 161). A battery of tests was administered by Ackland et al. (1990) to the 
three control groups: high performance tennis players, competitive tennis players, and 
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non-competitors. The results showed that "only the time for an agility run significantly 
differentiated the high performance and male tennis players from the other treatment 
groups. Scores for grip strength, speed and vertical jump, however, significantly 
differentiated the high performance female tennis players from the other two groups" (p. 
162). Ackland and colleagues (1990) concluded: ''These studies highlight the limited 
value of physical and physiological parameters when used in isolation to identify talented 
athletes, especially during early adolescence. It would appear that technique may play a 
dominant role in competitive success, especially in team sports" (p. 162). 
Bloom's collaborator Monsaas (1985) found in her survey of 18 American tennis 
players who earned top 10 rankings that their first coaches often encouraged these players 
as young children because they were "motivated and willing to work hard, rather than 
because of any special physical abilities" (p. 225). The tennis players interviewed by 
Monsaas were not any particular body type or size, and most said that they chose to focus 
on tennis because the sport did not require certain physical attributes that are necessary to 
succeed at other sports (i.e. the height required to play basketball). Although their 
particular physical gifts or deficiencies may have played a role in the type of playing 
style they developed, Monsaas concluded that their physical attributes had little influence 
on the success they were able to attain as tennis players. Rather than possessing any 
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particular physical gift or innate talent, she found that many of the players surveyed felt 
their success was due to personality traits like competitiveness and a willingness to work 
hard and practice for hours. Monsaas wrote: "Statements like 'I hated to lose' and 
'Winning was all-important to me' cropped up repeatedly in the interviews. This desire to 
avoid losing increased the players' motivation to put in long hours on the practice court 
because they knew that that was what they had to do to win" (p. 253). 
Two expert elementary school physical education teachers were interviewed by 
Thomas and Thomas (1999), and they also reported that two students they taught who 
later became successful athletes practiced longer and worked harder at developing their 
athletic skills than their peers. One of these students played in the National Basketball 
Association (NBA) and the other was a standout collegiate soccer player. The teachers 
said that neither expert athlete possessed any extraordinary physical characteristic during 
elementary school and that neither developed any outstanding physical characteristics as 
they matured into adulthood. Thomas and Thomas wrote: '"The factors spontaneously 
identified by teachers as distinguishing these experts were that they worked hard 
(practice), knew what to do (knowledge), demonstrated positive attitudes and coordinated 
skill as children in physical education" (p. 231). It was this shared work ethic, not athletic 
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skills such as coordination and foot speed, that the teachers felt were most important to 
the eventual success of these two students as professional athletes. 
Thomas and Thomas found that the teachers were wary of the possibilities for 
long-term athletic success among youngsters who matured early. While both said they 
knew of coaches who felt the best athletes in their classes were those who matured early, 
the two expert teachers felt this was true only in the short-term. The teachers also 
downplayed the importance of genetics in the athletic successes of their two former 
students. "Clearly, the teachers did not feel that expert athletes are born" (Thomas & 
Thomas, 1999). 
Based on their findings, Thomas and Thomas (1999) said that coaches and 
teachers can help to facilitate talent development by doing the following: ''Teach children 
what to do (procedural knowledge); design practice for quality first, quantity second; 
relate effort and hard work to success; provide clear goals; and mark improvement" (p. 
232). They also advised that coaches and teachers should try to avoid making these 
mistakes in youth sport programs: "Assuming that early maturing children will be better 
than average or later maturing children; placing great value on the contribution of 
physical size to performance; and attributing success to luck, talent or genetics" (p. 233). 
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The work of Bloom and collaborators ( 1985) confirmed the findings of Thomas 
and Thomas (1999) regarding the potentially misleading initial successes of early 
maturing children. Bloom asserted that early talent detection was nearly impossible 
because he and his collaborators found in their four-year study of 120 people who 
ultimately attained expert performer status "that only a small percentage (10% or less) of 
these talented individuals had progressed far enough by age eleven or twelve for anyone 
to make confident predictions that these would be among the top 25 in the talent field by 
the ages of 20 to 30" (p. 533). 
As stated earlier, Ericsson and collaborators believe that expert performance is the 
product of at least 10 years of deliberate practice, not the result of innate abilities and 
capacities. Ericsson, Krampe, and Tesch-Romer (1993) argue that the physical 
differences one sees when comparing a ''talented" athlete to a non-athlete or a "lesser-
talented" athlete are often the result of the physical changes that have occurred due to 
deliberate practice. Ericsson et al. ( 1993) found that the body adapted to physical 
training; the size of the heart and lungs increase, joints become more flexible, and bones 
become stronger. The extent of these changes appear to be magnified when training 
overlaps with physical development during childhood and adolescence. Therefore, if the 
"talented" athlete began systematic training at an earlier age than the "lesser-talented" 
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athlete, Ericsson and collaborators argue that the body of the talented athlete had more 
time to adapt to physical training and that is why the athlete seems more talented. To 
support this, Ericsson (1990) noted the research of Tesch and Karlsson (1985) which 
found that "middle- and long-distance runners had a significantly higher percentage of 
slow-twitch fibers in the leg muscle than did the control subjects, but the runners' back 
muscles were no different from those of the control subjects" (p. 187). He also cited the 
research of Salmons & Henriksson (1981) which showed that "changes in the number of 
capillaries supplying blood to muscle fibers are found to take place as a result of 
practice" (p. 185). 
Howe, Davidson, and Sloboda (1998) are in accord with Ericsson and 
collaborators that training, and not innate talent, are the keys to developing expert 
performance. Their research showed that many children are often labeled talented at a 
young age as a way to explain their early success. It is this "talent account" and the 
accompanying parental or teacher encouragement that is partly responsible for the child's 
willingness to practice and the further success they attain. Conversely, as Howe et al. 
wrote, the talent account can have a negative impact on the progress of children who are 
not deemed talented by adults: ''Young people who are not identified as having innate 
talents in a particular domain are likely to be denied the help and encouragement they 
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would need to attain high levels of competence" (p. 399). This is a prime example of the 
importance of nurturing coaches, especially in the early stages of development. Just 
because a young player does not initially experience great success on the tennis court 
does not mean that success will not occur later with deliberate practice and proper 
encouragement. 
The primary disagreement some researchers have with Ericsson and his 
collaborators is the failure of their research to acknowledge the role genetics and innate 
talent may play in the acquisition of expert performance. Ericsson et al. (1993) 
acknowledge that expert performers do possess certain characteristics and abilities that 
qualitatively put them above the performance levels attainable by "normal adults. 
However, we deny that these differences are immutable, that is due to innate talent. Only 
a few exceptions, most notably height, are genetically prescribed. Instead, we argue that 
the differences between expert performers and normal adults reflect a life-long period of 
deliberate effort to improve performance in a specific domain" (p. 400). 
As Durand-Bush and Salmela (2001) pointed out, Ericsson et al. (1993) found in 
their studies of expert performers that there were large differences in performances by 
participating individuals, even when the access to training environments was similar. The 
research of Ericsson and collaborators also showed that experience in a particular activity 
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was not a good performance indicator. Durand-Bush and Salmela (2001) wrote of the 
findings of Ericsson and his collaborators: "Rather than accepting these facts as evidence 
for innate differences in ability, they attempted to identify training activities that were 
most closely related to improvements in performance" (p. 277). Although Ericsson et al. 
(1993) were reluctant to attribute these performance differences to innate talent, they 
were willing to acknowledge that innate factors may make certain individuals more 
predisposed to deliberate practice and therefore enable them to practice at highly 
concentrated levels for longer periods of time than other individuals. 
In studying sport expertise, Singer and Janelle ( 1999) refuted the work of 
Ericsson and collaborators and suggested that genetic factors and innate ability do play a 
large role in attaining expertise. They argued that genetic factors influence adaptability 
and trainability, and that this phenomenon is largely due to individually unique biological 
and psychological reasons. Singer and Janelle ( 1999) wrote: "Every person with the 
serious intention of improving substantially in performance in a specific sport has 
unequal probabilities of success. The more favorable the genetic disposition, the more 
likely that dedicated practice will result in intended outcomes: Being among the very best 
in a chosen sport endeavor. Practice of 10 years or more does not insure expertise" (p. 
134). 
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Salmela has continued to study talent detection with various collaborators for 
nearly 20 years, and concluded in his more recent work that true talent detection is not 
possible and that, instead, it is more important to establish a solid program of talent 
development. Durand-Bush and Salmela (2001) wrote: "Many scholars have stated that 
talent, innate or acquired, cannot be used to predict future levels of performance 
(Bartmus, Neumann, & De Man~es, 1987; Bloom, 1985). This does not imply that innate 
talent does not exist and does not have any influence on the development of performance. 
The interaction between the genetic makeup of athletes and numerous environmental 
factors makes it very difficult, in fact, most likely impossible at this time, to determine 
the longitudinal effects of talent on sport performance" (p. 272). 
As such, talent development must take precedence in any model. It is only after 
extensive training that an athlete's individual genetic make-up starts to become apparent 
and the player's game can be shaped accordingly. 
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2) Nurture 
This section is the key part of this study and forms the foundation of the talent 
development program I have devised. According to the work of Bloom (1985) and 
Ericsson (1990, 1993, 1994, 1996) a youngster is capable of achieving expert status at a 
given activity if he receives proper coaching and training, has a good parental or mentor 
support system, and if he performs deliberate practice for at least 10 years or 10,000 
hours. Ericsson, Krampe and Tesch-Romer (1993) wrote: ''The commitment to deliberate 
practice distinguishes the expert performer from the vast majority .... " (p. 400). Ericsson 
et al. (1993) also found that other keys to the ultimate attainment of expert status were 
instructive feedback, clearly stated practice tasks with varying levels of difficulty, and 
giving the performer or athlete a chance to correct errors. 
The seminal work on talent development in young people was done by Bloom and 
collaborators (1985). During the course of their four-year study they examined the paths 
of development of 120 expert performers who reached the highest levels of achievement 
as concert pianists, sculptors, research mathematicians, research neurologists, Olympic 
swimmers, and tennis professionals. Bloom's work made it clear that the pattern of 
development was quite similar even across such different fields of expertise, and he 
asserted that nurture plays an even more important role than nature's genetic gifts when a 
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youngster is pursuing excellence in a given field. Bloom wrote that regardless of the 
"initial characteristics (or gifts) of the individuals, unless there is a long and intensive 
process of encouragement, nurturance, education, and training, the individuals will not 
attain extreme levels of capability in these particular fields" (p. 3). Bloom's work, like 
that of Ericsson and collaborators ( 1990, 1993, 1994, 1996), also questioned whether 
innate talents or special gifts were necessary ingredients in talent development. 
Bloom (1985) devised three stages of talent development from his work: Early 
years, middle years, and later years. Bloom found that the following environmental 
elements must be in place in order for child talent development to be successful: 
1) The young child should view talent development as fun and a playful activity. 
A long period of learning follows this initial introductory stage, a period which involves 
hard work, a great deal of time, and striving to reach the high standards and goals that 
have been set. 
2) The child's work ethic was greatly influenced and developed by the home 
environment. 
3) The child's parents encouraged their child to partake in particular approved 
activities, and were less supportive of other activities and fields of endeavor. 
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4) Families and coaches were crucial throughout the talent development process 
to the child's ultimate attainment of excellence in a chosen field. No expert performer 
reached the highest level without these nurturing and instructive relationships. 
5) Expert status was not achieved in a given field without more than 10 years of 
progressively harder and complex types of learning. During this 10-year learning process 
the expert performers required tangible evidence of their progress and achievement in 
order to maintain their commitment to the chosen field. 
Bloom's book, Developing Talent in Young People, contains a chapter entitled, 
"Learning to be a world-class tennis player." This study, conducted by Monsaas (1985), 
surveyed 18 American tennis players (10 men and 8 women) who attained top 10 world 
rankings between 1968-79. It can be argued that some of the findings no longer apply 
because the American family structure has changed so much since the late 1950's and 
early 1960's, which is the time period when the surveys' participants were raised. Both 
parents were present in the home of the survey participants, and all but one of the 
mothers were housewives who did not work outside the home. These mothers were 
therefore able to devote innumerable hours to transporting their children to and from 
tennis practice and to tournaments. The game has also changed much since that time. A 
career in professional tennis was not considered a viable objective until the advent of 
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"open" or widespread professional tennis in 1968. Thus the players and families surveyed 
by Monsaas ( 1985) viewed tennis primarily as a fun, family activity and not as an 
eventual professional goal or a path to making millions of dollars as it is viewed now. As 
Fred Engh, president of the National Alliance for Youth Sports and author of Why Johnny 
Hates Sports: Why Organized Youth Sports are Failing Our Children and What We Can 
Do About It, noted of contemporary tennis players and their parents: "People are rushing 
to get a piece of the action. It's not about playing for fun. It's about playing for money" 
(Walsh, April2001, p. 38). 
Despite societal changes and changes in the game, Monsaas's (1985) findings still 
largely apply to tennis talent development today. Particularly useful is the way she 
applied Bloom's (1985) three stages of talent development to the development paths of 
the 18 top American tennis players she surveyed. Utilizing Bloom's three stages of 
development, Monsaas's (1985) findings were as follows: 
The First Phase of Learning-The Early Years: 
• The family was interested in tennis or in athletics in general, and the child played 
tennis with them. 
• The family was viewed as extremely close-knit and spent a lot of time together. 
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• The activity was viewed as fun because the coach or parent played games with the 
child which made it even more enjoyable. 
On average, the children were introduced to tennis at 6.5 years of age (all but 
three started playing before the age of 9), and 75% said they began playing because they 
were already spending time at area tennis courts with their tennis-playing families. The 
average age of the first lesson was eight, but the first coach was not a special, top-level 
coach. Rather he was someone who taught nearby, typically in a public park program, 
and who was viewed as being good with young children. The first coach provided 
motivation for the child by taking a special interest in them. This special interest on the 
coach's part was not generated because the child displayed any particular physical ability 
but was mainly sparked by the fact that they showed a willingness to work hard. This first 
coach made the game fun for the child, often rewarding them with candy and soda for 
good performances in instructional tennis drills. In addition to promoting the acquisition 
of skills through drills and games, the first coach also encouraged competition and set 
aside time during practice for competitions between the children. This made the transition 
to tournament tennis easier, a move which occurred within one to three years of taking 
their first tennis lesson for 75% of the players. 
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The first forays into tournament tennis occurred at the average age of 8.5 and 
played an important role in the players' development. They usually lost early in the 
tournament to older and more seasoned players. Rather than being discouraged, however, 
they were further motivated to commit more time and energy to improving. As a result of 
this increased commitment, most of the surveyed players were doing well in local 
tournaments within a year of playing their first tournament. By the end of the early years 
(around age 12) most of the surveyed players were among the top players locally and in 
their state, and a few were performing well in national tournaments. This set them apart 
from their peers and made them feel special~ it gave them a "sense of glory" (p. 234). A 
common characteristic shared by many of the players was that their parents stressed the 
values of hard work and encouraged their children to do their best~ the constant message 
to the child was "anything worth doing is worth doing well" (p. 218). 
At the end of the early years most of the players still played other sports and had 
not yet focused their full time and attention on tennis alone. By this time, however, the 
players had devoted an increasing amount of time to practice and, by the end of the early 
years, they were practicing at least 10-15 hours a week in the summer and a few hours a 
week during the winter. Some of the players surveyed lived in colder climates and 
therefore could play only limited hours in the winter either because there were no indoor 
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facilities, the indoor club's hours of operation were short, or because the cost of indoor 
court time was prohibitive. 
The Second Phase of Learning-The Middle Years: 
(Ages 12 or 13 through the end of high school) 
• Players had been playing an average of four to five years by this stage, and had been 
taking lessons for three to four years. 
• During the middle years players realized that they needed better coaching and 
possibly a new coach who could help them reach the next level. It became important 
for them to find someone who could improve and refine their technique, teach them 
strategy, and help them capitalize on whatever physical assets they may have 
possessed (height, speed, quick hands, being left-handed). 
• The player's focus changed from large group lessons to more private lessons or small 
group lessons because players realized they needed more individual attention to 
improve. 
• The players worked on precise technical skills and repetition through drills in order to 
make hitting the ball perfectly an automatic response. 
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• All players raised their goals and increased their hours of practice time. The average 
number of hours spent playing tennis during the week in the summer was 21.4; the 
average number per week in the winter was 13.9 hours. 
• Players gradually began to give up other sports and activities because the increased 
commitment to tennis no longer gave them the time needed to pursue other sports and 
activities during this stage. Their daily lives began to center completely on tennis 
instruction, practice, and competition. 
• As players improved, it became harder to find good competition locally, and they 
often had to play with older juniors or adults. 
• The family activities began to revolve around the child's tennis during this stage due 
to this increased time investment. Unlike in the early years, the child's tennis no 
longer coincided with the parents' recreational tennis time. The family also had to 
make some financial sacrifices during this stage to pay for tournament travel, the cost 
of increased private lessons, court time, and equipment costs. 
Monsaas (1985) said this period is marked by the players' "development of 
commitment" and the realization "that tennis was no longer 'just a game"' (p. 235). 
During this stage players begin to identify themselves as tennis players and no longer just 
as someone who plays tennis, and they are aware that others perceive them to be talented. 
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As such, it became important to them to work harder in order to fulfill this perceived 
potential. In order to reach their potential and continue developing as players, one-third 
of the players surveyed recognized during this stage that they needed a new coach; 
someone who was better technically or who could teach them strategy. The players who 
stayed with their original coaches were fortunate in that they had first-rate coaches who, 
as Monsaas (1985) wrote, "were able to make the transition from the emphasis on fun and 
motivation of the early years to the emphasis on structure and precision required in the 
middle years" (p. 244). In a few cases, players who remained with their original coaches 
also supplemented that coaching by attending special summer tennis camps or by taking 
some lessons from other coaches during the year who could help them work on certain 
strokes or problem areas of their games. By the end of the middle years, three-quarters of 
the players surveyed had won at least one national tournament and the rest had earned 
high rankings. 
The Third Phase of Learning-The Later Years: 
• Players decided to play tennis full time. Some played tennis on college teams and 
then joined the pro tour after a few years of college tennis or upon graduation; others 
pursued careers as professional tennis players immediately after graduating from high 
school. 
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• Players worked harder and practiced even more hours than they had in the middle 
years. Those who went to college practiced at least three hours a day with their team, 
and then played additional hours on their own at the conclusion of team practice. 
• Players concentrated more on improving their fitness and conditioning levels in order 
to withstand the rigors of college tennis and the pro tour. 
• Players worked with new, expert coaches; either college coaches or coaches who had 
played pro tennis and therefore could help prepare them for professional tennis 
careers. These coaches focused mainly on helping the players with strategy, and were 
all demanding disciplinarians. 
• The role of the players' parents was diminished as the players either moved out of the 
house to go to college or to play pro tennis. Parents still provided moral support, 
however. 
Of the players surveyed, 80 percent chose to go to college first, rather than 
directly to the pro tour from high school. However, for most of the players their focus 
was on training and practicing hard in order to make the eventual transition to the pro 
tour, not on achieving academic success. About half of the players surveyed decided to 
turn pro prior to graduation because they had improved so much that they were easily 
dominating their collegiate opponents. For most of the players, this later period is marked 
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by working with a new coach, whether a college coach or not, in order to refine their 
games and learn the tactical and conditioning strategies that would help them succeed on 
the pro tour. 
The one finding by Monsaas (1985) which no longer applies is the high 
percentage of top American players going to college. The majority of top players now 
bypass college completely and go directly to the pro tour. Tennis players are turning pro 
at much younger ages than they were in the 1960's and 1970's, when the players 
Monsaas ( 1985) surveyed were playing pro tennis. Most of the players complete high 
school, often playing the pro tour while juggling high school work, but very few go to 
college for even a year. This is especially true for female players, mainly because they 
can tum pro at age 14. Lisa Raymond is the only player ranked among the WTA's top 25 
in 2001 to have attended college, unless one counts the technical fashion college at which 
Venus and Serena Williams take classes. Most of the American male tennis players also 
skip college, as Andre Agassi, Pete Sampras, and Michael Chang did. However, there are 
two top American male tennis players who did spend at least a couple of years in 
college-Todd Martin and James Blake-who attended Northwestern University and 
Harvard University respectively. Aside from Martin and Blake, only two other players 
ranked in the ATP top 100 attended college, and only four male players (three of whom 
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are American) ranked between100 and 170 attended college. The only area of pro tennis 
where Monsaas's (1985) findings regarding college apply is in doubles. In 2001, nearly 
half of the male doubles players ranked among the ATP's top 25 attended college, while 
three of the WT A's top 10 ranked women's doubles players attended college. 
A number of researchers corroborated and expanded on Bloom's (1985) three 
phases of development. While Ericsson et al. (1993) agreed with Bloom's (1985) three 
phases of development, they believe that individuals must additionally enter a fourth 
phase in order to attain the highest level of what they called "eminent performance". 
Ericsson et al. (1993) wrote that "during this fourth phase the individuals go beyond the 
knowledge of their teachers to make a unique innovative contribution to their domain" (p. 
369). When applied to athletes, however, this fourth phase, is different than when it is 
applied to scientists and artists. Their work, unlike athletes, is not hampered by the aging 
process and they therefore have a better chance of making a major innovation during their 
much longer careers. 
In his study on the development of excellence, Gibbons (1998) supported the 
findings of Bloom (1985) on the three phases of development. Gibbons studied the 
development model of German and Swedish sport school programs whose athletes 
attained international success as cross country skiers and biathletes. Gibbons (1998) 
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called his three phases of development the romance phase, the precision phase, and the 
integration phase. The romance phase involved multi-lateral development; the precision 
phase consisted of systematic training; and the integration phase was the stage at which 
world-class performance was attained. Citing the work of Bompa ( 1995) and Drabik 
( 1996), Gibbons ( 1998) noted the importance of participating in a variety of sports during 
the initial phase of development. His data from the German and Swedish sport schools 
showed that systematic training usually began around age 16, and that the biathletes 
specialized at age 14 while the cross country skiers began to specialize at age 17. 
Gibbons (1998) also found that the age of peak performance was 24 for both biathletes 
and cross country skiers, thereby confirming the work of Schulz and Curnow (1988). 
Gibbons (1998) found the following characteristics of the German and Swedish 
sport school programs: 
1) Between the ages of 14-20 the athletes had daily contact with their coach or 
coaches. This was the case for nine months of the year. 
2) Performance was improved over a long period using periodized training 
programs. 
3) The country's top athletes trained together, pushing each other to reach their 
shared goal of attaining expert performance. 
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4) The athletes were instructed in sport psychology, nutrition, equipment 
preparation, training theories, and technique. 
5) The athletes had access to first-rate training facilities on a year-round basis. 
6) The athletes had the opportunity to compete in international events. 
7) The coaches at the sport schools were very experienced and highly educated. 
Using the work of Bloom (1985) and Gibbons (1998) as models, Saviano (2001) 
developed a three phase model specifically designed for the development of a world-class 
tennis player. As shown in Table 1, Saviano's three phases are: "Introduction/Foundation, 
Refinement/Transitional, and World Class Performance" (p. 1). While Saviano's (2001) 
three phases follow Bloom's (1985) phases of talent development, his model also 
included two additional stages within each of the three phases. These additional stages 
are tennis specific, noting such things as the types of tournaments (i.e. regional, sectional, 
or national) that an individual should play at each phase of development. Saviano (2001) 
wrote that, ''The quality of learning at each stage ultimately will determine whether or not 
the player can reach their full potential as a player. If the learning is flawed, undeveloped, 
or if there are attempts to short-cut any of the early stages of development, the player will 
not have the foundation to withstand the demands of the higher levels of play" (p. 4). 
Saviano (2001) also noted of his work in developing junior tennis players that "one 
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commonality that transcends all levels and perhaps stands out as the single most 
important ingredient to success is the development and the maintaining of a love and joy 
for the game. Without this, the rest becomes academic" (p. 4). 
The work of Swedish researcher Carlson (1988) also supported many of Bloom's 
(1985) findings on talent development. Carlson (1988) studied two groups comprised of 
10 players each to determine the role that socialization plays in the development of elite 
tennis players. Carlson's ( 1988) areas of concern were as follows: "(a) tennis culture 
regarding club and membership structure, (b) the players' local environment during the 
growing period, (c) the players' experiences of early life sportive engagement, (d) the 
players' attitudes toward training, (e) the players' social relations, (f) the players' 
development and personal characteristics, and (g) the players', coaches', and parents' 
explanation for success" (p. 245). 
The elite group consisted of the five best male and the five best female Swedish 
tennis players, all of whom were playing professional tennis at the time. The control 
group were in the same age range as the elite group and consisted of players who had 
been ranked among Sweden's top players when they were between the ages of 12 and 14. 
What interested Carlson (1988) was that the control group was comprised of players who 
as early teens had been as successful as the elite players. Carlson (1988) wrote: 
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''Therefore, they could also be said to have possessed equal talent. After puberty, 
however, the two groups developed in diverse directions. As teenagers, some of the elite 
players were already ranked among the very best in the world, whereas the control group 
players either did not experience success or simply had quit playing tennis" (p. 246). 
Carlson ( 1988) therefore theorized that socialization plays a more important role in 
development than innate talent. 
Carlson (1988) found from his interviews that the majority of the elite players 
came from rural areas whereas the control group players largely grew up in urban areas. 
The elite players had much better access to tennis courts in these rural areas, whereas 
their control group counterparts grew up playing tennis in crowded group lesson 
situations at busy clubs. As a result, the development of the elite players during the early 
phase was much more spontaneous and less structured than the control group players in 
the cities. The coaches in the rural areas usually had less tennis training than the urban 
coaches, but the elite players did not feel this was a drawback; they liked the fact that 
their coaches emphasized fun and having a positive experience. The elite players were 
able to play in smaller groups at their rural tennis clubs, and also developed closer, long-
term relationships with their coaches that often lasted seven to eight years. The control 
group felt that the more structured development they experienced in the large, urban 
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tennis groups was detrimental because they had less contact with the coaches and less 
continuity in training as they sometimes changed coaches every week. Carlson (1988) 
wrote: "Urban area clubs were characterized by competition between individuals, stress, 
and intense demands for success, which players found distressing as they grew 
older .... This was most obvious to these players when the success trend ceased and the 
need for a coach emphasizing personal interest and engagement for the individual grew 
more intense. Regarding coaches in large clubs and urban areas, very few players were 
given personal attention according to their needs" (p. 250). 
Another finding was that families of the elite players did not play much tennis 
compared to the control group families. Many of the control group players told Carlson 
(1988) that they felt influenced by their families to start playing tennis to a much greater 
degree than the elite players did. Carlson (1988) said that while family support is clearly 
important, the personal wants and needs of the child should always be taken into account 
by parents. Carlson (1988) wrote: "The interviews very clearly indicate that the players 
experienced their parents' support differently, the elite players in a more favorable way in 
that they remembered less pressure and demands for success, which contributed to a more 
harmonious state of mind. They considered this to have had a great impact on their future 
development" (p. 249). 
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Carlson's (1988) study also found that during early adolescence the control group 
players played more tennis than the elite players did. The control group players 
specialized in tennis by age 11, whereas the elite players continued to play other sports 
until specializing in tennis at age 14. This supports Bloom's (1985) assertion that elite 
tennis players do not benefit from early sport specialization and intensive training during 
early adolescence. 
Carlson's (1988) work also can be used to advocate the use of talent detection 
models that combine detection with talent development, rather than straight talent 
detection models. Carlson (1988) found that physical maturation occurred more quickly 
during early adolescence for a larger number of control group players than it did for their 
elite counterparts. Therefore, the control group had a distinct physical advantage up until 
the ages of 12 to 14, the time period during which the control group players were equal in 
rankings and ability to the elite group. Carlson (1988) concluded: ''This implies that early 
physical development among the control group players did contribute to their early 
success in tennis" (p. 253). As such, Carlson (1988) said "it was not possible to predict 
who would develop into world-class players based on results achieved up to this age" (p. 
253). 
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Another interesting finding from Carlson's (1988) work was that the tennis 
development environment was much more permissive and stimulating for the elite 
players, while the control group found their development environment to be restrictive 
and not particularly stimulating. Carlson (1988) concluded that his study "reveals that it 
is not possible to predict fully who will develop into a super tennis player based on talent 
alone. Environmental factors-context-have proven to be of the utmost importance" (p. 
254). 
VanRossum (1995) studied the role of significant others (coaches and parents) in 
the development of top-level Dutch athletes and his findings mirrored those of Bloom 
(1985). His study focused on the athlete/coach/parent triad, and Van Rossum (1995) 
found that coaches and parents played a major role in helping to develop the participants' 
athletic careers. This finding was true regardless of whether the athletes were involved in 
team or individual sports. The study also supported the idea that talent is a product of 
nurture not nature. In four sports studied-judo, speed skating, swimming, and table 
tennis- the time span from when the athletes started the sport to when they were labeled 
talented was anywhere from 2.5 to 6 years. 
The research of Cote (1999) also supported Bloom's (1985) work. Cote (1999) 
studied four families- three families of elite rowers and one family of an elite tennis 
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player-in order to describe patterns in the family's influence on a child's athletic talent 
development. Unlike Bloom (1985), Cote (1999) examined the influence of siblings in 
talent development. He also conducted interviews with younger athletes who were still 
involved in the development process, whereas Bloom (1985) and his collaborators 
interviewed mature athletes who had already attained expert performance status. 
Like Bloom (1985), Cote (1999) identified three phases in the talent development 
process from early childhood to late adolescence. Cote ( 1999) called his the sampling 
years, the specializing years, and the investment years, and defined the three stages as 
follows: 
Sampling Years: 
(Ages 6-13) 
• This is the phase when the first involvement in athletics occurs. 
• The parents introduce children to a wide range of athletic activities. The focus is on 
fun, not intensive training. 
• All of the children in the family are participating in the various sporting activities. 
• During this period, at least one parent noticed that their child or children possessed a 
special talent or gift for sport. 
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Although he noted the studies of Ericsson et al. (1993) and others that indicate 
expert performance is achieved as the result of deliberate practice and not innate talent, 
Cote (1999) said that his study and one on expert performance in music conducted by 
Sloboda ( 1996) indicated that innate talent does play a role in achieving expert 
performance. Cote (1999) quoted a parent he interviewed for his study who said of his 
child: "His self-discipline is incredible. It may be in his genes if you will. I know of only 
a few other people who have a mental toughness like [him]. I don't think we taught him 
that. I think he had that" (p. 403). Cote (1999) further wrote, "In the present study, 
whether the perceived gift for sport was present or not, the fact that most parents noticed 
something special about their children is an important feature of the sampling years. This 
realization provides explanation as to why parents may show behaviors that are different 
for each of their children later on in their development" (p. 403-404). 
Specializing Years: 
(Ages 13-15) 
• The athlete commits to one or two sports during this phase. 
• Fun and enjoyment are still important to the athlete, but the acquisition of specific 
skills also becomes important. These skills are acquired through increased practice 
time. 
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• Parents still stress academic achievement over athletic achievement. Children are not 
expected to have jobs because parents feel that it would hinder the child's ability to 
focus completely on school and their sport. 
• A significant financial and time commitment is made by the parents to the child's 
athletic endeavors. 
• At least one parent typically becomes more involved in their child's sport during this 
phase, sometimes as a coach. 
• An older sibling can serve as a role model for younger siblings during this phase, 
particularly by helping to set the example of a good work ethic. 
Cote (1999) found that children who attain a high level of sporting achievement 
typically had parents who had great expectations for their child's sporting performance. It 
is important to note, however, as Cote (1999) wrote that "12 of the 15 participants (at 
least one member in each family) mentioned that the parents followed and facilitated 
their children's involvement in sport rather than leading and directing them. This type of 
parenting style is similar to what Hellstedt (1987) defined as moderately involved 
parents. Parents that are moderately involved are characterized by 'firm parental 
direction, but with enough flexibility so that the young athlete is allowed significant 
involvement in decision-making' (Hellstedt, 1987, p. 153). In sum, parents who confine 
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their expectations to a limited number of domains (e.g. school and sport) in their 
children's lives may assist the learning process most" (p. 406). 
Investment Years: 
(Age 15 and up) 
• The athlete narrows his commitment to one sport and strives through even more 
intense practice to reach the elite level in his chosen sport. 
• The family's activities and life now revolve around the child's sport. 
• The parents primarily provide guidance and moral support when there are setbacks, 
but do not usually provide coaching. 
• The parents behave differently with each child, giving more time and attention to the 
child who excels in sport. 
• Younger siblings feel left out, and become jealous of their older sibling's athletic 
accomplishments. 
Although the investment years usually begin at age 15, Cote (1999) pointed out 
that this age can vary depending on the sport. Figure skaters, gymnasts, and female tennis 
players for example, typically reach the investment year phase at an earlier age than 15. 
He noted that even if a child reaches the investment years at an earlier age, the three 
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phases of development still apply; however, the phases occur at earlier ages and last for 
shorter durations (i.e. the specializing years may last for only one year). 
While there are many similarities to Bloom's (1985) work, there are two main 
differences between his work and Cote's (1999). Unlike Bloom (1985), Cote's (1999) 
work is sport specific and his theories of deliberate play and deliberate practice take into 
account some of Ericsson's work (1993). In Cote's (1999) work, the early years (what he 
called the sampling years) are marked by the concept of deliberate play; the middle years 
(which he called the specializing years) are equally divided between deliberate play and 
deliberate practice; and the later years (the investment years) are marked by much greater 
amounts of deliberate practice and much lower amounts of deliberate play. 
Cote (1999) also believes that his work is more representative of youth talent 
development than Bloom's (1985) because his three phases of development encompass 
early childhood (age 6) to late adolescence (age 18), whereas Bloom's (1985) research 
covers the whole career of an athlete or performer. Since his third phase ends at age 18, 
Cote (1999) argued that this lends credence to ''the existence of a fourth stage marked by 
the maintenance and perfection of skills. This 'perfection' or 'performance' stage would 
appear after the 'investment years"' (p. 412). 
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Cote's (1999) work was especially valuable for the purposes of this study because 
his research further delineated and defined how a parent can best support a child in 
attaining expert levels of performance. While many parents typically introduce their 
children to various sports during the sampling years, Cote (1999) found in his interviews 
that it is not necessary for parents to coach their children beyond this phase. Rather, Cote 
(1999) wrote, ''The role of the parents changed from a leadership role in the sampling 
years to a follower/supporter role in the investment years ... During the specializing years, 
parents became committed supporters of their child-athlete's decision to be involved in a 
limited number of sports. In all the families studied, parents did not put any kind of 
pressure on the child regarding the type of sport in which he or she should 
specialize ... During the investment years, parents responded to the various demands and 
expectations put on their child-athlete by fostering an optimal learning environment 
rather than creating new demands or pressure" (p. 412-413). Cote (1999) gave an 
excellent blueprint for parents to follow in helping their children to attain expert 
performance in sport, with the two key concepts being (a) the ideal parent is the 
moderately involved parent who provides support, not pressure, and (b) parents should 
allow their children to ultimately make the decisions regarding their sport and then 
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facilitate and follow their child's involvement in the sport rather than leading and 
directing them. 
The work of Bloom (1985) and Cote (1999) showed how important 
environmental factors like nurture and family are to talent development. The work of 
Ericsson and collaborators (Ericsson,1996; Ericsson et al., 1993; Ericsson & Charness, 
1994; Ericsson & Lehman, 1996) also supported the nurture theories of Bloom (1985) 
and Cote (1999), but additionally introduced the concept of deliberate practice as a key 
environmental factor in talent development. Deliberate practice was defined by Ericsson 
et al. (1993) as an activity that ''would be rated very high on relevance for performance, 
high on effort, and comparatively low on inherent enjoyment" (p. 373). Ericsson and 
Charness (1994) further explained that "deliberate practice differs from other domain-
related activities because it provides optimal opportunities for learning and skill 
acquisition. If the regular activities in a domain did not offer accurate and preferably 
immediate feedback or opportunities for corrected repetitions, improvements in 
performance with further experience would not be expected from learning theory" (p. 
379). 
Ericsson and Lehmann ( 1996) reviewed the laboratory analyses of expert and 
exceptional performances in the fields of chess, medicine, auditing, computer 
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programming, bridge, physics, sports, typing, juggling, dance, and music. Their findings 
showed that individuals engaged in these activities were experts ready for international 
recognition only after a minimum of 10 years and 10,000 hours of intense preparation. 
These 10 years of preparation do not refer merely to 10 years of experience in the 
activity, but rather to 10 years or 10,000 hours of deliberate practice focused on attaining 
expert status. They argued that any differences in abilities among performers was due to 
extended deliberate practice, not to innate talent. 
The work of Bloom (1985) and collaborators supported this 10-year rule in 
different domains and found it to be especially true in vigorous sports. Gimbel ( 1976) 
also found that top-level performance was reached in most sports between the ages of 18 
and 20 and that it took 8 to 10 years of training to reach that level. Ericsson (1996) 
pointed out that even those persons who were termed prodigies, such as chess player 
Bobby Fischer, needed nine years of preparation to achieve expert performance. Ericsson 
(1996) added that, "According to this rule, not even the most 'talented' individuals can 
attain international performance in less than about 10 years of preparation, whereas the 
vast majority of international-level performers have spent considerably longer" (p. 10). 
Ericsson et al. (1990) found in studying elite performers across several domains 
that deliberate practice usually began at the age of 7. This is in accord with Monsaas 
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(1985) who found in her study of tennis players that the elite players started playing at an 
average age of 6.5 and began systematic training at age 8. Gimbel (1976) found that 
talent development must start before a child's growth spurt begins, usually between the 
ages of 8 and 9. Confirming the findings of Monsaas (1985), it was noted by Ericsson et 
al. (1990) "that similar early preparation effects can be attained by engaging in other 
related activities, such as general involvement in physical activities in preparation for 
specific sports" (p. 118). 
Ericsson et al. (1993) noted that there are some potential constraints to engaging 
in deliberate practice, especially for the necessary 10 year period. In order for the 
deliberate practice to be effectual, the student must have the time and energy to devote to 
the activity and have access to resources like good teachers, equipment, and training 
centers. If the student is a child, he must also have a parent who is willing to transport 
him to lessons and tournaments and also to pay for lessons and competition fees. Another 
constraint is that deliberate practice is not an activity most people enjoy, even though the 
majority of athletes and performers recognize that they must engage in deliberate practice 
in order to improve. Ericsson et al. (1993) wrote that "the lack of inherent reward or 
enjoyment in practice as distinct from the enjoyment of the result (improvement) is 
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consistent with the fact that individuals m a domain rarely initiate practice 
spontaneously" (p. 368-369). 
The final consideration one must recognize, according to Ericsson et al. (1993), is 
that "deliberate practice is an effortful activity that can be sustained only for a limited 
time each day during extended periods without leading to exhaustion (effort constraint). 
To maximize gains from long-term practice, individuals must avoid exhaustion and must 
limit practice to an amount from which they can completely recover on a daily or weekly 
basis" (p. 369). 
Ericsson et al. (1993) cited a number of studies that helped them to determine the 
amount of time one should spend on deliberate practice during the three stages of 
development. Bloom's (1985) study found that children should practice for no more than 
one hour per day when they begin to engage in a particular activity, and laboratory 
studies showed that children's practice times during the first phase should be limited to 
an hour or less for 3-5 days a week (Chase & Ericsson, 1982~ Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977~ 
Seibel, 1963). Other studies that have examined the value of practices lasting from 1-8 
hours a day showed that there was no benefit to practices that surpassed four hours per 
day, and limited benefit from practices that exceeded two hours (Welford, 1968~ 
Woodworth & Schlosberg, 19.54). 
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Increases in the amount of deliberate practice are possible once the athlete has 
adjusted to a steady level of practice. Ericsson et al. ( 1993) said that deliberate practice 
should start at low levels and slowly increase over time. These increases occur 
throughout adolescence and often are in response to the increased demands of a more 
advanced teacher and coach. Ericsson et al. (1993) also noted that it is important to 
carefully monitor the athlete's response to increased practice because "if an individual 
cannot recover each day from a given level of practice, sustaining that level will lead to 
exhaustion and mental fatigue. The risk of physical injury and chronic maladaptation will 
increase ... .Inability to recover from the stress of training, which is viewed as necessary 
for improvement in sports, can lead to 'staleness,' 'overtraining,' and eventually 
'burnout"' (p. 371). 
While Ericsson et al. (1993) found that those individuals who attained the highest 
levels of performance were those who had engaged in larger amounts of practice and 
usually started their training at a very young age (often before age 5), they stressed that a 
middle ground must be found when determining the appropriate amount of deliberate 
practice for each individual: "In the short term, optimal deliberate practice maintains 
equilibrium between effort and recovery. In the long term, it negotiates the effort 
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constraint by sl~w, regular increases in amounts of practice that allow for adaptation to 
increased demands" (p. 371). 
Ericsson et al. (1993) also provided evidence that there are certain times of the 
day that are more conducive to maximizing physical activities versus maximizing mental 
activities. Folkard & Monk (1985) found that the afternoons and early evenings are best 
for enhancing simple perceptual-motor performance, and that intellectually demanding 
activities are enhanced in the morning. Another systematic study by Winget, DeRoshia, 
& Holley (1985) confirmed that elite athletes perform best in the afternoon and evening 
than in the morning. 
Since the purpose of deliberate practice is to improve performance, Ericsson 
(1990) said that performers should receive instruction from their teacher or coach prior to 
the start of practice and discuss the particular goals of that practice session. If the purpose 
of the deliberate practice is to improve strength and endurance, Ericsson et al. (1993) said 
the practice session must be intense and that the athlete must exert near maximal effort in 
order to gamer the desired physical benefit. Most crucial to ensuring the maximum 
benefit from deliberate practice, however, is mental concentration (Starkes, Deakin, 
Allard, Hodges, & Hayes, 1996). The athlete must maintain an exacting attention to every 
detail of his performance, such as proper stroke production. In his studies of Olympic 
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swimmers, Chambliss (1989) wrote of the "mundanity of excellence;" the notion that 
athletes must be willing to accept that "in the pursuit of excellence, maintaining 
mundanity is the key psychological challenge" (p. 83). Chambliss (1989) added that he 
believes there is no secret to attaining excellence and, like Ericsson and collaborators 
(1993), he said that no special innate talent is required to attain expert performance. 
Chambliss (1989) wrote that "there is only the doing of all those little things, each one 
done correctly, time and again, until excellence in every detail becomes a firmly 
ingrained habit, an ordinary part of one's everyday life" (p. 85). 
Ericsson et al. (1993) asserted that it is almost impossible to ascertain the 
difference between innate talent and acquired skills once an athlete has begun deliberate 
practice. This may hold true for many expert athletes and performers, including Andre 
Agassi, who began deliberate practice at a very young age. His father made him practice 
for more than four hours a day and estimated that the young Agassi hit 14,000 balls a 
week. By the age of 4, Andre Agassi was playing exhibitions against Bobby Riggs, a 
former Wimbledon and U.S. National (now U.S. Open) singles champion (Bollettieri & 
Schaap, 1996, p. 20-21). While the incredible amounts of deliberate practice seem to 
have played a significant role in Agassi's ''talent," the fact that Pete Sampras has far less 
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deliberate practice than Agassi prior to meeting his coach/mentor Pete Fischer at the age 
of 9, would indicate that the theory of Ericsson et al. (1993) does not apply in all cases. 
Durand-Bush and Salmela (2001) questioned Ericsson's (1996) finding "that 
children who start training later cannot attain the same level of expertise as those starting 
at a younger age" (p. 278). It is surprising that they questioned this finding, particularly in 
the domain of sports. In a sport like tennis it is essential to begin talent development at an 
early age, as Bloom (1985) found. As discussed earlier in this dissertation, tennis is a 
highly-skilled, technique-driven sport that does not require mere athletic ability but also a 
mastery of shots. Researchers have found that beginning training at an early age is also 
important in other sports. In a study of gymnasts who were performing at the national 
level, it was found that these gymnasts began their systematic training almost two years 
earlier than their peers who were still competing at the regional level (Kaminski, Mayer 
& Ruoff, 1984). Similar findings were made in swimming by Kalinowski ( 1985), whose 
research showed that swimmers performing at the international level had begun their 
systematic training three years earlier than swimmers who were competing at the national 
level. Researchers have found that early training is also essential in other, non-athletic 
performance pursuits. In their studies of child musicians, Takeuchi and Hulse (1993) 
found that there are critical times when skills such as absolute pitch need to be learned. 
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They found that students are more easily able to learn perfect pitch between the ages of 
three and six, and that after this age it is much more difficult to acquire this skill. 
The assertion by Ericsson et al. (1993) and Ericsson (1996) that it is impossible 
for an individual who started an activity at a later age to catch up to an individual who 
began the activity earlier seems to be a sound one. As Ericsson et al. (1993) pointed out, 
the performer who started earlier has accumulated more deliberate practice than the 
performer who started later. In order to catch up, the late starter must practice for the 
same amount of time or for more time than the best performers. This increased deliberate 
practice could lead to injury and burnout. To illustrate their point empirically, Ericsson et 
al. (1993) cited a study on expert violinists: "The difference in accumulated deliberate 
practice in late adolescence for the good and best violinists is remarkably large and to 
eliminate this difference the good violinists would have to practice an additional five 
hours per week beyond their current optimal level of weekly practice for more than eight 
full years" (p. 393). 
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1..0 Table 1. Progressive Development of a World-Class Player 
(Male and Female) 
INTRODUCTION/FOUNDATION REFINEMENT/TRANSITIONAL WORLD-CLASS PERFORMANCE 
Phase One Phase Two Phase Three 
Age of Player: 6-12 Age of Player: 10-20 Age of Player: 15-30 
Years in Phase: 2-4 Years Years in Phase: 4-9 Years Years in Phase: 8-12 Years 
Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV Stage V Stage VI 
-Entry Level -Sectional Tournaments -National -High National or -World Class Top 50-
-Peak Level of 
-Team Tennis -Sectional Ranking Townaments College Ranking 150ranking Performance 
-Local Tournaments -Random/Systematic -Systematic Training -W odd-Class Junior -Systematic Training 
-World-Class 
-Random Training Training -High Performance -Transitional Pro -World-Class Coach Personal Coach 
-Developmental Coach -Developmental/High Coach -Satellite/Challenger -Developmental 
Performance Coach -Commitment to the pro tournaments Team Leader 
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3) Physical and Motor Development 
Recent research by Faigenbaum and Westcott (2000) supported the work of the American 
College of Sports Medicine, which stated: "For those young people involved in athletic 
activities, strength training is important to reduce the risk of muscle imbalance and 
overuse injuries. In fact, according to the American College of Sports Medicine, children 
could prevent over 50 percent of their sport training injuries by participating in physical 
conditioning programs that include strength exercise" (p. ix-x). 
Faigenbaum and Westcott (2000) detailed physical exercise and training programs 
for children between the ages of 7-15 in their book, Strength & power for young athletes. 
The exercise programs are broken down for the following age groups: Ages 7-9, ages 10-
12, and ages 13-15. Each exercise program is also designed for a specific type of sport 
based on the following categories: Power sports, jumping sports, endurance sports, and 
striking sports (the category into which tennis falls). This work is an excellent guide on 
how to introduce strength training to a young athlete and design an age-appropriate 
strength and conditioning program that is both safe and effective for young athletes. 
There was a great deal of confusion about prepubescent strength training prior to 
the early 1980's. The National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA) attempted 
to alleviate this confusion in a position paper the group published in 1985. The NSCA 
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(1985) defined a prepubescent athlete as "a child, male or female, up to the age of 16, 
who has not yet developed secondary sex characteristics according to Tanner's 
classification of childhood development.. .. While 16 years of age is a reasonable upper 
age limit to be considered prepubescent, many children may mature before or after this 
age" (p. 1). 
The NSCA found that strength gains can be obtained and maintained through 
weight-training, and that weight-training improved the self-image and motor 
performance of prepubescent athletes. They also found that the risk of injury associated 
with weight training can be minimized with proper instruction. However, the NSCA 
pointed out that it is important for properly trained personnel to design training programs 
for children at weight-training facilities. 
The NSCA recommends that the young athlete work on all-around physical 
development, and not limit their training to strength training alone. They recommend that 
between 50-80% of the prepubescent athlete's training include a wide array of physical 
activities that develop speed, power, flexibility, muscular endurance, cardiovascular 
endurance, agility and coordination. Prior to starting a training session, the prepubescent 
athlete should engage in a 15-minute warm-up period of stretching and light calisthenics 
or jogging. Ideally, weight training would be performed three days a week, with the 
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training goal being high repetitions and sets, and lower weight loads. This study by the 
NSCA and other studies performed by Bompa (1995) and Drabik (1996) are important 
for anyone who is interested in the development of high performance athletes from 
childhood. 
Zaichkowsky and Haberl (1999) found that motor skills development and 
cognitive development are closely linked. They concluded that motor development must 
be made enjoyable in order to encourage continued participation in activities that will 
develop motor skills. Their research found that the drop-out rates of participants is much 
lower if the teaching of motor skills is done in a supportive environment and if the level 
of enjoyment increases for participants. Zaichkowsky and Haberl (1999) stated, ''The 
development of motor skills precedes the development of sport-specific skills. 
Continuous development of competence in both motor and sport-specific skills enable 
participation in life-long physical activity that serves to promote a healthy lifestyle" (p. 
10). 
Bompa's (1995) research focused on how to train children to maximize their 
athletic potential. His program is broken down into the areas of strength training, speed 
training, flexibility training, endurance training and coordination training. Drabik's 
(1996) research covered many of the same areas as Bompa (1995) and they came to 
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similar conclusions. They agree that there are critical periods in a child's development, 
and that specialization for most sports should not occur much before age 14. They also 
concur that overall athletic development is much more important than early success and 
excess competition. They concluded that specialization in a sport should occur once a 
child completes puberty, and that high-performance training can begin at around age 18. 
Schulz and Curnow (1988) investigated peak performance among track and field 
athletes, swimmers, baseball players, tennis players and golfers. They used available data 
from between 40 and 100 years, depending on the sport. The criteria for being a peak 
performer were that athletes had to be Olympic gold medal winners in swimming and 
track and field, league leaders in baseball, have a top ten world ranking in men's or 
women's tennis, and be named Professional Golf Association (PGA) player of the year in 
golf. In track and field they choose the following events: 100, 200, 800, 1,500, 5,000 and 
10,000 meters, marathon, 50-kilometer walk, long jump, high jump, and shot put. In 
swimming they choose the 100,400, and 1500 meter freestyle events. 
They asked the following three questions about their data: 
"1) How do absolute levels of performance change over time as a function of type of 
event? 2) What is the age of peak performance for each type of athletic event or 
performance category and to what extent has it changed over time? Is there a relationship 
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between the demands of a specific athletic event and the age of peak performance? And, 
3) Are there gender differences in age of peak performance? Because the rates of 
biological development differ for men and women, we would expect the age of peak 
performance to differ as well, particularly for events that rely primarily on biological 
systems and less on acquired skills" (p. 114). 
Schulz and Curnow (1988) found that the age of peak performance has stayed 
relatively constant over time, even while there have been large increases in absolute 
performance in track and field and swimming. In the sports of golf and tennis there has 
been a recent trend of the top performers getting slightly younger, especially among 
women. However, while women are attaining greater successes at younger ages in tennis, 
the overall age of peak performance remains age 24 or 25 as Schulz and Curnow's data 
reflected. It was found that for sprint and power events the age of peak performance is 
age 23 to 24 while long distance runners have a peak performance age of around 27 or 
28. It was interesting to note that women usually had their peak performance 12 to 18 
months earlier than men in distance running. Also in long distance swimming events the 
peak performance for women occurred at a younger age then in the sprint events, which 
is the opposite of the men. This is explained by the fact that the bodies of prepubescent 
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women are more streamlined which gives them an advantage in long distance swim 
events. 
While tennis players are turning professional at an earlier age-usually age 14 or 
15 for women and 18 or 19 for men-the age at which they reach peak performance 
closely matches the findings of Schulz and Curnow (1988). This was born out by 
studying the professional rankings since 1988, the year that Schulz and Curnow's study 
was published. Andre Agassi reached number one in 1995 at age 25. Pete Sampras had 
what many people consider his two best years in 1996 and 1997 when he was age 25 and 
26. Michael Chang had his best year in 1997 at age 25. 
Although the average age of male pro tennis players who attained the year-end 
No. 1 ATP ranking has remained constant since Schulz & Curnow's research, the average 
age of the WT A's No. 1 ranked player at year's end has decreased for female players 
during the last 10 years. The average age of female players who achieved the No. 1 
ranking at year's end fell from 25 years and 3 months during the years 1980-1989, to 22 
years and 2 months from 1990-1999. Lindsay Davenport became number one in the 
world and won the U.S. Open at age 22. However, one might argue that she played her 
best and most consistent tennis in the last two years, when she won the Australian Open 
and reached the final of Wimbledon and the U.S. Open at age 24, and was the No. 1 
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ranked player for 2001 at age 25. Jennifer Capriati has also been playing the best tennis 
of her career at ages 24 and 25, winning three Grand Slam titles in 12 months. Capriati 
won her first Grand Slam title, the 2001 Australian Open, at age 24, and was 25 when she 
won the 2001 French Open and the 2002 Australian Open. She was also age 25 when she 
ascended to the WT A's No. 1 ranking for the first time. And while Martina Hingis and 
Venus Williams both achieved great success by the age of 21, winning five and four 
Grand Slam titles respectively, it is clear that they are still improving and they may have 
their best years ahead of them. 
In a study on peak performance and age, Ericsson (1990) concluded that 
"performance at any age is critically dependent on the amount of practice and training. 
The large increases in numbers of world records for most events as a function of the time 
appear to be determined largely by increases in the amount of practice as well as by better 
methods of practice" (p. 182). However, Ericsson ( 1996) and others researchers have 
found that "across many different domains individuals appear to be able to maintain only 
four or five hours of deliberate practice per day for extended periods without reaching 
exhaustion and burnout, even when they increase the duration and effectiveness of rest 
and sleep" (p. 43). 
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4) Coaching Methods 
There has not been a great deal of research done on coach education and coaching 
methods. There has been a lot of research done on teaching in an educational setting, but 
not on teaching in an athletic setting. It is my opinion that the skills required to 
successfully teach in an educational setting are the same skills that are required to teach 
in an athletic setting. What follows is an overview of some of the research that has been 
done on coaching methods. 
Smoll and Smith ( 1993) developed a model of educating youth sport coaches 
based on the idea that coach's behaviors lead to athlete's perceptions, and recall leads to 
athlete's evaluative reactions. They found the following: 
1. Players responded most favorably to coaches who engaged in higher 
percentages of supportive and instructional behaviors. Players on teams whose coaches 
created a supportive environment also liked their teammates more. A somewhat 
surprising finding was that the team's won-loss record was essentially unrelated to how 
well the players liked the coach and how much they wanted to play for the coach in the 
future. On the other hand, players on winning teams felt that their parents liked the coach 
more and that the coach liked them more than he did players on losing teams. 
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2. Apparently winning made little difference to the children but they knew that it 
was important to the adults. 
3. Children with low self-esteem were especially responsive to variations in 
supportiveness in a manner consistent with a self-enhancement model of self-esteem. 
Smoll and Smith's (1993) research led them to develop what they called a Coach 
Effectiveness Training (CET) program. Athletes who played for coaches who had gone 
through the training program had the following results: (a) players perceived behavioral 
differences between trained and untrained coaches; (b) players evaluations favored the 
trained coaches; (c) children with low self-esteem who played for the trained coaches 
exhibited a significant increase in general self-esteem; and (d) players who played for 
CET coaches reported lower levels of competitive anxiety than did the control children. 
The CET program was designed to increase four specific target behaviors: (a) 
reinforcement (for effort as well as for good performance); (b) mistake-contingent 
encouragement; (c) corrective instruction (given in an encouraging and supportive way); 
(d) technical instruction (spontaneous instruction in the techniques and strategies of the 
sport). 
The CET program is designed to decrease the following behaviors: (a) non-
reinforcement, (b) punishment, and (c) punitive instruction. 
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The CET program orientation is: (a) winning isn't everything nor is it the only 
thing; (b) failure is not the same thing as losing; (c) success is not synonymous with 
winning; and (d) children should be taught that success is found in striving for victory. 
Cote, Salmela, Trudel, Baria, and Russell (1995) interviewed 17 elite gymnastic 
coaches in Canada who worked with high performing female gymnasts. Their results 
showed that the coaches were extremely involved in all aspects of training. This included 
dealing with parents, developing a training plan, and helping the athlete with personal 
issues. It was found that the coaches role was less important during meets. These findings 
would apply to tennis as well because coaching is not allowed during matches except in 
college tennis or Davis Cup and Federation Cup professional team competitions. These 
findings are also in agreement with Saviano (2001) who concluded that the coach needs 
to act as a developmental team leader. A developmental team leader is the person who 
oversees all aspects of the player's development from overall long-term developmental 
plan to the short-term concerns such as scheduling practice, selecting tournaments, and 
arranging travel plans. This does not mean that the developmental team leader excludes 
the player from these decisions; rather he assists in making the choices that will best help 
the player reach his long-term goals. 
Cote et al. also found that the gymnastic coaches primary goal was to develop 
their athletes. The researchers defined developing as follows: 'The word developing 
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remains a flexible term that can be adapted to accommodate various levels of coaching, 
from youth sport participants to Olympic athletes" (p. 9). This is where the art, rather 
than the science, of coaching comes into play. Each athlete needs to be treated differently 
depending on where they are in the development stage. For example, a coach can push a 
16-year-old preparing for the Olympics much harder than he can an eight-year-old who is 
just starting out. 
In his book, Great job coach: getting the edge from proven winners, Salmela 
(1996) interviewed 22 of Canada's leading sport coaches. These coaches came from the 
fields of basketball, field hockey, ice hockey, and volleyball. Salmela found that some of 
the keys to successful coaching were planning, communication, goal-setting, and 
continued coaching education (i.e. attending and giving clinics, observing the practices of 
other teams, taking classes). To illustrate the organizational and planning skills required 
of a successful coach, as well as the need for flexibility, Salmela quoted one of his 
interview participants, who he termed ice hockey coach #4: "I sit down every year in the 
off-season and create a yearly training plan which is flexible. I take a large piece of paper 
and place all my scheduled games on it, as well as my training times, my rest times, and 
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my sports psyche concerns which I want to introduce. They are all placed where I think 
they will be most effective. I put our off-ice training program in there. I have a map of 
where I want to go before the season even starts, but it's all subject to change" (p. 72). 
What is unique about tennis coaches is that unlike other sport coaches they are 
expected to be able to guide a player from the beginning level to the professional level. 
As Martin (2002) noted, ''That would be like asking someone to teach kindergarten 
through graduate school" (p. 108). Yet this is precisely what occurs in tennis. Martin 
suggested that tennis pros receive certification in their areas of expertise in order to give 
players the sense that they are improving and graduating on to the next level. This 
approach has been used in the past by such players as Pete Sampras. The key to using this 
approach successfully is having a coach who oversees a player's overall development, 
such as Pete Fischer did for Sampras. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
The data for this study will be interviews and information gathered from the general 
media and trade publications. Several coaches will be interviewed and asked to offer their 
opinions on seven different topics. The final section will include an overview of the 
junior development systems of one private foreign coach and two foreign tennis 
federations. Also included in this section are the opinions of participants and panelists in 
a professional coaching and player development seminar sponsored by TennisWeek.com 
prior to the 2001 U.S. Open. 
Interviewees will be invited to participate in the study, and interviews will be 
conducted either in-person or via telephone. 
Topics 
Interviewees will be asked for their thoughts on seven aspects of the player development 
process: 
1) Ericsson's Talent Development Theory 
2) Nature vs. Nurture Theory 
3) Bloom's Theory 
4) Talent Detection & Development 
5) Training and practice regimens/philosophies 
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6) Importance of Body Type and Personality 
7) Detrimental components in player development 
8) Overview of three foreign development systems 
The final section, number eight, is an overview of three foreign development systems 
based on interviews with coaches from Estonia, the Czech Republic, and France. The 
coaches from France and the Czech Republic are employees of their respective tennis 
federations, while the Estonian coach is a private coach with no ties to the Estonian 
Tennis Federation. 
The purpose is to gain insights into how top American and foreign tennis coaches are 
developing young talent, and to determine if their systems at all corroborate and support 
the development system that is presented in this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 
The problem is to design a tennis training system that will enable tennis organizations, 
federations, or individual coaches to develop young tennis players into elite, world-class 
professional players. This section includes the expertise of several top American and 
foreign tennis coaches, parents, players, administrators, and the media. The study will 
interview participants in-person and via telephone, and discuss the topics outlined in 
Chapter3. 
Interviewees: 
Dr. Walter Bartoli 
Father and coach of French junior player Marion Bartoli, winner of the 2001 U.S. Open 
Girls' Singles Championship. 
Nick Bollettieri 
Founder of the Nick Bollettieri Tennis Academy in Bradenton, Florida, and former coach 
of seven No. 1-ranked tennis players, including Andre Agassi, Boris Becker, Monica 
Seles, and Jim Courier. 
Dr. Pete Fischer 
California pediatrician who coached and developed Pete Sampras from the age of 9 
Georges Goven 
Director of junior girls' development for the French Tennis Federation and former ATP 
Tour player. 
Tiit Kivistik 
Personal coach for eight years of Estonian junior player, Kaia Kanepi, the No. 1 world-
ranked ITF junior girl for much of 2001. 
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Robert Lansdorp 
Head teaching professional at the South Bay Tennis Center in Torrance, California, and 
former coach of 17 players who ultimately earned top 50 rankings, including three No. 1 
players: Pete Sampras, Lindsay Davenport, and Tracy Austin. 
Rick Macci 
President of the Rick Macci Tennis Academy in Pompano Beach, Florida. Coached 
Jennifer Capriati, and Venus and Serena Williams in their pre- and early adolescent 
years. 
Daniel Trcka 
Czech Republic Tennis Federation head coach for junior boys' development, and head 
coach at the National Tennis Center in Prostejov, Czech Republic. 
Others quoted: 
Vic Braden (Founder of Vic Braden Tennis College) 
Martina Navratilova, WTA Tour's No. 1-ranked player from 1982-1986 
Rodney Harmon (Director, USTA Multicultural Program) 
Nick Saviano (Director, USA Tennis Coaching Education) 
Eugene L. Scott (Founder/Publisher/Editor in Chief of Tennis Week magazine) 
Dennis VanderMeer (President, VanderMeer Tennis University) 
Richard Williams (father and coach of top female professional players Venus and Serena 
Williams) 
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1) Ericsson's Talent Development Theory 
The coaches were asked for their opinion of Ericsson and collaborators (1990, 1993, 
1994, 1996), whose work states that expert performance can be attained only after at least 
10 years and 10,000 hours of intense preparation and deliberate practice. P. Fischer said 
that Pete Sampras's development time-frame was "pretty close to 10,000 hours. Maybe 
not that many, but close" (personal communication, July 31, 2001). 
While he agreed with Ericsson, R. Lansdorp said that Ericsson's theory is time-
dependent if the ultimate goal is to become a professional tennis player: 
It all depends on when the 10 years are started. If you start the kid at the age of 12 
or 13, it ain't going to happen. If you start at [age] 6 you have a lot better shot at 
it. The big difference is if you start someone at 6, 7, 8, concentration is more 
difficult at that age. The real great ones, if you can get them out at that early stage, 
they will absorb and understand how points are being played a lot earlier. All the 
ones [I coached] that became number 1, I got them early- [Tracy] Austin at 7, 
Pete [Sampras] at 8, Lindsay [Davenport] at 9. But they'd all already hit balls 
before they came to me too ... But if you can get kid at a certain age, say 7, and 
they have no bad habits, you can have champion at 17. By the age of 12 and 13 
it's too late. Depending on how great an athlete the kid is and how quickly he can 
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adapt to the game, a kid who starts that late can maybe become top 200, but he 
can't become great. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
N. Bollettieri also feels that Ericsson's theory is dependent on a few things: 
Time is required, but the amount of hours will be dependent on the age that you 
get the students and what they're able to do at the time that you get them. Physical 
and mental development come into it as well. Once you get through working on 
eye-hand coordination at [age] 10 or 12, the foundation is important. In the 
beginning technique is 70-80% of it, then when you get into the top grade the 
physical and mental side are more important. (personal communication, 
September 1, 2001) 
While he agreed that Ericsson's theory has some merit, R. Macci believes that 
you need to start with a good coach and an athletically talented and extremely motivated 
person in order to develop a top-level player: 
In a repetition sport like tennis you need an enormous amount of reps. So you're 
much further ahead of the game with that approach [Ericsson's]. But you have to 
have a knowledgeable coach and then it depends on what type of athlete you 
have. It depends on how competitive the person is. There are many players who I 
spent an enormous amount of time with and they became the No. 1 player at 
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University of Texas, not the No. 1 player in the world. So this approach is good 
up to a point. I mean, technically, you can teach a world-class weapon. But a lot 
of it depends on what the players bring to the table and then maximizing it. 
(personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
French coach Goven echoed some of Macci's concerns about Ericsson's theory, 
adding that he thinks a player's genetic predisposition and athletic gifts will play more of 
a role in whether someone becomes a top-level player than sheer hard work and 
deliberate practice will. G. Goven said: 
You can't make a cow become a horse. There's some genetics involved [in 
becoming a top player]. You can have two kids starting at [age] 7 and one 
becomes top 10 and one becomes top 200. One will have [muscle] fiber that can 
make him better, faster. [We do] studies on quality of fibers. Some players have 
fast fibers, some have slow; you can't make fast fibers. Genetics play a big role. 
You have to be fast on first four or five steps, and if he is slow, he's going to be 
slow his whole life. (personal communication, September 5, 2001) 
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2) Nature vs. Nurture Theory 
The coaches were asked for their opinion on the nature vs. nurture theory~ are top-level 
tennis players born or made? Most felt that a combination of nature and nurture is 
required. This was evidenced by what V. Braden said about Venus and Serena Williams, 
arguably the two best female athletes now playing professional tennis: "Venus and 
Serena [Williams] didn't win their talent in a lottery. They won it through hard work" 
(coaching seminar, August 30, 2001). 
In the case of great champions, however, the coaches agree that natural, innate 
talent plays a huge role in their success. P. Fischer said that Pete Sampras's talent was so 
evident and striking that he knew from the first time he saw the then 9-year-old Sampras 
play that he would be a future Wimbledon champion: 
Pete [Sampras] is more talented than anyone I've ever seen. That being said, I've 
been told he wasn't even the best junior player in Southern California. So there 
was definitely some nurture involved .... Nurture does matter because if Joe Chang 
[Michael's father] had coached Pete he would've been top 50 in the world. And if 
I'd coached Michael he wouldn't have won the French~ he would've been a top 50 
player. That said, if you're a decent coach and you do it right, you can take any 
guy and make him top 200 in the world. But you can't make him Pete Sampras. 
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To make a Pete Sampras you'd need to start with a Pete Sampras. (personal 
communication, July 31, 2001) 
R. Macci agreed with Fischer, stating: 
Champions are born. You have to have something in the pocket. But then it's also 
a matter of getting in the right situation to have someone help you to maximize 
your ability. But genetically you need to have it; you can't make something out of 
nothing. (personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
G. Goven also believes that talent, or a genetic edge, is also crucial if a player is 
to be a champion: 
You have to make champions, but they need to have that genetic quality. The 
player who [when] coaches watch [them] and say, ''They are gifted." We have 
guys who work very hard, but they can only go so far if [they] don't have the 
genetics. A champion is a combination of everything, but it is better to be gifted a 
little bit, too. (personal communication, September 5, 2001) 
When it comes to developing top players, Lansdorp believes that nature and 
nurture are intertwined. However, he said has seen over the years that a player's 
personality and innate competitiveness can also play a huge role in their success: 
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Champions are born and [italics added] they are developed. With Tracy [Austin] 
I used her jealousy to make her more competitive, but she was competitive when 
she walked out on the court. It's difficult to make someone competitive, a lot of 
that comes from their family, a kid's position in the family where maybe they're 
fighting for attention. It's almost a crime to make a non-competitive person 
competitive. A competitive person can be a real pain in the ass because they want 
to compete for anything. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
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3) Bloom's Theory 
An Argentinean coach said to me about the American coaching system, "What 
you call coaching, we call child amusement. What we call coaching, you call 
child abuse." 
--Dennis VanderMeer, coaching seminar, August 30, 2001. 
The coaches were asked for their opinion of Bloom and collaborators, whose talent 
development work shows that young people who achieve expertise initially viewed the 
activity as fun, and that either a parent or a coach played a pivotal role at every step in the 
child's ultimate attainment of excellence. 
Lansdorp, who has coached thousands of ranked junior tennis players in Southern 
California since the late 1960s, has seen first-hand the importance of not only a good 
coach in the developmental process, but also of positive parental participation. R. 
Lansdorp said: 
Champions come from within or from one of the parents deciding tennis is 
important. The parents don't even need to play tennis. Pete Sampras's father 
didn't play tennis, but he was sitting there on the court every day when I had Pete 
when he was 8-years-old. Lindsay's [Davenport] father didn't play tennis, but her 
dad was an Olympic [volleyball] champ, so he knew how to support a kid to 
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become great. The one on one element is the crucial part, and that's where 
bonding [with a parent or coach] comes in .... [Jeff] Tarango was no Sampras 
when it came to athletic ability but he was very smart and his mother would feed 
him balls for hours. This guy worked and worked and became great [Tarango 
earned a top 50 A TP ranking]. But there was a mother who would go out and feed 
balls to him because I didn't have that kind of time. I think that one on one 
[coaching and parental involvement] is hugely important" (coaching seminar, 
August 30, 2001). 
As N. Bollettieri pointed out, America's tennis greats have a history of 
tremendous parental involvement: 
If you go through history, Jimmy Connors had his mother, Mac [John McEnroe] 
his father, Andre [Agassi] his father, Venus and Serena [Williams] their father, 
Aaron Krickstein his father. There's no stronger bond than the bloodline. How do 
you get the whole pyramid to work as a coach, that's the question. It's a fine line. 
If anybody comes up with formula on how you get all these things to work 
without anything going out of synch, that's the hard part. (coaching seminar, 
August 30, 2001) 
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Two of the all-time great players whose development closely followed the Bloom 
(1985) model were Chris Evert and Pete Sampras. Evert was coached by her father 
Jimmy, a teaching pro at a small municipal tennis facility in her hometown of Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, while Sampras was developed by Dr. Pete Fischer (along with 
Robert Lansdorp, who was the young Sampras's primary instructor). Fischer, a Los 
Angeles pediatrician and avid club player, was asked by Sampras's father to play tennis 
with his then 9-year-old son because the elder Sampras did not play the game. Thus, 
Fischer acquired the role of Sampras's tennis father figure, and began the process of 
patterning Sampras's game after the Australian tennis greats Fischer revered, such as Rod 
Laver and Roy Emerson. 
Like the Bloom (1985) model, both Sampras's and Evert's development process 
included a certain element of fun and game-playing. P. Fischer said: 
I agree that it should be fun when they're young. There should be an element of 
accomplishment and not repetition. Kids don't like repetition. Every session [with 
Pete Sampras] we would always do the whole gamut. Throw in a new stroke or 
shot. .. I would try to find games that we could play with rules that would make 
him have to do more. Hit a winner off the first shot, hit the ball three feet past the 
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service line, or I'd blast shots at him when he was volleying. (personal 
communication, July 31, 2001) 
While Jimmy Evert guided his daughter Chris's development, his assistant, Phillis 
Aotow, also played a key role in the development process. Chris Evert has said that while 
her dad taught her how to play tennis, Aotow was the person who made it fun. Chris 
would hit with Aotow at the conclusion of her daily lessons with her father, and she said 
she enjoyed the "enticing challenges" Aotow offered up. First Aotow gave the six-year-
old a penny for every ball she hit over the net. As Chris improved, the stakes grew higher 
and she began collecting dimes, quarters, and dollars from Aotow. Evert recalled that in 
later years, when she began taking sets from Aotow, the woman eventually gave her a 
bag of dimes and told her to "forget it" (Evert Lloyd & Amdur, 1982, p. 32-33). 
Most coaches agree that you need to include fun and games when instructing most 
young children, but some have found that their exceptional students thrive in a more 
serious teaching environment. R. Lansdorp said: 
You don't need to make it fun, you don't need to play games to get kids 
interested. There's a difference in what they consider having fun and making 
competing fun. You see, a great champion loves to compete and they compete at 
everything [italics added]. So for those people, just having a la, la, la, Ia deal 
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doesn't fly, it's boring for them. I'm all for having a good time, but we don't have 
a good time in the typical sense when you take a lesson from me. They feel like 
they're really accomplishing things because it's tough, so that makes it fun. Some 
kids can't take it because it's so intense. I weed out a lot of people that way. I 
have a 10-year-old who cries because she's half-puking on the court with me, but 
she will come back and show you that she's better for having taken it. You put her 
on court five times a week with kids who are just having fun and that won't fly 
with her. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
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4) Talent Detection and Development 
This section will focus on the talent detection and development efforts of individual 
coaches. The player development efforts of the UST A, begun officially in 1988, cannot 
be examined as they are currently in a state of transition; the director of UST A Player 
Development and the Director of UST A Coaching resigned and were released 
respectively in July 2001 by the USTA and were not replaced until April 2002. N. 
Saviano, who has been active in the UST A player development program since its 
inception and who is the USTA's Director of USA Tennis Coaching Education, had this 
to say about developing champions: 
There are a few things critical in developing a champion. First, you've got to have 
a broad base. You've got to have a lot of people playing, because if you don't 
we're going to lose a lot of people to other sports. Secondly, you need coach or 
parent that bonds with that player. Without it, you don't have a champion. It 
shows every step of the way. You need someone who bonds with that player, it's 
critical. They need some kind of financial backing from somebody. Without it 
they won't be able to accomplish what they need. They need a competitive 
environment to hone their skills. You see it in every other sport. You need a great 
training environment. When you get those ingredients together you create an 
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environment that's conducive to developing great players. We can logically 
assume that if we have this in place, we will develop champions. The UST A 
needs to be a facilitator in this process. (coaching seminar, August 30, 2001) 
How the UST A might attempt to facilitate this is unknown. The UST A gave 
financial support to the current crop of top American players as they were growing up, 
and also later supplied UST A travelling coaches to young players like Lindsay Davenport 
when she started out on the pro tour. As Mark Winters pointed out in Tennis Week 
however, it is widely acknowledged that the success of players like the Williams sisters, 
Jennifer Capriati, Andy Roddick, was achieved due to individual coaching. The United 
States has yet to see top players come out of federation-sponsored programs like those 
that have helped develop players in Spain, France, and Belgium. (Winters, 2001, p. 30) 
Coaches and tennis experts in attendance at the Tennis Week coaching seminar 
prior to the 2001 U.S. Open, "The Politics of Professional Coaching and Player 
Development," agreed that one of the failings of the original USTA Player Development 
program was that talented players were not identified and supported early enough. E. 
Scott said: "We must start identifying talent earlier, but expense is a problem. It costs 
$350,000 to take a talented kid from [age] 11 to 14, but management companies won't 
touch kids at 11; they wait until they're 14" (coaching seminar, August 30, 2001). 
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Bollettieri concurred with Scott, and pointed out that the United States has no 
universal program for developing athletically talented children between the ages of six to 
eight. Rather than enrolling young children into tennis academies or tennis training 
programs, Bollettieri suggested that prior to beginning tennis training, children's motor 
skills should first be developed in daycare centers, schools, or at home. To facilitate this, 
he has collaborated on a video designed to teach children movement and motor skills. N. 
Bollettieri said: 
We should develop their motor skills first without direct competition with others 
and build them up that way. Develop their athletic skills first and then put them 
into a sport at [age] 8, 9, 10. Starting them at 5 or 6 is too young ... But the person 
first has to have talent and the coach has to give them that good foundation and 
motivate them to reach their God-given talent. (coaching seminar, August 30, 
2001) 
The coaches agreed that children need to start playing and being coached in the 
fundamentals by at least age 8, but there was no consensus as to how this could be 
achieved in a nationwide, federation-style program. R. Lansdorp said: "You have to start 
them young, but you can't really send an 8-year-old to an academy. So academies will 
only be for older kids" (coaching seminar, August 30, 2001). 
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Two successful junior players who started playing tennis at a young age are 
Estonian junior player Kaia Kanepi and French junior player Marion Bartoli. Kanepi was 
introduced to tennis at the age of 8 by her long-time coach Tiit Kivistik and by the age of 
16 has risen to the top of the world junior rankings (she was No. 3 in the ITF's 2000 
rankings as a 15-year-old). Bartoli, who is also 16 and has been coached by her father 
since the age of 6, won the 2001 U.S. Open Girls' Singles Championship. Both girls 
started playing tennis at an early age and are still with their original coaches, and neither 
has ever attended a tennis academy. 
R. Macci said it is crucial to get players at a young age, not just because it is 
easier to develop their fundamentals, but also because it gives him time to undo any bad 
habits they may have learned from inexperienced coaches: 
The sooner I get kids the better. I had a 7-year-old with a slice forehand [that I 
had to fix], but by the time he's 11 he can own some shots. The pain and dirty 
work you have to go through in the trenches is unbelievable. (personal 
communication, August 30, 2001) 
R. Lansdorp concurred with Macci about the "dirty work in the trenches," adding 
that part of the problem is parents and coaches are no longer teaching their children the 
classic, orthodox strokes that they were 10-15 years ago: 
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When I get kid at 9 now they have somehow learned to hit with an extreme 
western grip and it becomes a nightmare to work with them. When I get a kid and 
the kid is past doing the basics fundamentally correct, I can't do much. If I get a 
kid who is very talented, but who hits with extreme grips, it's a struggle to 
straighten them out. We lose almost a year of development time to fixing the 
problem. And during that time the player loses confidence, and they don't have 
the same feel. It's a weird kind of thing. But if the player starts with an eastern 
grip and then we slip it over to a semi-western, then it's easy. (personal 
communication, September 1, 2001) 
The coaches interviewed were asked to describe what they look for when 
detecting talent. N. Bollettieri said: 
Working with what God gave them is how I do talent development, but it has to 
bum inside them that they want to achieve. You want someone that will work and 
won't accept anything less than excellence. You look at their eyes, their 
excitement, what kids do on the court without you teaching them-how they'll hit 
the ball without any instruction. You look at their facial expressions when they 
miss or make it, their enthusiasm. They have that certain little gleam in their eye 
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like [Robert] DeNiro does when he acts; the great players have that. (personal 
communication, September 1, 2001) 
P. Fischer said some of the things he looks for in young players is speed, grace, 
hand-eye coordination, and size. When asked what struck him about Pete Sampras's 
talent when he first hit with the then 9-year-old Sampras, Fischer said: 
I knew he was talented because even when he had a two-handed forehand and a 
two-handed backhand, he'd swing as hard as he could and the ball would go 
absolutely straight... [Andre] Agassi and Pete [Sampras] break the mold in talent 
detection. Real genius is something you can't predict. (personal communication, 
July 31, 2001) 
As for the development process involved in shaping Pete Sampras's talent, P. 
Fischer said: 
At 12 he didn't have a volley. We worked on groundstrokes, then volleys, serves, 
overheads, and I played points with him until he was 11. .. One goal was to get in 
a match a day, with or without me present. If Pete could've gotten good matches 
in his age group, he would have played his age group [and not played up in older 
divisions like he often did] ... Keeping him in shape was the hardest thing. 
Everything came so easily to him. (personal communication, July 31, 2001) 
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Like Bollettieri's talent detection model, R. Lansdorp said he also focuses more 
on a player's passion than on sheer physical talent alone: 
I'm looking at how coachable the kid is, how much desire they have to play the 
game, not necessarily how fast they are. If you're not fast, you're not fast and you 
ain't gonna get fast. .. It's probably not that difficult to detect talent. The hard part 
is making it happen-what do you do with what you see. The problem is the 
development. I had kids that were talented but they were developed [italics added] 
into great players. I've coached 17 players who got into top 50. I've developed 
more players than most countries. I might not have seen the talent right away, but 
I developed every one the same way, and the ones with talent rose to the top. 
(personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
Lansdorp admitted that talent detection is difficult even for experienced coaches, 
and said that Kim Po-Messerli was one former student who surprised him with her 
eventual pro tour success. Po-Messerli got as high as No. 14 in the WT A singles rankings 
in 1997 and reached the women's doubles final and the mixed doubles semifinal at the 
2001 U.S. Open. Yet R. Lansdorp said her success was unexpected: 
When Kim Po was 16 I wouldn't have put any money on her. She was beaten by 
all the other players I was coaching. But she had great technique, and a great heart 
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and eventually she became a good pro player. I developed everyone like they 
were going to be No. 1. Some ended up top 200, some became good college 
players, and some did become No. 1. (personal communication, September 1, 
2001) 
N. Bollettieri has also found talent detection to be an inexact science: "I gave 
away [2000 U.S. Open champ Marat] Safin's scholarship to someone else-I said he 
couldn't make it. But from the time [Anna] Koumikova came, I knew she was going to 
make it. Hey, maybe not win a tournament, but make it" (coaching seminar, August 30, 
2001). 
Here are some of the factors R. Macci considers when judging talent: 
The genetic base is huge. I knew that Venus and Serena [Williams] would be tall. 
What type of athletic skills do they have, speed, the competitiveness factor. Your 
chances for success are much greater if you have that in your pocket. A good 
work ethic. Maybe kids don't have that hunger. These things take a while for 
coaches to know. You have to have experience to judge talent. It's an art. 
(personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
R. Macci thinks talent detection is easier with young girls than with young boys: 
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You can tell at a young age, especially with young girls. Everyone has their own 
timetable, but early on I knew that Venus was more mentally tough than Serena. 
She stuck to it, she's not so "que sera" like Serena. I would give Venus a 2-hour 
job and she would make it a 3-hour job. But with boys it's more of a mixed bag 
when you can tell if they're going to be great. Andy Roddick grew to 6'2", so 
that's partly why he's so good. (personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
R. Macci also thinks it's much harder to become a top male tennis player than it is 
to succeed in the women's game: 
The women's game is 90% groundstrokes, so you can be limited with your serve 
and volley. But if you're technically sound and somewhat competitive you can be 
a world-class women's player. But you need a package in the men's game. Power 
is so much a part of it. It takes longer to develop it. Roddick is a good athlete, 
great serve, great forehand, he has a package. But the X-factor is how they 
compete. He's more into competing and he's handled it [the pressure and fanfare 
that accompanies being labeled the next great American player] well. If you're a 
great competitor the other things can be learned. (personal communication, 
August 30, 2001) 
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Many of the coaches interviewed talked about great players having "that X-
factor." Their ideas on what defined the "X-factor" and how to detect it varied. Most 
agreed, however, that competitiveness and an overriding desire to win were the 
personality traits shared by all the great players. N. Bollettieri said: 
The common denominator is the kids work like hell and they love to compete. 
Some are born with it, but along the way you can do certain things that will bring 
out their competitiveness. But you have to understand the person because some 
are outward-signed and some are inward-signed. (personal communication, 
September 1, 2001) 
R. Macci said he was not very impressed by Venus and Serena Williams's games 
until he saw them playing in a competitive situation. "I didn't think Serena and Venus 
were that good until I saw them competing. I saw that they would run over glass to get to 
the ball when I went out to watch them play in Compton [California]" (personal 
communication, August 30, 2001). 
R. Lansdorp thinks that a player's competitiveness is crucial to their eventual 
success, and admitted that he is not above mentally manipulating players to further stoke 
their competitive fires: 
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Competitiveness is huge. How badly do they want to win and how badly do they 
not want to lose. Tracy [Austin] was a huge competitor, the most competitive of 
all of the players I coached. She was the greatest phenom of all of them; no one 
has surpassed her. She got to quarters of the [U.S.] Open at 14 and won it at 16. 
She was jealous and I could use that to make her work harder. Pete [Sampras] was 
not as competitive looking, but he had to be competitive to become what he 
became. Lindsay [Davenport] showed it more than Pete, but she was still hiding it 
a little. Another thing the great players have to have is timing, which can't be 
taught. It's natural. It has something to do with their eyes. It's gotten more 
noticeable in the last 15 years, when one eye seems to be developed better than 
other-the right stronger than left. They have great backhands because their focus 
is in the right front, but hit their forehands late because of their focus" (personal 
communication, September 1, 2001). 
The coaches all agreed that one of the most important factors in developing talent 
is competitive match play. R. Lansdorp said: 
You've got to play every day for a couple of hours, three hours, if you want to be 
great. Maybe take one day off. But it's a combination of developing their game, 
playing matches, and taking a lesson about once a week. As soon as they 
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understand how to hit the ball, have them start competing. If they don't like to 
compete, it ain't going to happen. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
However, once many juniors experience success and achieve a good ranking they 
are reluctant to play in as many tournaments for fear that any losses will adversely effect 
their ranking. V. Braden said that a warning bell goes off when he sees players skipping 
tournaments to protect their rankings: 
You've got to play everybody; don't duck people for a ranking. Once I see that, I 
know the kid has no chance [to make it]. The great players want to show they're 
dominant and supreme. So they're identifiable in that way. I'm working with a 
Swiss girl who's 10. She will be the next [Martina] Hingis because if her 
grandmother was the only person to play, she'd play her and beat her brains out. 
You can identify these kids [by their attitudes]. (coaching seminar, August 30, 
2001) 
Bollettieri agreed with Braden, and brought up another competitive issue unique 
to junior tennis- "playing up" in a higher age division in order to get matches against 
older and stronger competition, while simultaneously avoiding the more pressurized 
head-to-head competition of playing against one's peers. N. Bollettieri said: 
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If you don't want to play someone, then I don't think you can be a champion. 
Brad Gilbert [a former pro player and Andre Agassi 's former coach] says kids 
should play in their own age group and get a feeling of being special from beating 
kids their own age before playing up later. (coaching seminar, August 30, 2001) 
R. Macci said he is also a big proponent of tournament match play: "The more 
you play, the more you learn how to compete. You learn all these things through trial and 
error and what you experience on the court. You have to be exposed to the whole 
ball game." 
There is some debate in coaching circles about whether practice matches that 
simulate competitive tournament pressure can be just as effective as junior tournament 
competition. This debate arose because of the success of Venus and Serena Williams, the 
winner and runner-up respectively of the 2001 U.S. Open Championship, who are the 
first pro players not to come up through the junior tournament ranks before turning pro. 
Venus and Serena Williams competed in only a few 12-and-under junior tournaments in 
Southern California before their parents, Richard and Oracene, decided to remove them 
from junior tournament competition altogether. When asked why they made this decision, 
R. Williams said, "Why rush it and tear it up and bum it out?" (Rhoden, September 8, 
2001) 
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R. Macci, who worked with the Williams sisters in their pre- and early 
adolescence, said that while competitive practice matches were an adequate tournament 
substitute for the Williams sisters, he believes that Venus and Serena would be even 
better if they had played more junior tournaments and if they now played more pro 
tournaments: 
The Williams played more practice matches and lost more practice matches. But I 
still feel their lack of playing junior tournaments takes away from their belief in 
themselves and that they also should play more now. I think they would've done 
even better sooner. If they played more now they'd be No. 1 and No. 2 in the 
world, they'd throw more fear out there. Once you prove to yourself you can 
dominate, it's a subtle belief that you can do it all the time. They'd believe and 
they'd take it to a new level. (personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
The coaches were also asked if they factored a player's gender into their 
development models. R. Lansdorp said: "I treat the boys and girls the same. The only 
difference is that the girls cry" (personal communication, September 1, 2001). 
N. Bollettieri also said his development model is the same for boys and girls: 
I develop boys and girls the same way. Girls are different in that they're more 
difficult. They want just one player on the court [the coach and the player 
girls: 
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working one on one], whereas you can have four to five good guy players 
working out on the same court at once. (personal communication, September 1, 
2001) 
R. Macci, however, said he doesn't use the same development model for boys and 
Boys versus girls is two different sports in developing them. The power element 
in the men's game dictates so many other factors. That's such a huge "X" factor. 
You can have a player who is not that talented, but if he has a huge serve he can 
really do well. In the women's game you need good groundstrokes. [Lindsay] 
Davenport wouldn't be in top 200 if she played like [Gabriela] Sabatini. But if 
you cover two bases with women-forehand and backhand-then you've got a 
shot. With men you could have great groundstrokes and that might not cut it. 
Athleticism, movement, all come into play in men's tennis. In women's tennis 
they're only reacting off groundstrokes. (personal communication, August 30, 
2001) 
The coaches were also asked if they thought tennis players should play other 
sports in order to develop their athletic skills. This is the model that John McEnroe used, 
playing scholastic soccer in addition to tennis well into high school. This is also the 
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model that Bloom (1985), Carlson (1988), and Cote (1999) recommend. However, the 
coaches said that most American tennis players are too busy playing tennis to participate 
in other sports. P. Fischer said that no other sports played a role in Pete Sampras's 
development: "I wanted Pete to play basketball but he didn't. He's a natural skier, and I 
probably wasn't sure until he turned pro that baseball wouldn't have been his best sport" 
(personal communication, July 31, 2001). 
Instead of stressing participation in team sports to time-pressed tennis players, 
some coaches encourage their players to participate in non-traditional activities designed 
to aid in athletic development. R. Macci said: 
I try to enhance their athleticism through ballet, jazz, tae kwon do, to make them a 
better athlete. Chances are they are not playing a lot of extra sports which would 
develop their athletic skills, so that's what we emphasize. (personal 
communication, August 30, 2001) 
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5) Training and practice regimens/philosophies 
The coaches were asked to detail their training and practice regimens, and also to offer 
their philosophies on the keys to successful junior talent development. R. Macci, who 
said he is known for "getting people better quicker and faster," emphasizes one-on-one 
technical coaching as well as psychological coaching: 
I always like to work with players one-on-one to get them technically as sound as 
possible. But I'm also training their minds to think big. You know, "When are 
they going to be top 10," not "if." It's always about the much bigger picture, not 
the moment. You want them thinking, '1'hat's a good miss, not a miss." Think 
bigger and have no fear. ... Competitiveness is important. We try to get them to 
play matches every day, and we make everybody play everybody. You've got to 
beat people in the first round, you're not always going to be playing great players. 
We explain it so they understand. I try to have them play at [age] 12 the way 
they're going to play at 20; to develop the weapons and the mindset they'll need 
later on. I train them from the inside out, and let them know it's okay to make 
errors. People are more afraid, more careful, because they want to win now [italics 
added]. It's not so hard to get them [the players] to buy into playing the way they 
want to in the future because of the success I've had as a coach, but the parents 
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want them to win now. But if it's positive errors they're making, I know they'll 
own it at 16. (personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
R. Macci then gave an example of a typical day of tennis training for a top junior 
player at his Rorida academy: 
A typical day at age 14, hit from 7-9 [a.m.] with a hitting coach, then play a match 
or a set with me watching so that I can see technically and strategically if she's 
playing the way I want her to. When people are drilling everyone's world-class, 
but if you throw movement and pressure into the deal you really see who's there. 
That much of a change makes a big difference. That's three hours, then we do a 
couple more hours of hitting and working on specifics and then an hour of fitness. 
Some people say five or six hours is too much, but factor in water breaks, etc., 
and it's really not too much time. Depends on who you're with too, and you may 
have one coach on the court, so you can't get caught up in the numbers. You 
definitely need repetitions, but the repetitions need to be heading in world-class 
direction. (personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
In contrast, R. Lansdorp works with his students for much less time on court than 
many of his coaching counterparts. He said his students improve most by practicing on 
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their own what he has taught them and playing matches so that they can work on 
incorporating what they have learned: 
I work with her [a 10-year-old female student] once or twice a week for one hour. 
I think sometimes an hour a week or two [hours] max is all a kid needs in general 
because you give them enough [in that time] that they can just absorb it the rest of 
the time. You can just beat them to death by doing it every day. It doesn't really 
help. You've got to work every day, that's what important. Matches are what's 
important. Play two sets and become match tough and learn how to play points. 
Sometimes I let them play and I don't say anything; I let them figure it out. I don't 
believe in telling the kids always where to hit the ball. Then you can talk to them 
later about what they maybe could've done differently. The best matches you can 
have when you're young is having to play someone that you hate to play. The 
more you hate to play the kid, the more you should play them. Those are the 
matches you want them to play because those are the matches where you learn 
something. Some people play practice matches and to them it's like a real match 
all the time. That's what you want. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
R. Lansdorp is known for being a tough taskmaster on the court and, as he 
describes his training philosophies, it is clearly a reputation he relishes: 
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I believe in on-court training, running down balls until they [his pupils] puke. 
Then you go out and do running. You've got to learn to run. If you do that at a 
young age, it's easier. .. My approach is very down to earth. I know how to 
develop. I need a lot of discipline. I discipline the kid right from the start. Yes, 
Mr. Lansdorp. Right away I come across very tough, don't fool around with me. 
Even this Maria Sharapova [a 14-year-old Russian who reached the final of the 
2002 Australian Open Junior Girls' Championship], who's the next phenom, she 
came out [to California] and worked with me and it didn't seem like she wanted 
to work. So I picked up my bag and left. I came back 20 minutes later and then 
she apologized and started to work. You have to make somebody do a little bit 
more than they think they're capable of. Being cutesy pie doesn't work. Everyone 
remembers the brutal times, that's what they all talk about later. The worst one is 
taking 10 or 20 at the baseline. I hit from comer to comer, ultimately hitting each 
ball further and further away. I 'II play to see how tired they are, and then give 
them an extra 10 balls. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
Bollettieri can also be a taskmaster, as was evidenced when the television news 
show 60 Minutes did a report on his tennis academy in 1984 and entitled the segment, 
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"Tennis Boot Camp" (Bollettieri & Schaap, 1996, p. 19). Therefore it is not surprising 
that Bollettieri, a former Army paratrooper, wrote of his training philosophy: 
I decided to train tennis players the way the military turned out paratroopers like 
me. The making of a tennis player is a deliberate process. It's hitting hundreds of 
tennis balls an hour for four or five hours daily, of squeezing schoolwork between 
training sessions, of spending three or four weekends each month at tournaments. 
(Bollettieri, September 2, 2001) 
R. Lansdorp doesn't believe in tennis academies like the ones run by Macci and 
Bollettieri because he thinks players don't get enough individual attention. R. Lansdorp 
said: "An academy doesn't make champions, champions make an academy" (personal 
communication, September 1, 2001). Instead, R. Lansdorp said he prefers to work with 
students one-on-one in private lessons: 
One on one coaching has to be there. In working one on one, when that kid is 
across the net from me, I learn everything about the kid. With [Maria] Sharapova 
I found out very quickly that she has a difficult time concentrating on one thing. 
She's a great shot-maker, but the one thing that was lacking was that she hated 
monotony. So what did we do? We hit the same ball over and over until she was 
blue in the face. At the beginning she didn't like it, but now she doesn't mind it. 
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When you're one on one, you can teach them, you can play points, you can cheat 
them and see how they react to that. There's a lot you can find out from having 
that kid on the opposite side of the net. Then you also find out pretty quick what 
the parent is like too because I let them sit on the court. You can see if they're 
overbearing. It's the only way. You can not develop a champion in a group, in an 
academy, because you can not have that personal attention that the kid needs to 
develop. That's why every kid besides [Andre] Agassi was not great. No 8-year-
old has come out of an academy and been great. Nick [Bollettieri] has lots of kids 
who play tennis, but only a few will be champions. (personal communication, 
September 1, 2001) 
Fischer doesn't believe the development work he did with Pete Sampras can be 
replicated in an academy environment, and agrees with Bloom (1985) that parental 
involvement and good player/coach relationships are crucial to a player's success. P. 
Fischer said: 
The best players of Pete's [Sampras] generation were all raised by their 
parents- [Michael] Chang, [Andre] Agassi, I raised Pete [tennis-wise]. [Jim] 
Courier was the exception. I just don't see how you can have 100 students [at an 
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academy] and spend enough time with them so that one wouldn't feel hurt. 
(personal communication, July 31, 2001) 
N. Bollettieri thinks that tennis academies offer unparalleled competitive 
opportunities for players, and cited a letter sent to him by Jim Courier, a former student 
and the world's No. 1-ranked player in 1992. "Jim Courier wrote to me recently and said, 
'You provided competition and a battleground for us out on those back courts at the 
academy"' (coaching seminar, August 30, 2001). Yet, as N. Bollettieri wrote in a 
newspaper column that appeared during the U.S. Open, academies do not guarantee a 
path to professional tennis success: "Very few who train at the academy make it big as 
pros" (Bollettieri, September 2, 2001). 
Whether a player is taught one-on-one by his coach or in an academy setting, N. 
Bollettieri said the key to success is a knowledgeable coach: 
It boils down to an individual coach who has talent. He's got to be able to 
motivate his student so that they'll do the impossible. And that takes a one-on-one 
basis and lots of money ... I believe you can develop champions by putting them in 
the same place [an academy] if you have a lot of individual coaching along with 
the parents [involvement]. That academy environment did give Andre [Agassi] 
some discipline. My job was to keep Andre out of trouble and out of jail. Can 
,.. 
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people make it without individual coaching? No way, it would be very difficult. 
(coaching seminar, August 30, 2001) 
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6) Importance of Body Type and Personality 
The coaches were asked whether they think a player's personality and body type should 
dictate what style of game they are taught. Most agreed that these two qualities should be 
factored in; that, for example, aggressive people should be encouraged to play aggressive 
tennis or that tall boys should be taught a serve-and-volley game. N. Bollettieri said: 
You've got to know their personality. Are they an introvert or extrovert? How 
they compete, how they do in school. You look at their personality and their size. 
All the kids I've coached have been different. [David] Wheaton, [Monica] Seles, 
[Andre] Agassi. You can't make them all into the same mold. But you give them 
all basic certain fundamentals and then you build their game depending on their 
personality, size, etc. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
R. Macci agreed with Bollettieri, but added that a player's personality can often 
be misleading until you actually see them compete on the tennis court: 
Body type will have something to do with it, but I don't know about personality 
off the court. [Michael] Chang was passive off the court, but an animal on the 
court. But everybody should be taught weapons and to be aggressive .... Sure, a 
player might not be able to serve and volley as much if he's not going to be that 
tall, but you've got to know where it's going [genetically]. Brian Dunn [a top 
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American junior in the early 1990s] would not volley, then he grew a lot at 15, so 
then he starts serving and volleying because he has to. But before that wouldn't 
volley for three or four years and, because of that, he missed that key time of 
being on a mission of going to net. He might not have ever been a natural at 
volleying, but he would've been a lot better off because we would've trained his 
movement and he would've hit millions more volleys. But you've got to sell the 
parents on that vision, and that's something that's hard to do when they're 
worried about [winning in] the present. (personal communication, August 30, 
2001) 
Fischer agreed with Bollettieri that body type and personality should play a role in 
player development. Surprisingly though, Sampras said his personality changed when 
Fischer asked him at the relatively late age of 14 to switch from a two-handed to a one-
handed backhand. Sampras was already a successful junior and ranked among the 
country's top 10 players in his age group, but P. Fischer said: "We had reached an 
impasse with his two-hander. It wasn't going anywhere, so that's why we changed it." 
Fischer thought the change would also help Sampras make a smoother transition from 
baseline toiler to aggressive serve-and-volleyer. Although he struggled with the change 
initially and asked Fischer if he could revert to the two-handed backhand at a Japanese 
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tournament shortly after making the change, Sampras ultimately said the switch made 
him feel freer as a player: "My whole game, my whole personality, changed when I 
changed my backhand" (Branham, 1996, p. 192). 
Fischer said that Sampras likes short points, so therefore developing him into a 
serve-and-volleyer made sense. Fischer added that he and Sampras had watched enough 
movies of Australian tennis greats like Rod Laver, Ken Rosewall, and Roy Emerson to 
know that their style of serve-and-volley tennis worked and that it was especially 
effective at Wimbledon, the tournament they both dreamed Sampras would win someday. 
P. Fischer readily admitted that Sampras's game was developed around the goal of 
winning Wimbledon, and said, "Pete's game would've been completely different if the 
goal had been to win the French [Open]. Brilliance doesn't apply to clay court tennis" 
(personal communication, July 31, 2001). 
The French Tennis Federation also adapts its coaching to a particular player's 
body type and personality. G. Goven said: 
We have coaches who travel all year round so we try to get the maximum amount 
of information about how the player's game improves and from that we draw 
basic things that we feel you must have to become a top tennis player. After that 
we adapt to each personality-size, genetics, athletics, quick muscles, what's the 
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player's best ability. Then you design their game based on what you know about 
each person. Every training we do, first we give them the basics-serves, open 
stance [groundstrokes], return of serve. But we adapt to each player. . .If a player 
has an aggressive personality, we teach them to be aggressive players. (personal 
communication, September 5, 2001) 
The coaches agree that athleticism helps, especially in today's more physical 
game, but they also said that it is not necessary to be a great athlete in order to be a great 
tennis player. R. Macci said: 
Lindsay [Davenport] doesn't come to the table with great speed, but she's so 
technically sound and her size-that's her strength. She's one of best ball strikers 
ever to play game. Even if you're not the best athlete, you've got to have to 
something [that sets you apart]. (personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
Lindsay Davenport followed in the footsteps of Chris Evert and Tracy Austin, two 
fiercely competitive, mentally tough tennis players who became great despite limited 
athletic skills. However, Davenport's last major tournament win was Wimbledon in 1999. 
Since then, the major tournaments have been dominated by superb athletes like Venus 
and Serena Williams, Jennifer Capriati, and Belgium's Kim Clijsters and Justine Henin. 
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As R. Lansdorp noted, this trend may indicate that the more athletic players will rule the 
game in the future: 
Tracy [Austin] and Lindsay, and Chris Evert, they're not athletes. But their minds 
are so tough that they were capable of overcoming all that. Nowadays it's harder 
to overcome that. Lindsay had to get in shape and has to hit the ball a ton in order 
to be able to compete and win. But now you see the better athletes with all the 
attributes. It might be that this is what we're going to see in the coming years, the 
unbelievable athletes excelling. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
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7) Detrimental components in player development 
The coaches were asked to name some training or coaching missteps that might 
potentially be detrimental to a player's development. Sacrificing overall long-term 
development for short-term goals such as winning was cited by a number of coaches, but 
there was no main consensus among the coaches. N. Bollettieri said: 
If you bring along a player too fast, short-term goals, cheating on technique, not 
being truthful with the boy or girl. Too much parental involvement, and changing 
around in coaches can also hurt development. It's also very important to have 
some down time. (personal communication, September 1, 2001) 
Fischer said that it is important to stay focused on long-term goals, and that a 
player must be willing to suffer losses in the short-term as he develops his game. P. 
Fischer added that: 
The worst thing for developing a tennis player is the attitude that you have to win 
early. Pete would try to win in practice matches, but there were no repercussions 
for losing. However, he couldn't quit, couldn't cheat, and couldn't curse. 
(personal communication, July 31, 2001) 
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Lansdorp's pet peeve is extreme grips. He thinks the unorthodox grips that have 
come into vogue in the last 10-15 years are the reason that many juniors who experience 
early success ultimately do not become good professional players. R. Lansdorp said: 
The limitations [created by extreme grips] don't show up until late, in the older 
age divisions or when a good young player first tests himself in professional 
tennis. Now these same kids suddenly don't look so great. They have severe 
problems handling the pace in the pro game, especially when the ball is low and 
skidding ... Nobody explains to the parents that if you take your 8-year-old to a 
coach who lets the kid hit with an extreme grip, you're already up the creek-you 
just won't know it for another 8 years. This is what I call the disaster of teaching 
methods in American junior tennis ... Of course, if a kid is very talented he can 
have success with Western grips, but it makes it so much more difficult. People 
point to Juan Carlos Ferraro. They argue that he's got an extreme grip and he's in 
the top 10 in the world. Maybe Ferraro is so strong he can put the ball away with 
his forehand, but it takes so much effort. How good would he be if he had learned 
to hit through the ball with a more classical grip? There is no way to answer 
questions like these, but I wonder if some players who were close to the 
top-players like Jim Courier for example-might have had even more success if 
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they had been given better basic foundations. ("The Lansdorp Forehand," 
tennisone.com) 
Lansdorp is so vocal in his opposition to extreme grips that he has called for the 
professional tennis teaching organizations such as the United States Professional Tennis 
Association (USPT A) and the United States Professional Tennis Registry (USPTR) to 
institute uniform stroke teaching standards and techniques. R. Lansdorp said: "The 
problem is that there's no standard anymore. There were no extreme grips 10 to 15 years 
ago. Kids need to be taught proper strokes like they were 10-15 years ago" (coaching 
seminar, August 30, 2001). 
G. Goven disagreed with Lansdorp, and said that classic strokes are irrelevant in 
today's faster, more athletic game: 
Classic doesn't mean anything anymore. When you see the Williams [sisters] it's 
another world. The way technically they are playing, it is totally different from 
Chris Evert. Today the Spanish players with the open stance, rotation of the hip. 
You can't learn tennis the old way. There is no tradition anymore. The grips are 
already funny and we look at the grips and if it works well we try to keep 
improving that special thing. But we try to give [the player] some fundamentals 
too. Kids with traditional grips have to change too. It's much more how to adapt a 
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global modern technique to every person now. (personal communication, 
September 5, 2001) 
The UST A's Harmon pointed out that what Lansdorp considers to be unorthodox, 
others view as the natural evolution of the game. R. Harmon said, "When people talk 
about improper technique, you have to remember that tennis is evolving" (coaching 
seminar, August 30, 2001). 
N. Bollettieri concurred with Harmon and said: 
Everybody has their own style based on how they're built, how they move, their 
personality. Look at the swinging volley that came about in the '80s. Everybody 
said that was wrong, that it couldn't be done. Now people start to run backwards 
when they see Venus and Serena [Williams] running in to hit that swinging 
volley. (coaching seminar, August 30, 2001) 
Macci, who was the first coach to work with Venus and Serena Williams after 
their father and coach, Richard, moved the family from the impoverished streets of 
Compton, California, to Aorida, said that people initially scoffed at the Williams's sisters 
unorthodox strokes and playing styles. R. Macci said: 
When Venus and Serena [Williams] first came to me, everyone pointed to all their 
technical problems. Other coaches would watch them play and point out that 
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technically there were about five things wrong with their backhands, four things 
wrong with their serves. And they were right. But did that mean I changed all 
those technical deficiencies? No, not all of them. Because I realized that when 
you have athletes who are that good there's not a right way or a wrong way, 
there's a better way. (coaching seminar, August 30, 2001) 
Later, R. Macci elaborated on coaching the Williams's sisters and offered insights 
into the often intuitive side of coaching: 
There's a gray area in everything. When Venus is hitting one of those shots on the 
run, with her arms and legs flying in all directions, and missing eight out of 10 of 
those shots at age 11, you've got to think to yourself, "Will she miss six out of 10 
at [age] 14, four out of 10 at [age] 16?" It may not look technically correct, but it 
may prove to be effective later on. Maybe if she'd had someone teaching her 
vanilla, they would've put her in prison and taken away that shot-making ability. 
Those amazing shots that Venus can come up with, shots that no one has ever 
seen before. There's a fine line between courage and stupidity, and most coaches 
ruin players' natural ability by trying to pigeonhole them to play a certain way. 
It's a matter of working with and maximizing what the player brings to the table. 
(personal communication, August 30, 2001) 
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8) Overview of three foreign development systems 
This section is designed to give an overview of the tennis development systems of three 
foreign countries: Estonia, the Czech Republic, and France. Although Estonia has a 
tennis federation, their federation does not have the money to fund organized junior 
tennis development programs. Therefore, Estonian players are developed by either their 
parents or private coaches. The Estonian coach interviewed for this section is Tiit 
Kivistik, who has coached juniors for 20 years at a club in Haapsalu. He is the private 
coach of Kaia Kanepi, and has been coaching the 16-year-old junior since she was 8-
years-old. Kanepi was the world's No. 1-rankedjunior girl for much of 2001. Following 
a quarterfinal finish at the 2001 U.S. Open Junior Girls' Championships, Kanepi did not 
play another junior tournament the rest of the year and focused instead on competing in 
women's tournaments. She ended 2001 with a No. 11 ITF junior ranking and a WTA 
Tour ranking of No. 201. 
When Kivistik first met Kanepi he said he was struck more by her seriousness and 
work ethic than by any particular athletic or physical talent. Echoing Robert Lansdorp's 
findings that exceptional players don't need their lessons to be "fun," T. Kivistik said of 
the then 8-year-old Kanepi: "She could work seriously at a young age. I didn't need to 
make it fun" (personal communication, September 5, 2001). 
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His development model entailed having her practice five to six days a week for 
two hours, giving her a foundation of good groundstrokes. After a year of instruction 
Kanepi began competing in local tournament at the age of 9. Confirming the beliefs of 
Lansdorp and Macci, T. Kivistik said, "Practice is very important when they are young, 
but they also need tournaments" (personal communication, September 5, 2001). T. 
Kivistik also corroborated the difficulty even seasoned coaches like Bollettieri have in 
judging talent: "I thought maybe she could be good, but I was a little surprised. She very 
quickly became the best player in Estonia" (personal communication, September 5, 
2001). 
By the time Kanepi was age 11 or 12, Kivistik said he was taking her to 
tournaments in Finland so that she could face tougher competition. After winning 
tournaments in Finland, she began playing European tournaments at the age of 13. By the 
age of 14 she reached the final of the European Championships, and a year later she won 
the Girls' 16 European Championships. She had her big breakthrough in 2001, winning 
the French Open Girls' Singles Championship and the Italian Open Girls' Singles 
Championship. Kanepi also won four women's tournaments in 2001 and was runner-up 
at two women's tournaments. Kivistik said he is preparing her to make the transition 
from junior tournaments to the professional ranks, and that she will play more women's 
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tournaments in 2002, in addition to the junior Grand Slam events (the Australian, the 
French, Wimbledon, and the U.S. Open). In order to make a successful transition to the 
pros, he feels it is crucial for her to work on coming into the net and being more 
aggressive. 
Kivistik said that he systematically made Kanepi's practices harder as she got 
older. When she is not playing a tournament, she practices twice a day for three to four 
hours and has physical training three times a week for one hour. T. Kivistik said these 
work-outs includes weight-lifting and sprinting, and added, "Physically she is not very 
good. But in past year she is working with a strength coach for her legs and arms. This is 
very important" (personal communication, September 5, 2001). 
T. Kivistik said that Kanepi's success is due to "hard work and we worked in the 
right way" (personal communication, September 5, 2001). However, Kanepi 's 
development process has not been easy for a number of reasons. The only good practice 
opponents she has in Estonia, a country of 1.4 million people, are Kivistik and a boy he 
coaches at the same club. This is why travelling to compete in foreign tournaments has 
been so important to her development as a player. She has not received any financial 
support from the Estonian Tennis Federation to help cover her costly training and travel 
expenses, and has relied instead on private sponsors. T. Kivistik said: ''They [the 
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Estonian Tennis Federation] have no money, so we do it on our own. We have local 
sponsors who help pay [including an Estonian juice company]. A lot of companies are 
interested in her now [because of her success]" (personal communication, September 5, 
2001). 
The other hurdle Kanepi has faced is that Estonia has no hard courts. It is a 
tremendous adjustment to go from the slow clay courts she practices on to the hard courts 
of, for example, the U.S. Open Girls' Singles Championship (Kanepi was the only 
Estonian to compete in the 2001 U.S. Open). Despite these challenges, T. Kivistik said 
the situation for tennis players in Estonia has improved since the break-up of the former 
Soviet Union: "Now they [players] can compete outside of Estonia. Under Soviet regime 
it was difficult or impossible to have permission to leave country to compete" (personal 
communication, September 5, 2001). 
While players in the former Czechoslovakia were under many of the same 
politically-based travel restrictions prior to the country's 1989 dissolution into the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia, there were still many Czech tennis champions over the years. 
Martina Navratilova led the way, but had to defect to the United States in 1975 in order 
travel freely and pursue her professional tennis career, as did former Czech great Jaroslav 
Drobny, who defected in 1949 (Collins, 1994, p. 208). Following Navratilova's defection 
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the government eased its travel restrictions somewhat, thereby allowing Czech greats 
such as Ivan Lendl, Hana Mandlikova, and Jana Novotna to emerge and flourish on the 
pro tour. 
Surprisingly, the young Czech Republic junior development coach interviewed, 
Daniel Trcka, feels that the fall of Communism in 1989 has not necessarily been good for 
tennis development in the country. D. Trcka said: 
Now we have same problem as other countries like America, that there's a lot of 
opportunities to do something besides tennis. With [the] political system prior to 
1989, sport was the only way to make money and get abroad, so that was [a] big 
motivation. It [tennis] is a very expensive sport, so it's not easy to do it. It is very 
difficult to find sponsors for tennis now. Tennis is not a good product for sales, so 
no money [for player development or tournaments]. Parents must [work longer to] 
make money now and don't have time to take care of babies, so [it] was easier 
before when everyone stopped work at 3 p.m. [at their government-subsidized 
jobs]. Before they had time to play with children, time to play tennis with them. 
So less children [are] playing now. We don't have enough good coaches because 
they are working abroad. They are making money in Germany. Everything 
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changed since 1989 when government, economy, motivation changed. (personal 
communication, September 3, 2001) 
Trcka said that other obstacles facing the Czech Republic's tennis developmental 
programs are that the country has lost many of its best tennis coaches to more lucrative 
coaching opportunities overseas, and that attracting private sponsorship money to 
supplement funding from the Czech Tennis Federation is getting more difficult. 
Nonetheless, the Czech Republic was still well-represented at the 2001 U.S. Open. There 
were eight players in the U.S. Open men's singles main draw, and four women in the 
women's singles tournament. In the 2001 U.S. Open Girls' and Boys' Championships the 
Czech Republic's Tomas Berdych won the boys' doubles championship, while two 
players were seeded among the top 11 in the junior girls' tournament. Unseeded Barbora 
Strycova proved to be the surprise of the tournament, however, reaching the quarterfinals 
and then, four months later, winning the 2002 Australian Open Girls' Singles 
Championship. D. Trcka said of the five Czech Republic junior players (four girls and 
one boy) at the U.S. Open: "We have a high number of good players, and one player here 
at U.S. Open won national championship tournament. But we don't have a big champion, 
a big star. We are waiting for player that can be top 10 player" (personal communication, 
September 3, 2001). 
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The Czech Republic Tennis Federation has three tiers of tennis development 
centers. Students are assigned to a particular center based on their age and level of 
playing ability. There are five centers total-three for mid-level players and two national 
centers for top-level players. The three centers for mid-level players are for players under 
the age of 20. The two national centers are for top-level players between the ages of 15 to 
20; there are 10 players involved at this level. 
The Czech Republic Tennis Federation's coaches identify talented players at 
junior tournaments held throughout the country, and then invite select players from these 
tournaments to participate in their development program. The tournaments are held for 
children as young as age 7, so children get an early start in the Czech Republic system as 
the Bloom (1985) and Ericsson et al. (1990) models suggest. D. Trcka said of the Czech 
Republic's system of talent identification and development: 
The most important thing is we have a lot of tournaments for children in Czech 
Republic. Tournaments start from 7 to 9-years-old. There are no rankings at that 
age, but it is good because they are still playing and learning to compete ... Some 
children start playing from 5-years-old, but [it is] not very effective to teach them 
before [they are] school age because they have no concentration. (personal 
communication, September 3, 2001) 
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D. Trcka said that competition and match-play are greatly stressed in the Czech 
Republic's development program, even for players at the lower ability levels: 
First we teach them strokes at [the] lower level and how to play, then they can 
compete. But they are always competing, even at lower level. .. It is important to 
learn how to play the game. You have to learn how to play the game and how to 
win, not just strokes and technique, but how to play the game and win. For this 
you have to keep it funny because it's a game. (personal communication, 
September 3, 2001) 
D. Trcka said he agreed with Bloom's (1985) theory that developmental training 
should be fun for young children: 
It is very important to keep it fun when children are young. Sometimes parents are 
competing more than children, so it's hard to make parents realize it should be fun 
and not to worry so much about immediate good results and playing a lot of 
tennis. But it's hard because parents pay for coach, pay for courts. It's very 
expensive, so they think they can make decisions, but they don't know how to do 
it. (personal communication, September 3, 2001) 
Trcka said that children in the tennis federation's lower level development 
program play at one of the tennis centers every day (except Sunday) for about two hours 
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a day. He thinks two hours is sufficient for younger children (around ages 7-9) and 
objects to the fact that many parents take their children back onto the court for additional 
practice. D. Trcka said: "If you are practicing four hours, what do you do later? You play 
that much when you get older" (personal communication, September 3, 2001). 
Even though all the coaches are under the umbrella of the Czech Tennis 
Federation, there is no unified system for the various tennis centers. D. Trcka said each 
center's head coach has their own practice methods and training regimens. Generally 
though, the players at the mid-level centers (ages 10-14) are playing tennis for three 
hours a day and doing one hour of daily fitness training. The fitness training includes 
aerobics, swimming, running, soccer, weight-lifting, and special tennis fitness 
movements designed to simulate the movements made in a match. D. Trcka elaborated on 
the importance of fitness and the difficulties in finding athletically-gifted tennis players: 
Today's children, they have less skills than before because it depends on lifestyle. 
Same problems as America, where kids don't play outside as much [they] play 
more at [the] computer. It is getting harder to find players. We don't have so 
many players we can choose from, so if you have a player who is winning 
tournaments [at a young age] we have to try with him. We have to try with 
everyone and when he is at national center we are talking about it [how to make 
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him better athletically or mentally] and we are working with him. We follow his 
abilities-if he is strong in his mind, athletic. [We] will work hard to develop 
athletic skills if he is not such a good athlete. (personal communication, 
September 3, 2001) 
The training and tournament schedule for every level of player in the Czech 
Republic's development program is as follows: In October they start practicing indoors 
on carpet courts, and from December to April they play about two indoor tournaments a 
month. In April they move outside to clay courts and begin preparing for the summer 
tournaments. In May and June they play team competitions, and then from July to 
September they play tournaments every week. Trcka estimated that the program's junior 
players compete in 20 tournaments all over Europe and in the Czech Republic. The only 
difference is that the top-level players (those who train at the two national centers in 
Prostejov and Prague) also compete in International Tennis Federation (ITF) junior 
tournaments, and therefore get to travel to places like South America, the United States 
and Canada. 
The top-level junior players also occasionally get to practice and train with the 
Czech Republic's top professional players. Not only does this help the junior players to 
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improve more quickly, but it also helps to facilitate the transition from junior tennis to the 
pro ranks. D. Trcka said: 
We do this at National Center where a group of ATP players [from the Czech 
Republic] come to practice. Jiri Novak plays, two [ranked] doubles players [play], 
and other Czech pros with ATP ranking [play]. And Tomas [Berdych] is [the] 
only junior player in [the] group. It's fantastic and it's very good for him to train 
with them. (personal communication, September 3, 2001) 
When asked about one-on-one coaching versus group training, D. Trcka said he 
thinks group training works fine, but that it is mainly effective with boys and only with 
boys up to a certain age: 
When players are 14, 15, 16-years-old they can work in a group with a coach. It 
is [a] good idea to make [a] small traveling team with two coaches and three 
players. It's better because it's more competitive [for the players]. This system 
works with boys but not with girls. The girls, they can compete and practice with 
boys, but not with other girls. Girls have to play with boys and then have to play 
girls in tournaments, so it's crazy. (personal communication, September 3, 2001) 
In the last 10 years D. Trcka said he has seen a shift in coaching preferences. 
Whereas players once employed a coach for a small team of players, now the players 
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prefer to have private, personal coaches. He agrees that having a personal coach is 
important, but thinks they are only necessary when the junior player is about age 16 and 
preparing to make the transition from junior tennis to the pros. D. Trcka said: 
Every player needs a personal coach but not during [their] whole career. 
Sometime there is a time where a player needs him [a personal coach] during a 
tournament and a player who is 16 will need [a] coach for [the] next 2 years. To 
get to [the] next level he must train very much, five to six hours daily, which is 
very tough. And he will need support mentally [from a personal coach] for [the] 
next two years because he will be tired. (personal communication, September 3, 
2001) 
Martina Navratilova, perhaps the greatest Czech tennis player ever, said she 
believes it is personal coaching-often done by a parent-and not the Czech Tennis 
Federation's developmental programs, that has resulted in the steady stream of top Czech 
players over the years: 
Well, we're all products of our parents, really. I mean they keep saying, "Czech 
system this and that." The Czech system didn't really step in for me until I was 
No. 1 in the juniors, 14 and under. They said, "We'll take over now." My father 
said, "No you won't." They were trying to make me into a baseliner because I 
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was coming into the net too much. They said, "She'll never win that way." 
(Vecsey, September 5, 2001) 
Navratilova then listed the coaches of recent and current Czech tennis greats. This 
list included Switzerland's Martina Hingis, who was born in the Czech Republic and 
whose mother is Czech, and 18-year-old WTA Tour player Daja Bedanova, who was 
born in the Czech Republic but moved to Germany with her family as a young child: 
[Martina] Hingis, obviously a product of her mother's coaching. [Daja] 
Bedanova, a product of her father's coaching ... [Ivan] Lendl, same thing. Parents. 
[Hana] Mandlikova, all the big names. I think Jana Novotna is the only one that 
didn't have her parents leading the way. It's more the individual efforts really, in 
a country where there was not a whole lot of other opportunities. (Vecsey, 
September 5, 2001) 
It will be interesting to see what successes the Czech Tennis Federation's young 
players have in the coming years. What is clear is that the Czech Republic lost many of 
the current crop of young professional tennis stars, including former WTA No. 1-ranked 
Hingis and top 30-ranked Bedanova, due to the country's political upheaval of the late 
1980s, and that these successful pro tour players were developed by their parents. Only 
time will tell whether a new crop of stars will emerge in the country's altered political 
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and economic climate, especially now that parents have to work longer hours and have 
less time to play tennis with their children. 
Unlike the tennis federations of the Czech Republic and Estonia, the French 
Tennis Federation's junior development program is not hindered by financial constraints. 
The French development programs are wholly supported by revenue from the French 
Open Championships, much as the USTA 's junior development programs are funded by 
money generated from the U.S. Open Championships. G. Goven, the director of junior 
girls' development for the French Tennis Federation, said: 
Revenue from the French Open pays for our program. We get no money from the 
government. We have more than 250 employees in the [French Tennis] 
federation. If we didn't have the tournament [French Open], we would have two 
coaches and 10 people working in the federation. (personal communication, 
September 5, 2001) 
Goven noted that there were 12 players (seven women and five men) in the main 
draw of the 2001 U.S. Open Championship who had either been students in the French 
Tennis Federation's development program or been assisted by the federation in some 
way. The five-member French team that defeated Australia to capture the 2001 Davis 
Cup boasted four players who were trained in the French Tennis Federation program. 
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Additionally, the winner of the 2002 Australian Open Boys' Singles Championship was 
French junior player Clement Morel, and the winner of the 2001 U.S. Open Junior Girls' 
Championship was a 16-year-old French junior named Marion Bartoli. However, while 
Bartoli receives financial assistance from the French Tennis Federation (in addition to 
private sponsorship funding), she is primarily coached by her father, Dr. Walter Bartoli. 
She trains and practices with her father at the National Tennis Center at Roland Garros 
(the site of the French Open), but does not practice with the elite junior girls who also 
train there as participants in the French Tennis Federation's development program. 
Bartoli does, however, play practice matches at Roland Garros with some of the French 
Tennis Federation program's junior boy players. Dr. W. Bartoli explained the relationship 
he and his daughter have with the French Tennis Federation and its coaches: 
I ask Georges [Goven] for advice about Marion and her tennis. He is a good 
friend and a smart man. But I am her coach. We practice there [at Roland Garros], 
but what we get is maybe [tennis] balls at Roland Garros. Marion is the only good 
girl in France now, and there is one good boy who is 15. So she plays with me. 
(personal communication, September 5, 2001) 
Bartoli said his daughter's tennis regimen includes two hours of practice and two 
hours of physical training. This physical training includes weight-lifting and sprinting, 
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but he said that half her work-out is tennis specific, with exercises and movements he 
designed to mimic what she would do on the tennis court. W. Bartoli said that match play 
is the most important factor in his daughter's development and success: "Matches, not 
practice, are what's most important for improving and becoming a better player" 
(personal communication, September 5, 2001). According to the ITF junior tennis 
website (www.itfjuniors.com), Marion played 30 ITF junior tournaments from January 
2000 through December 2001 for a total of 104 matches. In the past year her ITF junior 
ranking went from No. 38 to a career-high ranking of No. 3 at the end of 2001. 
G. Goven acknowledged that Marion, who has been coached by her father since 
age 6, is a product of her ''father's laboratory." Watching her play, it's understandable 
why Goven used the word "laboratory." The athletic, focused Bartoli has a game unlike 
any other player. She has incredible hand-eye coordination and lightning-fast reflexes 
which she developed because she positions herself four feet inside the baseline to return 
serve. She plays with two hands off both the forehand and backhand sides, and hits 
swinging volleys even when she is standing right on top of the net, not just when she's 
coming in from the baseline and hitting a swinging, mid-court volley like Venus and 
Serena Williams. Goven questions the constant tinkering that Walter Bartoli does with 
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his daughter's game, but cannot deny that parental coaching is often the most effective. 
G. Goven said: 
Every time I see Marion play, she is playing completely different. At [the] U.S. 
Open she is a different player than she was at Roland Garros [the French Open] in 
May. Sometimes I think that what she is doing is good and shouldn't be changed, 
but he is always changing things, always trying new things ... Sometimes you find 
in women's tennis it's that kind of parental relationship that's been working. They 
know their daughter so they can have so much impact on her that it's the best 
coach they can find. (personal communication, September 5, 2001) 
According to Goven, the French Tennis Federation has about 250 children from 
the ages of 10 and up participating in federation-sponsored programs all over France, 
with a boy-to-girl ratio of five to two. Goven described the French system as being like a 
spider web; a wide web is cast across France wherein coaches and local federation 
advisors scout the local tennis clubs for young talent. Scholarships are then awarded to 
promising players depending on the child's playing level, age, and ultimate potential to 
achieve success in the pro ranks. In order for a player to move up in the system, G. 
Goven said the coaches evaluate the following: 
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They go by results, by winning, what we feel about a player. At the club level we 
pay the coach a certain amount for coaching and [for working with players on] 
physical training. Plus there are camps over the weekends or on holidays. We 
have coaches who go to events with kids, and if the kid is really kind of devoted 
to the game and we can agree with his parents, we have the kid go to a tennis 
school where we can put 10-20 kids, depending on their level. Then it is like a 
pyramid which [eventually] goes to the national center in Roland Garros. 
(personal communication, September 5, 2001) 
The French Tennis Federation junior development program has undergone a shift 
in philosophy in the past year, Goven said, and is now including younger children in its 
program. G. Goven said: 
This year we start a program earlier for kids, young girls we feel have talent. We 
have 12 kids who are [age] 11 who we put together at the National Tennis Center 
[at Roland Garros] and they are training three times a week. We feel we are 
behind, so [we are] having kids [participate] who are 11 now. We are starting 
younger because we feel that what we've been doing is not enough. We've found 
that our girls are behind because they don't train as much as East [European] 
countries or Spain, so [the] results aren't there. So we are behind. Between [age] 
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10 to 13 you memorize much better gestures, mechanics, so if we don't do that 
training at this stage we are late. We have three or four girls with one coach. They 
travel all over with one coach and play ITF events more than French tournaments. 
It's very important to try to follow the [ITF junior] circuit. It's difficult to become 
good just by staying at home. You have to play internationally to see what's going 
on and to compete against the top players because that's where they are. That's 
how you tell the difference between our player and another player and learn what 
they need to improve. (personal communication, September 5, 2001) 
There are 200 coaches across France who are on the federation's payroll. Their 
job it is to detect and develop talent at the local and national level. There are five 
different levels of coaches, from the national coaches on down to regional coaches, who 
cover the 40 leagues in France (a league is like a state). About half of these coaches are 
full-time employees of the French Tennis Federation, Goven said, while the remainder 
receive a stipend from the federation for training the younger players in the local clubs 
and leagues. The federation has an office in each league and each league has a national 
trainer, a physical trainer, a consular department coach, and teachers who travel regularly 
to clubs within the league in order to scout players and consult with club pros about 
talented junior prospects. The promising players are given a battery of physical and 
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psychological tests, and after they have some good performances in a regional or national 
tournament, they are offered a spot at one of the federation's tennis institutes. Or, in the 
case of the more elite players, are invited to participate in the program at Roland Garros. 
The federation always works with and caters to the wishes of the players and their 
parents, and allows them to choose whether the player will stay at home and receive 
training and coaching locally, or move into one of the federation's seven tennis schools 
which are located in Insep, Boulouris, Grenoble, Poitiers, Reims, Besancon, and in Paris 
at Roland Garros. G. Goven said of the process: 
If parents want we do that [move children into tennis schools], and if not we keep 
helping them in the leagues and providing them with adequate training and 
coaching ... We don't force kids to come if [they] want to stay with families. 
(personal communication, September 5, 2001) 
G. Goven said that players are selected for the elite Roland Garros program based 
on a number of criteria: 
We are looking at results from European tournaments, what we think is talent, 
[and] we look at the physical. At the national soccer center everyone takes tests 
which help us to see what they're good at, what they have to improve, and [they 
take] a psychological test. At age 11 we are not looking for anything special, we 
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just want information. We look at family background, how family is, if parents 
did sports, genetics such as how big are parents. It's not a barrier, it's just 
information we can use. We already are looking at how girls act and how focused 
they are. But we don't reject anybody based on what we find out because [we 
think that] girls without focus, maybe we can give them focus. We keep girls two 
years in training program. Some improve, some get more mature, some have 
problems, some need time to adjust, some are talented physically, some are 
uncoordinated because they are growing. Then in two-year period you have more 
chance of seeing things, how they react, if they improve physically. Sometimes it 
takes time because they are away from family. After two years if girls don't 
progress they go back home and the federation still helps them with training in the 
league. We are surprised because some of the kids who went back home they 
became better once they got home. They blossomed better at home than at center. 
Usually the kids love the center, though. (personal communication, September 5, 
2001) 
There are 20 girls and 12 boys who live, train, and go to school year-round at 
Roland Garros as participants in the elite National Training Center. They live there for 
free at Roland Garros from the ages of 11 to 19 and practice every day. G. Goven 
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oversees the development of junior girls, and he described a typical day at Roland Garros 
for a younger (age 11-12) junior girl: 
They wake up at 7, have breakfast. After that they go to school for two to three 
hours, then train after that. But it depends; sometimes they train, then go to 
school. They do one to one and a half hours of physical training, then more tennis 
in the afternoon, then stretching, yoga. No more than 3 hours of tennis a day and a 
good one to one and a half hours of training. The training is mixture of all 
sports-soccer, basketball, etc. Some days we spend three-quarters of the time on 
physical training and one-quarter of the time on tennis, then we switch. But four 
hours to four and a half is max and [the] normal [physical] training program is 
three days a week. But what I see on [the international junior] circuit, some kids 
at [age] 11 in other countries are already playing more. (personal communication, 
September 5, 2001) 
The federation's philosophy is that female players must be properly coached, 
trained and ready to compete at the senior women's level by the age of 16. G. Goven 
elaborated: 
There are 16 players who were born in 1983 or after in the [2001 U.S. Open] 
women's singles draw. You don't see any [that age] in the boys, but 16 in the 
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women who can get directly into the draw [they did not have to qualify]. To me 
that means that you need to start playing in the seniors when you are 16. When 
you see it in the statistics it really gives you the truth and this means we are way 
behind when we start training at age 13 or 14. You must start to train 
professionally-stretching, eating, mental training-at [age] 10 or 11 now so that 
when our girls reach 16 they are ready for women's tour. We can have some late 
girls coming, but generally must start earlier. {personal communication, 
September 5, 2001) 
Once players reach a certain age or pro tour ranking, such as top 20, G. Goven 
said the French Tennis Federation curtails its coaching and financial aid to players: 
We train kids until [age] 22 or 23 and by then either you're good enough or 
you're not good enough to make it on your own. Then you get a private coach or 
you can still work out at Roland Garros ... Even before [age] 22 if you're good 
enough to pay your own coach, we advise players to do that and maybe we help 
some financially to pay for coach. Virginie Razzano is the best of young players 
[she ended 2001 with a No. 71 WTA Tour ranking]. Razzano is 17 and she travels 
with a coach and two girls now. If she gets to No. 20 or No. 30 we [will] ask her 
to get [a] private coach. It is not in [the best] view of federation to provide a coach 
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for one player. ... When [Amelie] Mauresmo [No. 11 in the 2001 WTA year-end 
rankings] won the World Junior Championship she expressed [a] desire to have 
her own coach. So the coach she had been working with at the Federation, the one 
she had trained with, we detached him for one year to coach her. Then she chose 
her own coach after one year and we help her with a scholarship to pay her new 
coach. (personal communication, September 5, 2001) 
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Table 2. Overview of Three Foreign Tennis Development Programs 
ESTONIA CZECH REPUBLIC FRANCE 
Tennis federation has no • Federation has some money for • Federation's development programs 
development money development funded by French Open proceeds 
Tennis development is done • There are three tiers of talent • Pyramid development system; top of 
privately and funded by parents or development (not unified) pyramid is national training center at 
sponsors Roland Garros in Paris 
Development is expensive due to • Tournament play begins between • Unified development plan 
international tournament travel costs ages 7-9 
• Private coach is assigned to team of • Players at national training center 
3-4 players when players tum 16 are ages 11-19 
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS 
Summary of Results 
This study has examined how to develop young tennis players into elite, world-class 
professionals. A tennis training development model was designed based on the following: 
Findings from a youth talent development literature review; findings from interviews 
conducted with expert tennis coaches; and from my own knowledge of the game acquired 
through almost 20 years as a professional tennis instructor and 15 years as a Division I 
collegiate head tennis coach. 
Sport science researchers previously thought the best way to produce talented 
athletes was to identify them through early talent detection. This study found, however, 
that researchers are moving away from talent detection in youth sports and instead are 
embracing a model that combines detection with talent development. Many researchers 
are also in accord with the findings of Ericsson and collaborators (1993), who argued that 
engaging in at least 10 years of deliberate practice overseen by a qualified coach is the 
key to attaining expert performance. 
This study found that tennis development should begin between the ages of 6-8, 
as longtime junior coach Robert Lansdorp suggested and as Bloom (1985) and Ericsson 
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et al. (1990) found. According to Bloom (1985), the development process occurs in three 
phases: The early years, when the child is introduced to the game and views it as a 
playful activity; the middle years (around age 12 or 13), when the child begins to practice 
more and possibly hires a better coach to help guide them to the next level; and the later 
years, during which the player devotes himself to tennis by either turning pro or playing 
college tennis. Cote ( 1999) also identified three phases of talent development which 
spanned early childhood to late adolescence: The sampling years (ages 6-13), the 
specializing years (ages 13-15), and the investment years (age 15 and up). The main 
differences between the work of Bloom (1985) and Cote (1999) is that Cote's work is 
sport specific and only examines youth talent development, whereas Bloom's (1985) 
spans the entire career of a performer. 
As Bompa (1995) and Drabik (1996) found, it is also crucial to meet the critical 
areas of athletic development and to not specialize in a sport before the age of 14. Playing 
a wide variety of sports before specializing in tennis in early adolescence, as Carlson 
(1988) also advocated, will insure that a player's overall athleticism is developed. This 
study also found that prepubescent athletes will benefit from light, supervised strength 
training (Faigenbaum, Zaichkowsky, Westcott, Micheli, & Fehlandt, 1993, and NSCA, 
1985). 
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There is still some debate as to the importance of innate, genetic talent to the 
attainment of expert performance. Ericsson and collaborators (1993), as well as 
researchers like Howe, Davidson, and Sloboda (1998) and Chambliss (1989) believe that 
at least 10 years of deliberate practice, or what Chambliss termed the "mundanity of 
excellence," is the key to becoming an expert performer, not innate talent. Conversely, 
researchers like Singer and Janelle (1999) argue that genetic factors and innate ability do 
play a large role in attaining expert status, and that 10 years of deliberate practice will not 
guarantee the attainment of expertise. Many of the coaches interviewed agreed with 
Singer and Janelle (1999) and pointed out that there are certain players who have 
unquantifiable, innate talent; what successful junior coach Rick Macci called the "X 
factor." 
Most researchers and coaches did agree, however, with Ericsson et al. (1993), 
Bloom (1985), and Cote (1999) on the important role nurture plays in the development of 
an expert performer. This was supported by Carlson (1988), who found that the elite 
Swedish tennis players he interviewed had close, long-term, relationships with their 
coaches. According to Bloom (1985), the coach should initially make the game fun for 
the child in the early years, but as the player enters the middle and later years the coach 
must be able to provide the feedback necessary for the player to continue improving. 
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Although some players may achieve great success while still in their teens, Schulz and 
Curnow (1988) found that tennis players will not reach peak performance until the ages 
of24 or 25. 
Carlson (1988) also found that the elite Swedish players he interviewed had 
supportive parents who did not pressure them about their tennis development. Carlson's 
work complemented the research of Cote (1999), who found that the successful youth 
athletes he interviewed had what he called "moderately involved" parents. Another 
important finding by Cote (1999) is that while an athlete's parents may have initially 
introduced him to the sport during the sampling years, that the parents did not have to 
continue coaching the child beyond that first phase. As the athlete made the transition 
from the sampling years to the specializing years at age 13, Cote (1999) found that the 
parents' role shifted from that of a leader to a follower/supporter. 
The coaches interviewed confirmed most of the findings from the literature 
review. All felt that supportive parents and a close player-coach relationship are 
necessary in order to develop an elite tennis player. One theory that a few coaches did not 
agree with was that there was no benefit from practices lasting longer than four hours, as 
Welford (1968) and Woodworth and Schlosberg (1954) theorized. Rather, coaches like 
Rick Macci and Daniel Trcka believe that practicing for 5-6 hours is essential, especially 
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when a player is between the ages of 16-18 and attempting to make the transition from 
junior tennis to the professional tour. 
Another comment that coaches disagreed with was one made by Durand-Bush 
and Salmela (2001), which questioned Ericsson's (1996) finding "that children who start 
training later cannot attain the same level of expertise as those starting at a younger age" 
(p. 278). Lansdorp and renowned coach Nick Bollettieri agreed with Ericsson, saying that 
tennis players must start playing between the ages of 6-8 in order to attain expert status. 
Lansdorp did point out, however, that while he believes greatness cannot be achieved by 
someone who starts playing tennis at the age of 12 or 13, a top 200 ranking is attainable 
as long as the child is a great athlete and adapts quickly to the game. 
The main thing most coaches stressed was that players should start playing 
matches at an early age in order to learn how to play and compete, and that they should 
focus on long-term development, not on short-term wins and losses. Most coaches said 
that players are willing to accept the concept of a long-term development plan, but that it 
is typically the parents who are more interested in short-term gains and successes. 
Perhaps the most important factor in attaining expert performance though, is that 
the player must develop and maintain a love for tennis. As Saviano (2001) and Bloom 
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(1985) pointed out, success will not come at any endeavor unless there is a passion and a 
love for the activity. 
Discussion 
While the primary debate in youth talent development once focused on whether one 
could successfully detect talent in young children, the new debate centers around whether 
deliberate practice is solely responsible for the attainment of expert performance, or 
whether innate talent also plays a role. It would seem clear that a combination of the two 
is required, especially if one is attempting to develop a champion. However, if the goal is 
to develop a top 200 player, then deliberate practice is much more important than innate 
abilities. As the research of Bloom (1985) and Ericsson and collaborators (1993) showed, 
if a player engages in at least 10 years of supervised, deliberate practice and follows this 
type of tennis development program, then I believe he can ultimately become a top 200 
world-ranked tennis player. 
Coaches and coaching are two key parts of this training system. Without expert 
coaches the development of expert players will not occur. It is difficult to define what an 
expert coach is, but drawing upon the work of Cote et al. (1995) an expert coach should 
have at least 10 years of tennis teaching and coaching experience, should have competed 
in sectional, national, international or professional tennis tournaments, and should have 
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played a key role in the development of a national or international-level tennis player. 
These criteria are similar to the ones put forth by the USA Tennis Coaching Education 
Department when it selects participants for its USA Tennis High Performance Coaching 
Program. 
It is important to put forth some ideas as to what constitutes good coaching and 
what it takes to be an expert coach: 
1) An expert coach must have a long-term development plan for the player. This 
might be worked out between the coach and the parents, the coach and the player, or all 
of the above, but this developmental map has to be in place. If this long-term plan is not 
in place, you are teaching a skill without a framework and are not truly coaching. 
2) An expert coach must be flexible with the players he is working with and coach 
them according to their individual developmental stage. The 8-year-old beginner is not to 
be treated or taught in the same manner as the 16-year-old preparing for the professional 
tour. 
3) An expert coach must have the best interest of the player in mind at all times. 
For example, he must be willing to send his player to another more expert coach for 
specialized coaching or give his player an honest assessment of whether it is time to tum 
professional or go to college. 
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The coach or developmental team leader should also follow some of the 
suggestions put forth by Samela (1996) in his book, Great job coach: Getting the edge 
from proven winners. The coach must strive to constantly improve his base of knowledge 
and thereby continue the educational process involved with being a coach. The United 
States Tennis Association (USTA), United States Professional Tennis Association 
(USPf A), United States Professional Tennis Registry (USPfR), and the Intercollegiate 
Tennis Association (IT A) all have continuing education components. One of the best new 
programs, developed by the UST A in the fall of 1999, is the USA Tennis High 
Performance Coaching Program. This intensive, three-day coaching course is offered 
about four times a year and is invaluable in keeping coaches abreast of the latest coaching 
developments. Since its inception, this program has instructed about 50 coaches a year. 
Coaches should also heed the suggestions of Martin (2002), who recommended 
that coaches develop a referral system and recognize the importance of utilizing expert 
coaches. As Martin stated, it is not possible for one coach to teach every stroke and 
nuance well. As such, they should call upon a network of other coaches to seek out the 
coaching expertise that a certain player may need (i.e. for help with groundstrokes or 
strategy). If coaches specialize in certain areas rather than trying to cover every tennis 
base, the overall quality of their coaching will go up. 
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Adherence to the developmental models put forth in this dissertation should 
enable one to achieve expert performance. As Bompa (1995) and Drabik (1996) 
recommended, the player must meet the critical areas of development and, as Carlson 
(1988) found, should not specialize in tennis prior to the age of 13 or 14. While agreeing 
that it is important to play other sports and not specialize in order to develop overall 
athletic skills, coaches like Macci and Fischer acknowledge that time constraints make 
this difficult. Macci encourages players to take ballet and tae kwon do to supplement 
their tennis training and improve certain athletic skills, but said that most American 
tennis players do not have time to play a second time-consuming sport like soccer. 
Another important component of this development plan is supportive parents. 
Parents will play a key role in the child's early development, as Bloom (1985) and Cote 
( 1999) found, and Lansdorp and Saviano (2001) supported. During the early years, the 
parent will either introduce the child to the sport or sign them child up for a local tennis 
class. If a parent coaches the child throughout the first phase, Bloom ( 1985) and Cote 
(1999) found that when the child reaches the age of 12 or 13 (the conclusion of Bloom's 
early years and Cote's sampling years) the parent should take on a more supportive role 
and allow someone else to coach the child. Cote (1999) and Carlson (1988) found that the 
athletes and tennis players who excelled were the ones who did not feel any pressure to 
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succeed from their parents. The successful athletes, Cote (1999) learned, had "moderately 
involved" parents who helped to facilitate but not direct their child's development. 
As many of the coaches interviewed pointed out, a knowledgeable coach who 
develops a close relationship with the player is also crucial to the ultimate attainment of 
excellence. If a player's deliberate practice, especially in the middle or later years, is not 
overseen by an expert coach, the player's talent development process will be flawed. As 
Saviano (2001) wrote, ''The quality of learning at each stage ultimately will determine 
whether or not the player can reach their full potential as a player. If the learning is 
flawed, undeveloped, or if there are attempts to short-cut any of the early stages of 
development, the player will not have the foundation to withstand the demands of the 
higher levels of play" (p. 4). 
Another key to the development process is match play. This was stressed by 
coaches like Lansdorp, Daniel Trcka, Macci, Bollettieri, and Fischer. If a player does not 
play enough matches, he will not learn how to compete or how to think on the court. As 
Fischer pointed out, Pete Sampras played a match a day when he was growing up. The 
importance of this cannot be stated strongly enough. 
Lansdorp's recommendation that extreme grips should be avoided is also sound 
advice. I believe that Lansdorp's more classic, technical stroke model should be 
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followed. Good stroke technique is imperative if a player wants to avoid injuries and 
have a long career. In the United States, where most players grow up playing on fast, 
hard courts, extreme grips are more of a hindrance than a benefit. The type of grips one 
uses and the court surface one grows up playing on are important factors to take into 
account because once a player turns pro, he will be able to tailor his tournament schedule 
according to the type of surface on which he excels. Most Americans play very few clay 
court tournaments once they tum pro, and therefore will derive no benefit from extreme 
grips, which are better-suited to slow, clay court tennis. However, if a player is being 
developed in European or South American countries, where slow clay is the predominant 
court surface, then extreme grips are more acceptable. 
Coaches like Lansdorp spoke of the importance of one-on-one coaching to a 
player's ultimate success. Most one-on-one coaching is done through private or small 
group lessons, but one-on-one coaching relationships can also be successfully established 
in academies or larger federation developmental programs. Andre Agassi and Jim Courier 
developed a close, personal coaching relationship with Bollettieri at his academy, and 
top-ten WT A player Amelie Mauresmo developed such a close bond with her French 
Tennis Federation coach at the Roland Garros national training center that he traveled 
with her for a year after she turned pro as her personal coach. 
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The keys to successfully developing a pro tennis player, as Bollettieri pointed out, 
are personalized coaching and parental support. Lansdorp said that parental involvement 
was crucial in the development of former top 50 player Jeff Tarango. In between his 
lessons with Lansdorp, Tarango's mother used to feed him countless buckets of balls in 
order to help reinforce what her son had learned in his lesson. 
To be a successful junior development coach, the coach must often have the 
humility and presence of mind to recognize that he may not possess all the teaching tools 
necessary to guide a player to expert status. As Bloom (1985) found, a coach may be 
inexperienced in teaching certain aspects of the game and then will send his player for 
occasional lessons with a coach who specializes in that area of the game. For example, a 
coach may have a group of four to six players who regularly practice and compete with 
one another under his coaching auspices, but some of these players may additionally go 
to certain coaches once or twice a week to work on specialized skills. Many players go to 
Lansdorp for help with their groundstrokes because he is widely acknowledged as the 
best groundstroke coach in the United States. As Bloom (1985) showed and Martin 
(2002) supported, there does not necessarily need to be one expert coach in order to 
successfully attain expert status. However, a strong relationship with one central coach 
who knows the player and knows what the player needs to do in order to excel is 
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essential. This is confirmed by Bollettieri, who said that one of the things that can hurt 
player development is constantly changing coaches. 
As for innate talent, the presence of certain unique biological or psychological 
predispositions seems to play more of a role when one is talking about the development 
of champions. Lansdorp spoke of developing every player the same way, and said that the 
players with "talent" were the ones that rose to the top. Macci said he worked extremely 
hard with certain players, only to see them attain nothing more than playing number one 
for a college team. 
As Durand-Bush and Salmela (2001) wrote of innate abilities: 
"Who is to say that innate abilities do not play a role throughout the developmental 
process? To date, no one has proved nor disproved this possibility. Perhaps the genetic 
composition of athletes does play a role at the most elite level, enabling them to win 
medals at the Olympics and World Championships. It is possible that athletes are able to 
sustain extensive and arduous hours of deliberate practice because they were born with a 
certain predisposition to do so. It is also possible for athletes who are not born with this 
predisposition to learn to motivate themselves to endure the required training" (p. 279). 
The fact remains that the world ''talented" is often used when describing someone 
who ultimately attains an expert level of performance. However, the talent required to 
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become a top 200 player is different from the talent needed to become number one. 
Macci and other coaches interviewed talked about certain players having the "X factor," 
that indefinable, intangible quality that top players possess. Many described the "X 
factor" in psychological rather than physical terms; they spoke of a player who had a 
certain spark in his eyes, or of a player with an extremely competitive nature who was 
driven to excel despite athletic shortcomings. 
Coaches also cited competitiveness and an all-consuming desire to win as 
personality traits shared by the great players they had coached. Bollettieri and Lansdorp 
both admitted to prodding their players psychologically in order to further bring out their 
competitiveness. However, Lansdorp said if a player is not born with a competitive 
nature then he should not be pushed to become competitive. Lansdorp said, "It's almost a 
crime to make a non-competitive person competitive" (personal communication, 
Septem her 1, 200 1). 
Except for speed, genetic factors like size and strength do not really play a role in 
tennis. If you are agile but not strong, tall but slow, you can still develop your game 
according to your strengths and succeed. Therefore, the big question about innate talent is 
a psychological one: Does the player have the capacity to work hard? It is difficult to say 
whether nature or nurture accounts for one player's greater mental toughness or his 
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capacity to work harder than other players. Does it have to do with whether the athlete 
was the youngest child in a family, the oldest? Andre Agassi was the youngest, but Chris 
Evert was the second oldest in her family. It is impossible to determine what factors go 
into the acquisition of mental toughness or if it is an innate quality. 
It is difficult to determine whether a player has the mental toughness needed to 
succeed until he after he has begun the development process. As Bartmus et al. (1987) 
reported, it is also extremely tough to detect physical talent. Bollettieri confessed that he 
denied future U.S. Open champion Marat Safin a scholarship because he thought Safin 
"couldn't make it." Yet Pete Fischer, the mentor/coach of Pete Sampras, said he knew the 
first time he saw the 9-year-old Sampras play that the boy was capable of winning 
Wimbledon someday (Branhan, 1996, p. 191). Fischer said, "When someone is that 
exceptional, it's noticeable, even at a young age" (personal communication, July 31, 
2001). 
Mark Winters, a longtime employee of the Southern California Tennis 
Association, also saw Sampras play at that age and recalled, "Even back then, so 
extraordinary was his fluidity, his presence. But.. .how does a 9-year-old have presence? 
Watching Pete play, it was like going to look at new cars, seeing good ones, then seeing 
the best" (Branham, 1996, p. 192). As Fischer said, "[Andre] Agassi and Pete [Sampras] 
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break the mold in talent detection. Real genius is something you can't predict" (personal 
communication, July 31, 2001). 
However, as was discussed earlier in this dissertation, much of Agassi's talent can 
be attributed to the enormous amounts of deliberate practice in which his father made him 
engage. Mike Agassi began developing his son's ability to track a ball when Andre was a 
baby, hanging a tennis ball over his crib, and by age four had him playing exhibitions 
against pros (Bollettieri & Schaap, 1996, p. 20-21). Sampras, on the other hand, had 
engaged in some deliberate practice before meeting Fischer at age 9, but had nowhere 
near the amount of deliberate practice as Agassi, who was practicing four hours a day, 
hitting 14,000 balls a week, and had already hit with Jimmy Connors and Bjorn Borg 
(Bollettieri & Schaap, 1996, p. 21). As a result of this early start, Fischer recalled that 
Agassi soundly beat Sampras when they played at around age 10 or 12, and that it took 
awhile for Sampras to catch up. Fischer emphasized, however, that deliberate practice is 
no replacement for innate talent: "Directed practice is absolutely necessary, but it won't 
make me into a Pete Sampras. It takes both~ talent, training, and the intangibles" 
(personal communication, July 31, 2001). 
At the same time, Fischer pointed out the importance of nurture in talent 
development. No matter how talented a player is, it is crucial to have a knowledgeable 
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coach who understands the player's personality, strengths and weaknesses, and can 
develop the player's game accordingly. Fischer said, "Nurture does matter because if Joe 
Chang had coached him [Sampras] he would've been top 50 in the world, and if I had 
coached Michael [Chang] he wouldn't have won the French. He would've been a top 50 
player" (personal communication, July 31, 2001). 
The Agassi family is a good example of what can happen to a development model 
if the parent/coach is not nurturing. Mike Agassi devised a successful model for 
developing his children into tennis players. All four became good players- two played 
Division I college tennis- but only Andre became a champion. However, Mike Agassi 
was so overbearing as a parent/coach that his oldest daughter got married as a teenager to 
escape the pressures at home, and at age 13 Andre was rebelling so much against his 
domineering father that he was sent to Nick Bollettieri's Tennis Academy. Andre's older 
brother Phillip, played pro tennis briefly after college, but his self-esteem was so low 
after years of verbal abuse from his father that he had little success on the pro tour 
(Bollettieri & Schaap, 1996, p. 20-21). 
A tennis family that successfully maneuvered the developmental process is the 
Evert family. All five Evert children were coached by their father, Jimmy, a tennis 
instructor at a municipal tennis facility in Aorida. Chris Evert was coached by her father 
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until her mid-20's, and won a record 157 professional titles during her 20-year 
professional career. Her younger sister Jeanne also played pro tennis, earning a U.S. top 
10 ranking in 1974. The other three Evert children-Drew, John, and Clare-were all 
nationally-ranked junior players and top Division I college tennis players. John also 
played the pro tour for awhile. The tennis successes of the Evert family indicate that a 
good developmental model can yield players who will ultimately earn top 200 rankings if 
they want to pursue pro tennis careers. The Evert family also illustrates the intangibles 
involved in raising a champion. All five children were taught by their father and 
presumably raised in almost identical fashion by their hard-working, religious parents. 
However, only Chris, the second oldest child, became a champion. This would indicate 
that innate talent should not be ruled out as a crucial ingredient in the attainment of 
champion-level performance. 
When you look at champions like Sampras, Agassi, Evert, and Steffi Graf, they 
unquestionably have that "X factor," whether it be attributable to mental toughness, 
physical talent, or a combination of the two. As Macci and Georges Goven of the French 
Tennis Federation said, champions are born and developed, but they have to possess that 
genetic intangible that will make them a champion. However, this study is not designed 
to develop a Grand Slam champion (although that may be the end result), but rather to 
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develop a top 200 player. What happens after someone attains a top 200 ranking is up to 
the player. A lot will depend on their innate talent, genetic gifts, and mental toughness. 
Yet I firmly agree with this comment from Fischer: "If you're a decent coach and you do 
it right, you can take any guy and make him top 200 in the world. But you can't make 
him Pete Sampras" (personal communication, July 31, 2001). 
Areas of Future Research 
Possible areas of future research would be a more historical study of how players like 
Sampras, Agassi, Evert, Venus and Serena Williams, Jimmy Connors, and Lindsay 
Davenport were developed. These findings could then be compared to findings on how 
top players were developed by the Swedish, French, and Spanish tennis federations' 
developmental programs. This research would be similar to the work of Hemery (1986). 
Another area of possible future research would be a qualitative study of expert tennis 
teachers and their teaching philosophies and methods. My study also only briefly 
addressed the cost associated with developing a top-level tennis player, so this would be 
another area worth exploring further. 
Another area worth examining would be how to attract more minorities to tennis. 
Certainly the popularity of the Williams sisters has inspired more black children to take 
up the game, but the handful of black athletes who play tennis professionally does not 
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begin to compare to the large numbers of black athletes who play in the National Football 
League (NFL), the National Basketball Association (NBA), and play Major League 
Baseball (MLB). Further studies should be conducted as to why the United States has 
been so successful in developing black professional athletes in football, basketball, and 
baseball, and what tennis needs to do to increase minority participation. Inner city tennis 
programs have been in effect since the late 1960's/early 1970's, thanks to the tennis 
successes and popularity of the late Arthur Ashe. However, in the ensuing years only a 
few professional players have emerged from these tennis programs and two of them, Zina 
Garrison and Lori McNeil, have already reached retirement age. While inner city tennis 
programs, like the Houston public parks program that produced Garrison and McNeil, are 
developing outstanding tennis talent, what needs to be done to ensure that more tennis 
professionals emerge from these programs? 
Another area of possible future research would examine the negative impact 
parents can play in talent development. While researchers like Bloom (1985) have shown 
that parental involvement plays a large role in a child's ultimate success, there is also 
much debate about the negative impact pushy, overbearing ''tennis parents" can have on a 
child's development. The boorish behavior of parents drives many talented children away 
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from the sport, and can result in eating disorders and even suicide. This would be a good 
area for further research, as it affects many youth sports, not just tennis. 
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Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 
• Talent detection models that combine detection with talent development are more 
successful than models designed strictly to detect talent. (Salmela & Durand-Bush, 
2001) 
• Engaging in at least 10 years of directed, deliberate practice will result in the 
attainment of expert status. However, 10 years of deliberate practice may not make a 
player a champion; innate abilities seem to play more of a role in reaching the level of 
champion performer. (Ericsson, 1996) 
• Tennis development should begin between the ages of 6-8. Development started later 
than that, for example at age 12 or 13, may result in a good player if the child is a 
good athlete, but coaches feel that the child has no chance of becoming a great player. 
(Lansdorp, p. 85, and Bollettieri, p. 86) 
• The development process will occur in three stages. Bloom's (1985) three stages are 
the early years, the middle years, and the later years. Cote (1999) called his three 
stages of development the sampling years, the specializing years, and the investment 
years. The child is introduced to the sport in the first stage, becomes more serious 
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about it in the second stage (around age 12-13), and devotes most of his time and 
effort to the sport in the third stage. (Bloom, p. 35, Cote, p. 52) 
• Players should play matches starting at an early age in order to learn how to play and 
compete. Additionally, the focus should be on long-term development, not on 
attaining short-term gains. (Macci, Lansdorp, Trcka) 
• Most players who grow up playing on fast, hard courts should be taught classic, 
technical strokes and avoid extreme grips. This gives the player the ability to hit the 
ball through the court, as Lansdorp teaches. Extreme grips are better suited for 
players who grow up playing on slow clay courts. (Lansdorp) 
• It is crucial to meet the critical areas of development and to not specialize in a sport 
before the age of 13 or 14. Researchers found that playing a wide variety of sports 
will develop overall athletic skills. Prepubescent athletes will also benefit from light, 
supervised strength training. (Bompa, Drabik, Carlson, Faigenbaum & Westcott) 
• Expert players are developed by expert coaches. Expert coaches are successful 
because they devise long-term development plans for the player and adjust their 
coaching style according to a player's stage of development. (Cote et al., 1995) 
• Researchers and coaches agree that nurture plays a major role in the development of 
expert performers. Researchers found that having a one-on-one, long-term 
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relationship between a player and coach was crucial, as were supportive parents. Cote 
(1999) found that the "moderately involved" parent was the best. While a parent may 
have initially led the development process, the parent should switch to the role of 
follower/supporter when the child reaches age 13 and ideally find someone else to 
coach the child. (Carlson, Bloom, Cote) 
• Coaches must be willing to allow their players to occasionally learn specialized skills 
from other coaches who may have better expertise in certain areas of the game. 
Supplementing the primary coach's development plan with expert advice from other 
coaches only enhances a player's development. (Martin) 
• Although researchers theorized that players do not benefit from practices lasting 
longer than four hours, coaches interviewed believe that it is essential to practice for 
5-6 hours, especially when a player is between the ages of 16-18 and making the 
transition from junior tennis to the pros. (Macci, Trcka) 
• Players must develop and maintain a love for tennis if they are to attain expert status. 
(Saviano) 
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APPENDIX: 
Tennis Training Development Model 
This tennis training development model is based largely upon the work of Bloom (1985) 
and Cote (1999), incorporating their three phases of development, as well as the work of 
other researchers discussed in the literature review. I have also drawn upon the 
knowledge I have gained from my 19 years of tennis development work as a coach. I am 
a United States Professional Tennis Association (USPT A) certified Level I teaching 
professional, and have coached at every level of the game, from young players just 
learning to play tennis to players competing on the professional tennis tours. 
The Early Years (Bloom, 1985) 
Historically children have begun playing tennis at a young age. In Bloom (1985), 
the researcher Monsass found that almost all of the players she interviewed had begun 
playing by age six. This doesn't mean they were engaged in deliberate training at that age, 
but rather that they had been introduced to the game by their parents or within a 
recreational setting. 
The formal introduction of children to tennis will emphasize the learning of basic 
strokes, as well as movement training and overall body coordination. 
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From a technical standpoint, the system that will be taught will be based on laying 
the wrist back and pivoting off the inside foot in order to hit the ball. Proper throwing 
technique will be emphasized, as well as how to move properly, both on and off the 
court. 
By laying the wrist back the racket head is immediately placed behind the ball, 
thereby allowing the player to control the length of the swing by turning the shoulders. In 
order to hit a proper volley the racket must be behind the ball. Therefore all teaching will 
start with the volley. The easiest way to teach the volley to a young player is to teach 
them how to catch the ball by laying the wrist back. This simulates what the hand should 
do when hitting a volley. As the game of tennis continues to get faster, with players 
hitting the ball even harder, the emphasis on volleying and finishing the point at the net 
will also increase. 
During the first lessons the students will learn how to catch the ball, and then 
pivot off their inside foot and catch. Then they will learn to pivot off the inside foot and 
move forward to catch. Proper movement will also be taught. This entails teaching split 
steps, slide steps, cross-over steps, and how to run. The emphasis in all movement will be 
speed and controlled, quiet movements. It is important that the students aren't allowed to 
let their feet come down too hard and loud on the court. Since this will be the child's 
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introduction to formal instruction, it is important that the instructors be encouraging and 
enthusiastic and that they strive to instill in the children a love and a joy for the game. If 
children don't enjoy the game at this early stage in their development then they will not 
want to continue to play (Bloom, 1985). 
The first formal tennis instruction will occur between the ages of 6-8 in small 
groups of four to eight children. Children can either be taught on a tennis court or 
something similar to a tennis court. A tennis court, including the doubles alleys, is 78 feet 
long and 36 feet wide. Each tennis court has at least 15 feet on each end and there are at 
least eight feet between each court or a side fence. If there are space limitations due to a 
large number of participants, each court can be divided into three smaller courts that are 
36 feet long and 36 feet wide. The size of the court can be continually adjusted by using 
portable nets. The size of the area into which the students are hitting is not that important 
at this early stage of development. The important thing is the distance of the students 
from the instructor. As the students' skill level increases the distance from the instructor 
should increase. 
At this age students will go to instructional tennis lessons three days a week, for 
about an hour a day. The instruction will last for a total of 20 hours spread out over seven 
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weeks. Typically this will be a summer program held during the time when children are 
out of school for 10 weeks from June 22 to September 1. 
The following is the teaching plan for the first 20 hours of instruction. This will 
also be the order of the tennis lessons. A great deal of emphasis will be placed on 
movement and the serve as these are the two areas of the game that separate good players 
from lesser players. Stretching exercises will occur during the movement part of the 
lesson and will also be emphasized when the lesson is over. 
Hour 1: 
1) Movement drills. Running forward and backward, and pivoting off the inside 
foot and running. (5-7 minutes) 
1) Catching the ball by laying the wrist back. To learn the backhand students will try to 
have the ball hit the backside of their racket hand. This simulates putting the racket in 
the proper position for the volley. (5-7 minutes) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Simple backhand and forehand volleys with the continental grip. (15 minutes) 
Pivoting off the inside foot and catching the ball. (5-7 minutes) 
Pivoting off the inside foot and hitting a volley. (15 minutes) 
Throwing the ball. (5-7 minutes) 
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Hour 2: 
• Movement. Players will catch the ball while on the move. From a ready position the 
student will do a split step and then move forward to catch a ball that has been tossed. 
The student will be instructed to catch the ball before it bounces. Some lateral 
movement will also be introduced within this drill. (5-7 minutes) 
• Volleys. The emphasis today will be on making solid contact with the ball. (25 
minutes) 
• Throwing and catching. Students begin to throw and catch with each other. (5-7 
minutes) 
• Overheads. The emphasis is on moving properly to the ball. (5-7 minutes) 
• Tossing for the serve. The toss is an extremely important component of service 
technique. Without a consistent toss the serve is very difficult to execute. Many of the 
injuries that occur in tennis are caused by poor service technique, so it is important to 
learn proper toss placement so that less strain is placed on the back and shoulder. (8-
10 minutes) 
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Hour 3: 
Hour 3 will be the same as hour 2 except that the service swing will be added. This will 
occur during the 8-10 minutes that was devoted to the service toss. The toss will also still 
be practiced during this time. 
Hour 4: 
• Catching and throwing. This drill starts to become more dynamic now as students 
throw to each other and move as they catch. (8-10 minutes) 
• Movement. The split step, cross-over step, and slide step will be emphasized. (8-10 
minutes) 
• Volleys and overheads. The emphasis will be on learning how to make the transition 
from the overhead to the volley. Students will also work on using the split step and on 
moving with the ball when getting ready to volley. (25 minutes) 
• Serves. Learning how to serve does not have to be the static drill of serving into one 
box or the other over and over again. There are many games that students can play in 
which they work on their serve but are also having fun playing some competitive 
team drills. As the serve is the most difficult stroke for children to master 
successfully, making it fun is key. (10 minutes) 
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• Learn what the lines on the court are called and what purpose they serve. (5 minutes) 
Hour 5: 
• Catching and throwing. (8-10 minutes) 
• Movement. (8-10 minutes) 
• Serving. (10-12 minutes) 
• Volleys and overheads. Emphasis will be on side-to-side volleys and making sure the 
students' technique is correct. (30 minutes) 
Hour 6: 
• Catching and throwing. (6-10 minutes) 
• Volleys. The emphasis will be on making solid contact with the ball. (15 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand groundstrokes. Students will be taught full swings and a two-
handed backhand. Students will start with the semi-Western forehand grip and the 
Eastern backhand grip. Students will stand on the service line, about 21 feet from the 
net. (20 minutes) 
• Serves. (10 minutes) 
• Movement, with the emphasis on changing direction and controlling the body. (6-10 
minutes) 
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Hour 7: 
2) Movement combined with catching and throwing. This will be done by 
playing soccer with the tennis ball or by playing football. (10-12 minutes) 
2) Volley and overheads, with the emphasis on technique. (10 minutes) 
• Backhands and forehands. Students will begin to work on changing their grips by first 
hitting a forehand and then switching to a backhand. (20-25 minutes) 
• Serves. ( 10 minutes) 
• Catching serves that are hit by the instructor. This is the start of learning the return of 
serve. The return of serve and the serve are the two most important strokes in tennis. 
(5 minutes) 
Hour 8: 
• Movement combined with catching and throwing. (8-10 minutes) 
• Serves. (10 minutes) 
• Catch the serve and throw it back. (5 minutes) 
• Volley and overhead. (6-8 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand. Players will also work on transitioning from the baseline to 
the net to hit volleys. This is a difficult skill to learn because the students have to 
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change the grip on their rackets as they move forward and then change from hitting 
the full-swing groundstroke to the no-swing volley. (25-30 minutes) 
Hour 9: 
Same as hour 8. 
Hour 10: 
• Movement. (5-7 minutes) 
• Volley and overhead. (6-8 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand groundstrokes. The emphasis will be on side to side 
movement and hitting the ball. Up until this time students have been relatively 
stationery while hitting groundstrokes. (30 minutes) 
• Serves. (10 minutes) 
• Catch the instructor's serve and throw the ball back. (5-7 minutes) 
Hour 11: 
• Movement. Students now begin working on moving side to side and catching the ball 
on the bounce at the waist. This teaches the skill of judging the height and spin of the 
ball. The instructor can feed the ball with different types of spin to facilitate this. (5-7 
minutes) 
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• Groundstrokes side to side and at different heights. The students should now move 
back so they are about 30 feet from the net. This is halfway between the service line 
and the baseline. (30 minutes) 
• Volleys (side to side) and overheads. (10-12 minutes) 
• Serves. (7-9 minutes) 
• Return of serve. The students will try to return the instructor's serve with a forehand 
or a backhand. ( 5 minutes) 
Hour 12: 
• Movement, working on moving from side to side while catching and throwing the 
ball. (7-9 minutes) 
• Serves. (10 minutes) 
• Return of serve. (5-7 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand groundstrokes. The emphasis is on moving forward and 
hitting approach shots so the student can come to the net and hit volleys. The 
instructor will emphasize split-steps as the student transitions to the net to hit volleys. 
(30 minutes) 
• Volleys and overheads. (5-7 minutes) 
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Hour 13: 
• Movement. Students will work on lifting their knees high and still having their feet 
land softly. They will also work on getting up on their toes by walking around the 
court without letting their heels touch the ground. (10 minutes) 
• Volleys. Students will now hit volleys with each other rather than receiving a feed 
from the instructor. (8-10 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand groundstrokes, while also emphasizing transitioning to the 
net for volleys. (30 minutes) 
• Serve and return of serve. The students will begin to try to return each other's serves, 
but the emphasis will be mainly on hitting the serve. (10-12 minutes) 
Hour 14: 
• Same as hour 13 except movement will come after serves. 
Hour 15: 
• Movement. Students will play a catch and throw game. (8-10 minutes) 
• Volleys and overheads. ( 10-12 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand groundstrokes. (25-30 minutes) 
• Serves and return of serves. (10-15 minutes) 
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Hour 16: 
• Movement. (7-9 minutes) 
• Serves and return of serves. (13-15 minutes) 
• Volleys with each other. (6-8 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand groundstrokes. At this time the students should move back to 
the baseline, so that they are 39 feet from the net. This may force a reconfiguration of 
the courts if adjustments were originally made for large groups or if instruction has 
been given on something besides a tennis court. Students will work on transitioning 
through the court to hit a volley; the use of the split-step will be emphasized. (25-30 
minutes) 
Hour 17: 
• Same as hour 16. 
Hour 18: 
• 
• 
• 
Movement. (8-10 minutes) 
Volleys and overheads. (10 minutes) 
Forehand and backhand groundstrokes. Attempt to have the students rally with each 
other. (25-30 minutes) 
• Serve and return. (12-15 minutes) 
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Hour 19: 
• Movement. (6-8 minutes) 
• Serves and returns. (13-15 minutes) 
• Volleys and overheads. (10 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand groundstrokes. The overall emphasis of this hour is to have 
the students rally and play against each other. This will help prepare the students to 
go out and either play or practice the game on their own. (30 minutes) 
Hour 20: 
• Movement. The emphasis will be on on-court movement, such as how to recover 
from one shot to the next. ( 10 minutes) 
• Forehand and backhand groundstrokes. The emphasis will be on making the transition 
to the net and hitting volleys and overheads. (30-35 minutes) 
• Serves and returns. (15 minutes) 
From the ages of 8 to 10 children will play tennis for two to five hours each week. 
In accordance with the findings of Bloom ( 1985) and others, children will be encouraged 
to play other sports besides tennis. As stated before, there is a great deal of carry-over 
between sports during this development phase. The more general fitness or athletic ability 
a child develops, the better off he will be in the long run. As many researchers from 
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Bompa (1994) to Drabik (1996) have found, no benefit is gained from a child 
specializing in a sport before puberty, especially a complex sport like tennis. Carlson 
(1988) found that tennis players who specialized in tennis at an earlier age did not 
ultimately have the same later success of their one-time equal peers who specialized in 
tennis after puberty. 
The emphasis during the ages of 8 to 10 will be on developing full strokes and a 
complete game. A complete game is defined as an all-court game in which the player has 
the ability to attack and to end points at the net or with a forcing baseline shot. The volley 
and the serve will be stressed. The children will begin to play matches during this time, 
but the emphasis will be on having fun as Bloom recommended (1985), not on results. 
Certain players will be more advanced and successful at this stage and age, partly due to 
early maturation. Therefore it will be important to ensure that these players do not get 
stuck relying on a game that will not allow them to flourish as they get older and their 
peers begin to catch up to them physically. Matches will be played locally or within the 
club setting; there is no need to travel nationally or internationally at this age. 
As children enter late childhood (ages 10 to 12) there will be a greater emphasis 
placed on playing tournaments. The emphasis is still on the development of a complete 
game, but players will begin to travel for matches and to compete against players outside 
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their club and town. At this age the players can also begin to play nationally. Players will 
play an average of 8 to 10 hours a week (around 400 hours for the year) over a 40-week 
period. A great deal of this playing time will occur during the summer months when 
children will ideally play tennis on their own because they like to be out on the court. 
During the rest of the year the players will play from four to six hours a week. This is in 
accordance with Bloom's (1985) findings. 
Players in the 12-and-under category should play between 8 and 10 events a year. 
The focus in teaching these players is to develop them as athletes first and as technical 
tennis players second. While technique is very important and should be emphasized at 
this stage, developing a player's athletic skills should be a major focus. Additionally, they 
should still play other sports, either recreationally or in an organized league, as Carlson 
(1988) and other researchers recommended. Sports like basketball, soccer, baseball, 
hockey, and football will all help to further develop a tennis player's athletic skills. 
Throughout the year children will be playing other sports, even if the other sports overlap 
with tennis. This will be especially true during the school year. 
The child's tennis calendar during this phase should look like this: Students 
should play about one tournament a month from April to October, which works out to 
about 40 to 50 tournament matches. There should be some doubles competition as well, 
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but unfortunately many tournaments do not always have enough doubles entrants to field 
a doubles event. The players should also be playing matches within their club, both 
singles and doubles. Coaches should strive to control the level of these matches. Some 
weeks the matches should be played against older and stronger players, and other weeks 
the matches should be played against weaker players. By playing these inter-club 
matches in addition to tournaments, players will get to play between 50 to 70 matches for 
the year. 
Match play is stressed in this model because, as expert coaches like Robert 
Lansdorp and Pete Fischer pointed out in chapter four of this dissertation, it is essential 
for talent development. Match play teaches players how to think on the court and how to 
deal with the stresses of competition. It is during matches that a player's psychological 
capacity is forged and can then be improved upon. 
Players are not trying to peak for any particular events in this schedule. Rather, 
they are trying to develop their games and not worry about results. The emphasis is on 
developing the players' all-court games, and helping them to become comfortable with 
their individual style of play. 
Schedule for Boys' 12-and-Under Players 
Jan. 1-Feb. 21: Practice 
Feb. 22-March 14: Off 
March 15-April 19: Practice 
April20-23: Play a tournament (event #1) 
April 24-26: Off 
April 27-May 10: Practice 
May 11-14: Play a tournament (event #2) 
May 15-17: Off 
May 18-June 14: Practice 
June 15-19: Play a tournament (event #3) 
June 20-22: Off 
June 23-28: Practice 
June 29-July 7: Play a tournament (event #4) 
July 8-10: Off 
July 11-26: Practice 
July 27-30: Play a tournament (event #5) 
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July 31-August 1: Off 
August 1-9: Practice 
August 10-13: Play a tournament (event #6) 
August 14-16: Off 
August 17-23: Practice 
August 24-27: Play a tournament (event #7) 
August 28-30: Off 
Sept. 1-13: Practice 
Sept. 14-17: Play a tournament (event #8) 
Sept. 18-20: Off 
Sept. 21-0ct. 4: Practice 
Oct. 5-8: Play a tournament (event #9) 
Oct. 9-31: Off 
Nov. 1-Dec. 31: Practice 
The Middle Years (Bloom, 1985) 
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Players in the 14-and-under category should play between 12 to 16 events a year. 
Their calendar should look like this (this calendar is designed for players who are playing 
at a high level): Players should play around 75 singles matches during the year, and also 
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play doubles. Following the findings of Bloom (1985), players will play tennis an 
average of 16 to 18 hours a week (around 700 hours for the year) over a 40 to 44 week 
period. The amount of time spent on deliberate practice will vary each week. It is 
important to remember that the time spent playing matches is counted as part of the time 
spent on deliberate practice. 
Students will play much more tennis in the summer months of June, July, and 
August because they are not attending school during these months. They should also still 
be engaged in other sports during this time. The time spent participating in all sports will 
be counted in the figure of 700 hours per year of deliberate practice. Players will train 
between 20 to 25 hours a week during the 12 weeks of summer, and matches will be 
factored in as about two to two and a half hours of deliberate practice. During the 30 
weeks of the school year, deliberate practice time will average about 12 to 15 hours a 
week. However, this doesn't mean 12 to 15 hours of just tennis each week; other sports 
should be mixed in with the tennis. Players should take at least one day off each week 
from all sports. Two days off is even better, especially during the times when players are 
training very hard. After playing in a big tournament, players should take at least two 
days off and up to as many as four days. 
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During this two-year period players will also begin to increase their level of 
physical training and conditioning. The physical conditioning component of the players' 
training is designed to help create a better athlete. Following the guidelines of the 
National Strength and Conditioning Association ( 1985), speed work should be 
emphasized, along with overall body flexibility and coordination. Players at this age still 
do not need a great deal of steady state aerobic conditioning. They will be doing high-
level training on the tennis court, so they will often be training in their aerobic zone 
anyway. 
Players will be doing more traveling during this stage of development as they start 
to play a combination of local, national and international events. The type of events they 
play will depend on the country in which they live. In a small country or a country 
without a strong tennis tradition it will be necessary for players to compete in more 
international events in order to face a good level of competition. Players in countries like 
the United States, where there are many high-level players and tournaments, will not 
have to play in as many international events. 
As in the previous phase, players in this middle years phase should still be 
focused on developing their overall game and not worry about results. However, unlike in 
the earlier development stage, players will now be trying to peak for certain events, not 
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so much physically but technically. For example, even though it may help a player's 
long-term development, coaches should not introduce a major style change (i.e. a grip 
change or a switch from a two-handed to a one-handed backhand) the week before a 
major national or international tournament. The idea of peaking for certain events is not 
tied to results, but is instead a useful tool to help coaches gauge how a player's game is 
progressing. 
Decisions about a player's style of play are also beginning to be made during this 
phase. Children are going through their growth spurts and coaches can start to get an idea 
about how large and fast an individual might become. The player's personality is also 
becoming more completely formed. As Nick Bollettieri and Pete Fischer pointed out in 
chapter four, a player's game should match their personality. People with aggressive 
personalities will play more aggressive, attacking tennis, while players with patient 
personalities are comfortable playing a more consistent style of tennis. 
Schedule For Boys' 14-and-Under Players 
Jan. 1- Feb. 1: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
Jan. 29-Feb. 4: Play a tournament (event #1) 
Feb. 5-10: Practice and physical conditioning 
Feb. 10-13: Play a tournament (winter championships; event #2) 
Feb. 14-28: Off 
Feb. 28-March 14: Physical training, no tennis 
March 14- April 5: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
April6-9: Play a tournament (event #3) 
April 10-11: Off 
April 12-20: Practice and conditional training (medium hard) 
April20-26: Practice and taper down training 
April 27-30: Play a tournament (local championships; event #4) 
May 1-2: Off 
May 3-20: Play tennis and conditional training (hard) 
May 20-25: Play a tournament (event #5) 
May 26-27: Off 
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May 28-June 7: Practice and taper down training 
June 8-12: Play a tournament (14's Nationals; event #6) 
June 13-14: Off 
June 15-19: Play a tournament (16's nationals; event #7) 
June 19-29: Practice and conditional training (light) 
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June 30-July 7: Play a tournament (European team championships/ UST A lntersectionals; 
event #8) 
July 8-9: Off 
July 10-21 Practice and conditional training (light) 
July 22-28: Play a tournament (event #9) 
July 29-31: Off 
Aug. 2-4: Play a tournament (event #10) 
Aug. 5-31: Practice and conditional training 
Sept. 1-8: Play a tournament (event #11) 
Sept. 9-23: Off 
Sept. 24- Oct. 9: Conditional training (no tennis) 
Oct. 10-Nov. 14: Play tennis and conditional training (hard) 
Nov. 15-19: Play a tournament (event #12) 
Nov. 20- Dec. 7 Play tennis and taper down training 
Dec. 8-15 Play a tournament (Eddie Herr Championships; event #13) 
Dec. 15-24 Play a tournament (Orange Bowl International; event #14) 
Investment Years (Cote, 1999) 
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Players in the 16-and-under category should play between 16 and 18 tournaments 
a year (10 of which should be international events) in order to get a total of around 100 to 
125 matches during the year, including doubles. The number of matches does not 
increase a great deal at this age, but the amount of practice time on the tennis court does. 
Players should now start to increase their annual training time to around the 1,000-hour 
level. For the next five years, until age 19, players should play between 42-44 weeks a 
year and average at least 1,000 hours of annual playing time. Players should engage in 
deliberate practice for around three hours a day (this also includes conditioning work). 
The breakdown will be about two hours on the court each day and one hour of daily off-
court training. During the summer months players will once again spend more time on 
the court, and should play seven tournaments during the 12-week summer period. 
Aerobic conditioning is now introduced as part of the training routine at this stage 
of the players' development. For the next two years the emphasis will be on gaining 
strength and fitness. The player will probably have good match results during this time, 
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especially due to the increase in the amount of deliberate practice and the emphasis on 
technique. However, the primary concern should still be to develop the player's game. It 
is important to remember that players at this age are still seven to nine years from their 
peak performance levels, and at least four years from turning professional. According to 
the findings of Bloom (1985), Carlson (1988), and Cote (1999), players at this phase 
should now be specializing strictly in tennis. For the most part, players in the 16-and-
unders will stop playing other sports in an organized fashion. If a player would like to 
continue playing soccer, this is usually a good fit with tennis. This is partly due to the 
physical benefits gained from playing soccer, and also the break from tennis that is taken 
in September and the relatively light fall match schedule. 
The breaks in this tennis development schedule are not symmetrical (they occur in 
January and then again in September), but rather correspond to natural breaks in the 
tennis calendar. One of the biggest events on the junior tennis calendar is the Orange 
Bowl in Miami, which concludes on December 24. The other break occurs when school 
starts in September. This time of year marks the end of the summer tournament season 
which, depending on the player's ability level, either concludes with the USTA National 
Championships or the U.S. Open Junior Championships in early September. This 
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schedule is designed to help ensure that players will peak at three of the year's biggest 
tournaments: the Easter Bowl, the UST A Nationals, and the Orange Bowl. 
Schedule For Boys' 16-and-Under Players 
Jan. 1- Jan. 15: Off 
Jan. 15-Feb. 1: Conditional training 
Feb. 2-15: Practice and taper down training 
Feb. 17-20: Play a tournament ( 16's winter championship; event #1) 
Feb. 21-23: Off 
Feb. 24-27: Practice 
March 15: Play a tournament (event #2) 
March 18-April 6: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
April 6-12: Practice and taper down training 
April 13-16: Play a tournament (event #3) 
April 17-19: Recover and travel to next tournament 
April 20-23: Play a tournament (Easter bowl; event #4) 
April 25- May 9: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
May 11-14: Play a tournament (event #5) 
May 15-25: Practice and taper down training 
May 26-27: Off 
May 28-June 1: Practice 
June 2-9: Play a tournament (event #6) 
June 10: Off 
June 11-14: Practice and conditional training (light) 
June 15-19: Play a tournament (USTA Nationals; event #7) 
June 20-21: Off 
June 22-29: Practice and conditional training (light) 
June 30-July 7: Play a tournament (event #8) 
July 8-9: Off 
July 10-16: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
July 17-21: Practice and taper down training 
July 22-28: Play a tournament (event #9) 
July 29-31: Off 
Aug. 1-5: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
Aug. 6-8: Play a tournament (event #10) 
Aug. 10-31: Play a tournament (Two international tournaments; events #11, #12) 
Sept. 1-15: Off 
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Sept. 16- Sept. 30: Conditional training 
Oct. 1- Nov. 25: Practice and conditional training with tournaments mixed in (hard) 
Oct. 23: Play a tournament (event #13) 
Nov. 12: Play a tournament (event #14) 
Nov. 25: Play a tournament (USTA National Open; event #15) 
Nov. 26-Dec. 8: Practice and taper down 
Dec. 9-16: Play a tournament (Eddie Herr; event#16) 
Dec. 17-24: Play a tournament (Orange Bowl; event #17) 
Dec. 26-31: Optional tournament (Port Washington; event #18) 
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Players in the 18-and-under category should play between 18 and 24 events a 
year, playing between 150 and 160 matches, including doubles. Playing a high level of 
competitive junior tennis becomes a little more complicated for U.S. players during this 
time period. In order to face the level of competition necessary to keep improving, U.S. 
players need to play either on the International Tennis Federation's (ITF) world junior 
circuit or in the ATP's professional satellite tournaments. The ITF circuit is a series of 
18-and-under tournament that are held around the world, while professional satellite 
tournaments are a series of usually four pro tournaments that are held at various locations 
around the world for a month at a time. Luckily for American players who are still in 
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school at this age, the ATP is starting to introduce some so-called "future's events," 
which are one-week satellite tournaments. 
Since many foreign players either attend a special sports school or have dropped 
out of school completely by this age in order to play tennis full time, this type of 
tournament travel schedule is much easier for them than for their American counterparts. 
This travel-heavy schedule is tough for Americans because it makes it difficult to attend 
high school. While it is not uncommon for foreign players to drop out of high school, a 
high school diploma (along with some college education or a college degree) is 
considered an absolute necessity in the United States if athletes are to have any career 
options after they retire from professional sports. As the career of a pro tennis player is 
shorter than that of most professional athletes, having an education is extremely 
important. Most professional tennis players retire at age 30; as of June 1999 there were 
only 7 players over the age of 30 who were ranked in the top 200. 
As Bloom (1985) found in his third phase, college is a great alternative to pro 
tennis for American players because they can continue their education while 
simultaneously working on their tennis as a member of a highly-ranked collegiate team. 
Top college players will play over 80 singles and doubles matches from January to mid-
May, making college tennis a great way to train and play good matches. 
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The training schedule for the 18-and-under player is similar to that of the 16-and-
under player as they should also play between 42 and 44 weeks. The only difference is 
that players will now train for four hours a day. The extra hour will be spent on the court 
playing tennis, so now the breakdown will be three hours of tennis and one hour of 
conditional training. Conditional training can include cross-training activities, such as 
playing sports like soccer or basketball. It is still important for players to work on their 
general athleticism. This schedule is designed to enable the players to peak at the UST A 
Nationals, the Orange Bowl, or the French Open Junior Championships. 
Results become more important at this age, partly because sponsorship and 
endorsement money are on the line. Players at this age have also demonstrated that they 
can be very successful on the professional tour, and even win Grand Slam tournaments. 
Michael Chang was 17 when he won the French Open, and Boris Becker was 18 when he 
won Wimbledon. It should be noted, however, that as of June 1999 there were only six 
men under the age of 20 in the ATP's top 200 rankings. This helps to confirm the 
findings of Schulz and Curnow (1988) which showed that tennis players do not reach 
peak performance until they are between the ages of 24 and 25. As such, the player and 
coach should still continue to think long-term at this age and work toward a successful 
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pro career, not just a high ITF world junior ranking. The emphasis should still be on 
developing as a player and learning what it takes to win matches with their game. 
Schedule For Boys' 18-and-Under Players 
January: Play four consecutive weeks of either ITF junior tournaments or professional 
futures events 
• Costa Rica (event #1) 
• Venezuela (event #2) 
• Colombia (event #3) 
• Ecuador (event #4) 
Feb. 1-10: Off 
Feb. 11-20: Physical training (hard) 
Feb 21- March 31: Practice and physical training (hard) 
April1-12: Practice and physical training (at 75% exertion) 
Aprill3-16: Play a tournament (event #5) 
April20-25: Play a tournament (event #6) 
April26-28: Off 
April 29-May 5: Practice and taper down 
May 6-June 2: Play tournaments (events #7-10) 
June 2-9: Play a tournament (French Open Juniors; event #11) 
June 8-12: Play a tournament (event #12) 
June 13-19: Off 
June 20-30: Practice and physical training (hard) 
July 1-7: Play a tournament (Junior Wimbledon; event #13) 
July 8-11: Recover and travel to next tournament 
July 12-15: Play a tournament (event #14) 
July 16- 21: Practice and physical training (at 50% exertion) 
July 22-28: Play a tournament (event #15) 
July 29-31: Recover and travel to next tournament 
August 1-7: Play a tournament (event #16) 
August 10-Sept. 2: Play tournaments (events #17-20) 
Sept. 3-10: Play a tournament (Junior U.S. Open; event #21) 
Sept. 11-21: Off 
Sept. 22-30: Physical training (hard) 
Oct. 1- Nov. 15: Practice and physical training (hard) 
Nov. 15-20: Practice and taper down training 
Nov. 22-29: Play a tournament (ITF junior event in Mexico; event #22) 
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Nov. 30-Dec. 8: Practice 
Dec. 9-16: Play a tournament (Eddie Herr; event #23) 
Dec. 17-24: Play a tournament (Orange Bowl; event #24 
The Later Years (Bloom, 1985) 
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According to the findings of Bloom (1985), once male players are between the 
ages of 18 and 20 they should either play professional tennis full time or play college 
tennis. I consider the schedules of top college players to be the equivalent of playing pro 
tennis full time, especially since most players will start at the professional satellite 
tournament level. College matches are played from September to November and then 
again from the end of January to mid-May. During the summer months, players can play 
professional tournaments. Some college tennis players continue to play professional 
tournaments through the fall and early winter and do not return to college until the start of 
the second semester in late January. So, in actuality, many college students end up 
playing seven months of professional tennis while they are enrolled in college. 
In the first two to three years on the pro tour players should play as many matches 
and tournaments as possible; around 30 events a year. During this time they are trying to 
adjust to the professional game, which is faster and has harder hitting than the junior 
game, and also finish growing into their games and bodies. The objective now is to get a 
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foothold on the pro tour by obtaining a ranking. Players should not worry about peaking 
for certain events at this stage, but instead focus on adjusting to the physical and mental 
rigors of playing professional tennis full time. 
It is assumed that players have good technique by this time, so technique is no 
longer emphasized. However, if there are certain areas of a player's game that are being 
exploited by the pros then this is the time to work on these deficits. Many players do well 
during their initial foray into pro tennis until the "book" on how to play them gets out 
among the more seasoned players. This occurred even with Pete Sampras. After he won 
the 1990 U.S. Open at the age of 19, Sampras did not win another Grand Slam 
tournament until three years later when he won both the 1993 Wimbledon and 1993 U.S. 
Open. This was because players adjusted to his game and figured out how to beat him. 
Sampras ultimately found consistent success and turned himself into perhaps the greatest 
player of all time by making adjustments to his game and improving his consistency, 
return of serve, and patience. 
The schedule and philosophy for developing girls is very similar to the one used 
to develop boys. As a result of these similarities, the programs for the girls will be 
described in less detail so as not to be repetitive. The major difference for the girls is that 
the timetable is pushed up by about two years because the top female players tum pro at a 
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younger than their male counterparts. At the end of 2001, the average age of women 
ranked in the WT A's top 50 is 24.25, while the average age of the number one ranked 
player is 22 years and 2 months. There was only one woman ranked in the WTA's top 
100 who was over the age of 30 in 2001. Because of this accelerated timetable, girls will 
have played somewhat fewer matches than boys when they are ready to make an impact 
on the professional ranks. Girls should plan to go out on the pro tour full time at around 
age 17. For American girls this will probably correspond with their senior year in high 
school. Female players may also go to college if they like, but college is not as good a 
tennis training choice as it is for male players. This is because the level of women's 
college tennis is not as strong due to the fact that world's top junior players typically turn 
professional either while in high school or immediately after graduating from high 
school. Only five women who were ranked in the WT A's top 100 at the end of 2001 went 
to college for at least one year. 
Players in the 12-and-under category (girls between the ages of 9-11) should play 
between 10 to 12 tournaments a year. This will give them between 60 to 80 singles 
matches, but they should be playing doubles as well. If the player is very good she should 
play up in a higher age group and compete in the 14-and-under age division. This will 
ensure that the player is getting good, competitive matches. Girls at this age will train 
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about 40 weeks a year, and practice between 600 to 700 hours annually. As in the 
previous schedules, a good deal of those practice and playing hours will occur during the 
summer months when school is not in session. Girls at this age should also continue to 
play other sports in order to develop their overall athletic ability. During this phase, their 
physical training will consist of movement training, and some upper body strength work. 
The key to developing good women's tennis players is to teach them good 
groundstrokes, a weapon, good movement skills, and a good throwing motion. Even 
though the serve is less of a weapon in women's tennis than it is in men's tennis, a proper 
throwing motion will help female players to develop a good serve. Aside from excellent 
movement skills, a good serve is often what separates the top women players from the 
lesser ones. 
Schedule For Girls' 12-and-Under Players 
Jan. 1-Feb. 9: PTactice 
Feb. 10-13: Play a tournament (14's winter championship; event #1) 
Feb. 14-24: Off 
Feb. 25-March 3: Conditional training (focusing on movement) 
March 4-22: PTactice 
March 23-25: Play a tournament (event #2) 
March 26-27: Off 
March 28-April 26: Practice 
April27-30: Play a tournament (event #3) 
May 1-2: Off 
May 3-10: Practice 
May 11-14: Play a tournament (event #4) 
May 15-16: Off 
May 17-24: Practice 
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May 25-28: Play a tournament (event #5). Based on the results of events #4 and #5 you 
can decide whether the player should stay in the 12's division or play up in the 14's. 
May 29-30: Off 
May 31-June 7: Practice 
June 8-12: Play a tournament (event #6) 
June 13-14: Off 
June 15-21: Practice 
June 22-25: Play a tournament (event #7) 
June 26-27: Off 
June 28-July 18: Practice 
July 19-30: Play two tournaments (events #8-9) 
Aug. 2-4: Play a tournament (event #10) 
Aug. 5-6: Off 
Aug. 7-16: Practice 
Aug. 17-20: Play a tournament (event #11) 
Aug. 21-22: Off 
Aug. 23-30: Practice 
Aug. 31-Sept. 8: Play a tournament (event #12) 
Sept. 9-10: Off 
Sept. 11-20: Practice 
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Sept. 21-24: Play a tournament (if you skipped one of the earlier tournaments this would 
be event #12; players at this age should play no more than 12 tournaments) 
Sept. 25-0ct. 4: Off 
Oct. 5-14: Movement training 
Oct. 15-Dec. 31: Practice, working on improving and correcting technical flaws 
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The Middle Years (Bloom, 1985) 
Players in the 14-and-under category (girls between the ages of 12 and 13) should 
play between 13 and 16 events in a year, playing 85 to 100 matches a year. At this age, 
girls should practice about 800 hours annually over the course of 42 to 44 weeks. At this 
stage in their development it is important to increase the level of movement training and 
upper body strength training. They should also continue to play other sports, such as 
soccer and basketball. 
Schedule For Girls' 14-and-Under Players 
Jan. 1-Jan. 29: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
Feb. 1-Feb. 4: Play a tournament (event #1) 
Feb. 5-17: Practice, and taper down physical conditioning 
Feb 18-20: Play a tournament (event #2) 
Feb. 21-28: Off 
March 1- March 10: Physical training, no tennis 
March 11- April 5: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
April6-9: Play a tournament (event #3) 
April 10-11: Off 
April 12-20: Practice and conditional training (medium hard) 
April21-23: Play a tournament (event #4) 
April 24-30: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
May 1-2: Off 
May 3-20: Play tennis and conditional training (hard) 
May 21-25: Play a tournament (event #5) 
May 26-27: Off 
May 28-June 7: Practice and taper down training 
June 8-12: Play a tournament (event #6) 
June 13-14: Off 
June 15-19: Play a tournament (event #7) 
June 20-21: Off 
June 22-29: Practice and conditional training (light) 
June 30-July 7: Play a tournament (event #8) 
July 8-9: Off 
July 10-21 Play and conditional training (light) 
July 22-28: Play a tournament (event #9) 
July 29-30: Off 
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July 31-Aug. 1: Practice 
Aug. 2-4: Play a tournament (event #10) 
Aug. 5-16: Practice 
Aug. 17-31: Play two tournaments (events #11 and #12) 
Sept. 1-4: Off 
Sept. 5-9: Play a tournament (event #13) 
Sept. 10-24 : Off 
Sept. 25-0ct. 10: Conditional training (no tennis) 
Oct. 11-Nov. 25: Play tennis and conditional training (hard) 
Nov. 26- Dec. 7: Play tennis and taper down training 
Dec 8-15: Play a tournament (Eddie Herr, event #14) 
Dec 16-24: Play a tournament (Orange Bowl, event #15) 
Investment Years (Cote, 1999) 
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Players in the 16-and-under category (ages 14 and 15) should play between 14 
and 18 events a year. This will give them between 110 and 125 matches annually, 
including doubles. This figure closely corresponds with the 104 matches that 16-year-old 
French junior Marion Bartoli played in 2001 (she may have played additional matches, 
but only 104 were recorded on the ITF's junior tennis web page, www.itftennis.com). 
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Bartoli won the 2001 U.S. Open Junior Girls' Championship and earned a No. 3 ITF 
junior ranking for 2001. These 110 to 125 matches do not all have to be tournament 
matches, but even practice matches must be played with great intensity in order to 
simulate tournament match conditions. Players will train between 42 and 44 weeks each, 
with about 900 hours spent on deliberate practice. Girls should be playing in various 
levels of tournaments during this stage. About one-third of the events should be 
tournaments that they will win or do very well in; one-third should be events in which 
they will struggle or be unsure of how they will do; and one-third should be events in 
which they will be playing up a level from their current ability and will be fortunate to 
win a match, much less the tournament. 
Girls at this age will spend around one hour a day working on physical 
conditioning and general athleticism. This is a crucial developmental time for physical 
skills, so it is vital for players to continue working on their movement and balance. 
Although players at this stage are now specializing in tennis, it is still very important for 
them to play other sports recreationally in order to work on their agility and athleticism. 
In many cultures, however, it is still more difficult for girls to play sports on a 
recreational basis than it is for boys. 
Schedule For Girls' 16-and-Under Players 
Jan. 1- Jan. 6: Play a tournament (ITF event in Costa Rica, event #1) 
Jan 8-14: Play a tournament (ITF event in Venezuela, event #2) 
Jan. 15-16: Off 
Jan 17- Feb. 1: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
Feb. 3-6: Play a tournament (event #3) 
Feb. 6-13: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
Feb 14-23: Practice and taper down training 
Feb. 24-27: Play a tournament (event #4) 
March 1-14: Off 
March 15-28: Conditional training (no tennis) 
March 29-April 15: Practice and taper down 
April 16-20: Play a tournament (event #5) 
April21-25: Play a tournament (ITF, event #6) 
April 26-May 15: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
May 16-20: Play a tournament (event #7) 
May 21-25 Practice and conditional training 
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May 26-27: Off 
May 28-June 1: Practice 
June 2-9: Play a tournament (Junior French Open or international tournament in Italy, 
event #8) 
June 8-12 Play a tournament (event #9) 
June 12-14: Off 
June 15-19: Practice and conditional training (light) 
June 20-21: Off 
June 22-25: Practice and conditional training (light) 
June 26-29: Play a tournament (event #10) 
July 1-9: Practice 
July 10-13: Practice and conditional training (light) 
July 14-16: Play a tournament (event #11) 
July 17-21: Practice and taper down training 
July 22-28: Play a tournament (event #12) 
July 29-31: Off 
Aug. 1-5: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
Aug. 6-10: Taper down practice and training 
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Aug 11-31: Play two international tournaments or two women's professional satellite 
events (events #13 and #14) 
Sept. 1-9: Play a tournament (event #15) 
Sept. 10-24: Off 
Sept. 25-0ct. 9: Conditional training (hard) 
Oct. 10-Nov. 25: Practice and conditional training (hard) 
Nov 26-Dec. 8: Practice and taper down training 
Dec. 9-16: Play a tournament (Eddie Herr, event #16) 
Dec. 17-24: Play a tournament (Orange Bowl, event #17) 
Dec. 26-31: Optional tournament (Port Washington, event #18) 
Players in the 18-and-under category (girls between the ages of 16 and 17) should 
think about turning pro. They might need one more year of high-level tournament 
experience before turning pro, which they could gain by playing a combination of ITF 
junior tournaments and professional satellite tournaments. They should play between 18 
and 24 events a year, which would come out to between 150 and 160 matches. Players 
will play between 42 and 44 weeks a year and practice around 1000 hours annually 
during this phase. They should play around three hours a day and also do one hour of 
daily physical conditioning. 
Schedule For Girls' 18-and-Under Players 
January: Play four consecutive weeks of tournaments 
• Costa Rica (event #1) 
• Venezuela (event #2) 
• Colombia (event #3) 
• Ecuador (event #4) 
Feb. 1-10: Off 
Feb. 11-20: Physical training (hard) 
Feb 21-March 31: Practice and physical training (hard) 
April1-12: Practice and physical training (75%) 
April 13-16: Play a tournament (event #5) 
April17-19: Recover and travel to next tournament 
April20-25: Play a tournament (event #6) 
April 26-28: Off 
April29-May 5: Practice and taper down training 
May 6-June 1: Play tournaments (events #7-10) 
June 2-9: Play a tournament (Junior French Open, event #11) 
June 8-12: Play a tournament (USTA 18's Nationals, event #12) 
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June 13-19: Off 
June 20-30: Practice and physical training (hard) 
July 1-7: Play a tournament (Junior Wimbledon, event #13) 
July 8-11: Recover and travel to next tournament 
July 12-15: Play a tournament (event #14) 
July 17- 21: Practice and physical training (at 50% exertion) 
July 22-28: Play a tournament (event #15) 
Aug. 1-7: Play a tournament (event #16) 
Aug. 10-Sept. 2: Play tournaments (events #17-20) 
Sept. 3-10: Play a tournament (Junior U.S. Open, event #21) 
Sept. 11-21: Off 
Sept. 22-30: Physical training (hard) 
Oct. 1- Nov. 15: Practice and physical training (hard) 
Nov. 15-20: Practice and taper down training 
Nov. 22-29: Play a tournament (ITF event in Mexico, event #22) 
Nov. 30-Dec. 8: Practice and taper down training 
Dec. 9-16: Play a tournament (Eddie Herr, event#23) 
Dec. 17-24: Play a tournament (Orange Bowl, event #24) 
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Strength Conditioning and Movement 
The strength conditioning and movement components of this study are based on 
the work of Faigenbaum and Westcott (2000), Drabik (1996), Bompa (1995), and the 
National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA, 1985). Studies have shown that 
before the age of 14 there is no need to specialize in a sport or engage in steady-state 
and/or anaerobic training. The skills that should be developed with various training drills 
are coordination, movement, and agility. These physical training drills should all be part 
of the 10,000 or hours of deliberate practice recommended by Ericsson and collaborators 
(1990, 1993, 1994, 1996). Before the age of 14, players should view training more as 
directed play rather than as a work-out. Bloom (1985) found that a fun environment or 
atmosphere should be created for the even younger players. 
What follows is a brief overview of the type of physical training players should do 
to achieve expert performance. The program changes as the players age and should be 
adjusted according to the individual player's needs (i.e. to compensate for injuries, 
specific body types, etc.) The overriding goal of the training program is to develop speed, 
coordination, and overall body strength. Unlike athletes in many other sports, tennis 
players do not need a great deal of upper body strength. They do need strong legs and a 
very strong and flexible abdominal area and back. They also need a strong, flexible 
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shoulder area and a strong wrist and forearm. In tennis, players need to be agile, yet they 
must also have the ability to stay low to the ground. For example, while sprinter Michael 
Johnson is extremely fast, his way of moving and running would not be very effective in 
tennis. 
When you begin to design a strength program for tennis it is important to 
understand what muscles are used in hitting a tennis ball, and what areas of the body are 
in danger of being injured due to overuse. In tennis, the elbow and the shoulder are the 
two areas most in danger of being injured from overuse. Some of these injuries can be 
prevented by ensuring that the player learns proper technique. However, even with proper 
technique, the only way to prevent injuries is by strengthening these areas through such 
exercises as wrist extensions, wrist flexions, wrist pronation/supinations, internal 
shoulder rotations, and external shoulder rotations. 
The NSCA (1985) has concluded that prepubescent children can derive benefit 
from a strength program. The work of Faigenbaum, Zaichkowsky, Westcott, Micheli, & 
Fehlandt (1993) also confirmed the NSCA's findings. Faigenbaum et al. (1993) 
conducted strength training research on 14 boys and girls whose mean age was 10.8 
years. They found "that participation in a short-term, twice-a-week strength training 
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program can increase the strength and improve the body composition of young boys and 
girls" (p. 339). 
For children below the age of eleven the strength program will consist chiefly of 
abdominal exercises, push-ups, and some body weight exercises. It is important not to do 
steady-state work at this time. The major component of the program will entail working 
on the child's movement, focusing both on speed work and how to move for tennis. 
Coaches should emphasize teaching their students how to move on their toes, and how to 
run so that they do not make loud, slapping sounds with their feet. The running portion of 
the strength program will consist mainly of playing soccer and basketball, and having the 
children run races against each other. These are all fun things that promote overall 
athletic ability. The speed work at this age will consist of three to five second bursts of 
all-out sprinting effort. The old adage applies: if you want to move fast, train fast. The 
footwork drills will include repeated cross-over steps, and drills in which the player 
reacts to the ball (like drop the ball or roll the ball). 
The final component of the strength program is stretching. This area cannot be 
stressed enough because many perceived agility problems in athletes are actually due to 
flexibility problems. 
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After players go through puberty, the amount and intensity of the exercises will 
increase. Plyometric exercises will now be added, as well as combination lifts. Weights 
will be used with squats and lunges instead of just body weight. At this time steady-state 
work such as running will be added if needed. It is relatively easy to test a player's 
aerobic fitness to determine if it needs to be improved. 
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